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1 6.0 SYSTEM ANALYSES

I 6.1 CYCLE ANALYSES

The performance of the CCCBS was evaluated both during steady-state operating

and in response to a select number of transients. For all andlyses the base

system configuration was used, with the flow diagram as shown in Figure 6-1.

During the preliminary cycle analyses a plant control scheme was developed that

would result in an acceptable tradeoff between component life and plant efficiency.

At present a sliding heat source outlet temperature control is used, which results

in the turbine inlet temperature changing linearly from 927°C (1700'F) to 9000C

(1650'F) between a 100% to 25% throttle position. Also, inventory control is

used in this throttle range. Below 25% throttle, the system is controlled solely

by varying heat source outlet temperature.

I In the system analyses, the BAM computer model (Reference 1) was used. While the

turbomachinery, heat exchangers, and nuclear heat source modeling in the BAM model

were not changed, the control system was changed to be applicable to the particular

case being investigated.I
6.1.1 STEADY-STATE ANALYSES

The steady-state operation of the CCCBS was investigated at both full and part-

power to determine the state points. In order to allow the results to be valid

for a wide range of possible uses of the CCCBS, both variable and constant 
speed

power turbine operating philosophies were considered. In addition, the full-

power plant performance as a function of heat source outlet temperature and heat

exchanger effectiveness was investigated, as well as the full and part power per-

formance as a function of the sea water temperature.

I
I
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I6.1.1.1 REFERENCE SYSTEM STATEPOINTS

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 show the system state points for constant and variable speed

turbine operation, respectively. The plant efficiency and the system tempera-

tures and pressure, are shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-8.I
The plant efficiency versus power can be seen in Figure 6 2. For constant speed

turbine operation, there is actually an increase in the plant efficiency at part-

power, due to the turbine efficiency staying approximately constant and the heat

exchanger effectiveness increasing with the reduced load. This is an attempt of

using inventory control rather than a bypass control or heat source outlet tem-

perature control.

The station temperatures are shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 for constant speed tur-

bine operation, and in Figures 6-5 and 6-6 for variable speed turbine operation.

Again the advantages of using helium inventory control above 25% power can be seen,

as the maximum change in station temperatures was 31'C (55°F), and occurred at

the inlet to the high pressure turbine. Also, this change was not due to any

Icomponent performance characteristics, but rather to the sliding temperature

controller used between 100% and 25% power.

IA parametric analysis was performed on the CCCBS to determine the impact of cer-

tain parameters on the plant performance. These were limited to variations inI the sea water temperature, heat source outlet temperature, and the heat transfer

effectivenesses of the precooler, intercoolers, and recuperators. For these

Ianalyses, the turbomachinery parameters (compressor map, turbine efficiency and

flowrate characteristics) were held constant. Even though the plant was not

Ioptimized for every new value of each parameter, the general performance trends

are still valid.

16.1.1.2 IMPACT OF SEA WATER TEMPERATURE

IThe influence of sea water temperature can be seen in Figures 6-2, 6-7 and 6-8,
and al~o by comparing Figures 6-3 and 6-4 for constant speed turbine operation

and Figures 6.5 and 6-6 for variable speed turbine operation. The major effect

Iis a large improvement in plant efficiencies with the lower sea temperatures
(Figure 6-2). The overall system pressure level also dropped with the lower sea

I
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TABLE 6-2

CCCBS STATE POINTS - VARIABLE SPEED TURBINE, 85°F SEA TEMPERATURE

Output Pouer (3)

COMPONE NT 100 so 60 40 2S Is 7.5

Pn W Pa 3130 2599 2027 1448 1013 1103 117?

T in. 1C 38.1 35.9 33.7 32.0 31.4 30.9 30.7

L, P. Compressor W. g/sec 98.1 47.9 37.3 26.8 18.6 16.4 13.2

'OPut, ,A 6136 ,081 3944 2827 1972 1972 186

Tout. 151.4 147.6 144.8 142.6 140,9 125.3 111..4

. Kg Isec 3.A 47.9 37.3 26.8 18.6 16.4 13.2

Intercooler Pow KP, 6088 6040 3916 2806 1958 1965 1889

Tout. *C 38.1 35.3 33.7 32.6 31.4 30.7 30.5

W, Kg/sec 57.0 47.0 34.5 26.2 18.2 16.0 13.0

H. P. Compressor Pout. 0P, 11.204 9218 7156 5116 3564 3082 2572

Tout. *C 138.7 135.3 132.6 130.3 128.7 103.7 81.4

PIn, KP, 11.163 9183 7129 5106 3551 3075 2565

Ttn. *C 138.7 135.3 132.6 130.3 128.7 103.7 81.4

Rcuperator 8. K/sec 54.6 45.0 35.0 29.1 17.5 15.4 12.4

Pout. e 11.121 9149 7101 601 3537 3061 2558

Tou
t
. *C 453 450 451 45

-  
471 "447 461

P KPa 11.011 9059 703Z S033 3502 3027 2530

I C 49 80 4bO5 458 430 446 461

Nat Source W. Kg/sec 55.2 45.5 36.5 25.4 17.7 15.0 12.S!Pout. KPa 10.425 8576 6653 4757 3309 268 2399
out, * 9 44 936 929 921 916 605 755

P,,. KPA 10.342 8508 0605 4723 3282 2847 2385
iTin. 1C 927 920 913 905 900 790 740

4. P. 8urbine W. Kg/sec 56.4 46.5 36.2 25.9 18.0 15.9 12.8

Pout. KP. 5874 6847 3764 2496 1875 1737 1586

Tou
t
. 'C 738 704 698 693 689 620 605

8. Kg/Sec 56.4 46.5 36.2 25.9 10.0 15.9 12.9

L. P. Turbine Pout, KPG 3296 2737 2123 1524 1069 1144 1193

T
ou

t , 
*1 526 915 514 519 528 901 519

I Tin, *C 511 503 505 511 521 497 516

W Kg/sec 58.1 47.9 37.3 26.8 18.6 16.4 13.3
Recuper*otor

Pout, K P 3169 2667 2054 1475 1034 1171 1179

Tou
t
. *C 216 213 211 206 203 177 161

W¥. Kg/SfC 58.1 47.9 37.3 26.6 18.6 16.4 13.3

Precooler out. KPa 3137 2606 2027 1448 1013 1103 1177

Tout. *C 38.1 35.9 33.7 32.0 31.4 30.5 30.6

I
I
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I

Iwater temperature, due primarily to a reduction in the helium temperature (and
hence the density and pressure) at the compressor inlet (Figure 6-7 and 6-8).

6.1.1.3 IMPACT OF HEAT SOURCE OUTLET TEMPERATURE

The influence of heat source outlet temperature can be seen in Figure 6-9 through

6-11, where the full-power plant efficiency, and the system temperatures and

I pressures are shown as a function of the heat source temperature.

I The major benefit to be realized by increasing the heat source outlet temperature

can be seen in Figures 6-9 and 6-11. The efficiency improvement to be felt with

increasing heat source outlet temperatures varied from about 1.5%/20'C to about

O.3%/20°C (Figure 6-9), with the larger rates of improvement to be felt at the

lower outlet temperatures. Also, the station temperatures tend to increase with

the increased heat source outlet temperature (Figure 6-10). Downstream of the
power turbine, however, there was at most a 220C (400F) rise for a heat source

temperature rise of 105 0C (3500F). The system pressures (Figure 6-11) tended to
drop with the increase heat source outlet temperatures, with the greatest effect

I being felt at the lower outlet temperatures.

I All of these results show the benefit of using the highest possible heat source

outlet temperature. The increased efficiency allows for a smaller heat source

heat exchanger (or, if nuclear powered, a smaller reactor), although changes of

only a few percent would not have a very great effect on weight or volume. Greater
benefit can be obtained in the turbomachinery, however, due to the reduced pres-

I sure levels. In addition, the turbine pressure ratio is increased, which results
in reduced system flow rates. In general, an increase in the heat source outlet

I temperature of 28C (50'F) results in a decrease in the system flow rates of from

5 to 7 percent.

I 6.1.1.4 IMPACT OF HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS

The precoolers and intercoolers used in the CCCBS are both finned-tube cross

counterflow heat exchangers with high effectivenesses (defined as the ratio of
the helium temperature drop to the difference in the helium and water inlet

temperatures). The effectivenesses at full power are about 98 percent for both the

6
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precoolers and the intercoolers, mainly due to the mass capacity rate ratio

(w -CP)He being less than 0.28, and the number of transfer units (NTU)

I -. O water]
being about 5. These high effectivenesses result in the helium being cooled

to within 3C (5°F) of the water inlet temperature.

Due to the high NTU values and low mass capacity rate ratios for the precoolers

and intercoolers, there is little variation in their performance with large vari-

ations in the heat exchanger area. A reduction of 40% in the heat transfer area

Iin either component reduces the effectiveness of that component from 98% to 95%.

This translates to about a lOC (17'F) rise felt in the helium outlet temperature,

for the same flowrates and inlet conditions. In a CCCBS application, the reduced

heat transfer area if felt as only about a 0.3% drop in the overall place effici-

ency, with a rise in the system flowrates (and in the total system helium inven-

tory) of about 2% at full power.

The recuperator design is essentially a tube-shell heat exchanger, used to increase

i the overall plant efficiency. In constrast to the precoolers and intercoolers,

heat transfer is helium to helium, which necessitates a larger heat exchanger than

the helium to water heat exchanger designs described previously. The full-power

effectivenss is approximately 82%, resulting in the compressor exit helium being

heated to within 700C (125°F) of the temperature at the exit of the low pressure

I turbine.

g Due to the reduced effectiveness, and the capacity rates (w • Cp) being approxi-

mately equal on the hot and cold sides of the recuperator, changes in the recuper-

ator heat trarifer area have a larger effect than similar magnitude of changes

in the precoolers or intercoolers. A reduction of 40% in the heat transfer area

causes the effectiveness to decrease from 82% to 77% at full power. This then

I impacts the whole cycle performance, most notably by reducing the overall plant

efficiency from 36.73% to 35.35%. Also, the low pressure recuperator exit helium

I temperatures rises by about 20'C (35°F), while the high pressure exit temperature

drops by an equal amount. Unlike the precooler and intercooler cases, however,

I there is no increase in the helium inventory or the flowrates. This is due to

the precooler still lowering the compressor inlet temperature to about 330C

6
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I stand certain malfunction accidents without severe damage occurring to the equip-

ment. As a result a number of expected and malfunction transients were analyzed

to determine their impact on the system design.

Before discussing the results of the analysis, a description of the CCCBS system

flow path is in order. Figure 6-1 is a flow schematic of the reference CCCBS

system. Helium picks up energy as it passes through the heat source (a high tem-

I perature gas cooled reactor for the cases analyzed), is expanded in the high pres-

sure and power turbines, and gives up heat in the recuperator and precooler. It

is then recompressed in the low and high pressure compressors, and passes through

the recuperator and then back to the heat source. Ultimate heat rejection is from

the precoolers and intercoolers, to ai intermediate water loop, then via a water-

to-water heat exchanger to the sea. A 30'C (85°F) sea temperature was used in the

I analyses.

Initially a constant 944'C (1730'F) reactor outlet temperature was chosen as the

desired setpoint during inventory control. It was judged, however, that at 25%

power the cycle turbine could not meet the operational requirement of 10,000 ef-

I fective full power hours (40,000 hours of opeidtion at 25% power). Reducing the

turbine inlet temperature at part power allowed the operating life of the turbine

to be extended to meet the desired operating life.

The 25% power switchover point (inventory control to pure temperature control)

was selected to minimize the practical size of the two inventory bottles. Switch-

ing over at 25% power allows for a bottle size of approximately 85 m3 (3000 ft3).

I This is approximately twice as big as each turbine-compressor-heat exchanger pack-

age. Using helium inventory down to 10% power would require the bottles to be an

I order of magnitude larger, due to the low helium pressures and densities available

at these low power levels.

The reference control scheme was defined as follows: between 100% and 25. net out-

I 3put power the system was controlled by varying both the reactor outlet temperature

and the helium inventory. The reactor outlet temperature controller operates by

*sensing a temperature error (demand minus measured temperatures), and operating

I on the control drums through a proportional-integral controller:

I
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edrum = K1 (Te + K2 jT e dt)

where Te = demand - measured temperature

Between 25% and 100% power, the demanded temperature varies linearly with throttle

position:

Td (°C) = 906.6 + 37.0(F)

where F = throttle position (.25 to 1.0)

Below 25% power, the system uses solely reactor outlet temperature as a means of

control. When operating in this region, a reactor outlet temperature setpoint

was generated as a function of the demanded output power by using a correlation

obtained from the steady-state analysis discussed in Section 6.1.1. This correla-

tion can be seen in Figure 6.4, where the reactor outlet temperature is shown as

a function of outpower power.

This modeled helium inventory controller used a power turbine speed error signal

(N e), operating through a proportional-integral-derivative controller to generate

a demand flowrate:

W = Kl  (Ne + K2 JN e dt + K3 Ne
)

To simulate the valve dynamics, a 1/3 sec. lag was used on the demand flowrate.

The cases analyzed assumed a variable speed power turbine (i.e., direct mechanical

drive to the load). Assuming that output power varies as speed cubed, the demand

speed can be related to the throttle position (or power demand):

Nd = N1 + N2 (F) 1/3

where Nl is the no-load idle speed. Differentiating with respect to time:

Nd = 1/3 N2 (F) -2/3
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I

Iwhere F is the demanded throttle rate of change.
It was felt that the controllers described above would be sufficient to obtain

the plant response to certain induced transients. In general, they were able to

control the plant in an acceptable manner, and allowed the plant transient perfor-

mance characteristics to be recognized. From these analyses and the proposed ap-

*plication of the CCCBS, the actual plant control scheme can be developed. Some

improvements that could be made to improve the plant response and to be more re-

presentative of an actual control system are discussed in Section 8.4.3.

The following normal and malfunction cases were investigated:

I
(2) Rampdown from 100% power at 10% throttle change per second.

I (2) Rampup from 10% power at 10% throttle change per second.

(3) Reactor scram at full power.

(4) Full loss of load at full power.

(5) Inventory valve between compressor discharge and high pressure

reservoir (CVl) fails open at full power.

(6) Inventory valve between high pressure reservoir and precooler

inlet (CV2) fails open at 25% power.

i The scenario and results "for each transient will be discussed separately.

i 6.1.2.1 THROTTLE RAMPDOWN FROM 100% OUTPUT POWER

The results for the throttle ramp case are shown in Figures 6-12 through 6-20.

The demanded ramprate was a 10% per second rate of change between 100% and 25%

throttle position, followed by a 3% per second rate of change after this time.

r The lower rate of change below 25% throttle position was used to avoid possibly

running the reactor control drums fully in. Figures 6-12 and 6-13 show the

various station temperatures during the transient. Inventory control was used

up to about 7 seconds, when the low inventory valve differential pressure shut

I off the inventory flow. During this time the reactor exit temperature decreased
steadily, but lagged behind the demand temperature. Due to this temperature
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I error, the control drums were run in steadily until they bottomed out also at

about 7 seconds (Figure 6-14). The small temperature spike past this point was

due to a combination of the control drums being fully in, and the cessation of

inventory flow causing a leveling off of the system pressures (Figure 6-15).

This leveling of pressures also caused the spike in helium temperatures seen in

Figure 6-13. These spikes, however, are on the order of about 20'C (35°F), and

do not appear to place any constraints on the design of the CCCBS.

As described above, the control drums bottomed out at about 7 seconds into the

transient. This was still while the plant was in inventory control, and appears

to indicate that the nuclear heat source is unable to decrease power at the desir-

ed 10% per second when decreasing power from the 100% to the 25% throttle position.

In addition, when decreasing power below a 25% throttle position, it appears as

1 if even a 3% per second rate of change of power is too great. It would appear

that for a controlled throttle rampdown from a 100% down to a 10% throttle posi-

1 tion, the maximum rates of change of power would be about 5% per second above a

25% throttle position, and 1% per second below 25% throttle. However, for smaller

power decreases (about 10% to 20%) from full power, the 10% per second desired

rate of change can be maintained wittout problems with the reactor control drums.

JThe cycle and power turbine speeds are shown in Figure 6-16. During inventory

control the power turbine speed drops at approximately the expected rate to

Jmatch the 10% per second power ,ampdown rate. However, once the CCCBS switches

to pure temperature control there is initially a slow rise in turbine speed,

J followed by a very gradual speed decrease past 12 seconds. The speed increase

was caused by the rebalancing of the system pressure and flow rates following

the sudden stopping of the inventory flow (Figure 6-19). This can be seen in

Figure 6.14 and 6-16, where the system pressures and flows both increased between

7 and 12 seconds. The slow rate of decrease of the power turbine speed past 12

Iseconds was due to the generator turbine torque beong almost identical to the load

torque.1
The thrust bearing loads on the turbocompressor assembly and the power turbine

j are shown in Figure 6-l9 and 6-20, respectively. Between 0 and 8 seconds the

turbocompressor thrust load (Figure 6-19) varied dramatically with the inventory

6
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Figure 6,22 shows the major turbomachinery temperatures. Before 5 seconds and

after 13 seconds, the CCCBS was in pure temperature control, and the turbomachinery

helium temperatures were all changing at approximately the same rate. This was

due to the approximately equal flows in both the compressor and turbines (Figure

6-26). During inventory control, however, there is a 10% to 25% flow difference

between the two, with the largest percentage variation being at the start of inven-

tory control. This caused the dip in the temperature exiting the low pressure

side of the recuperator.

The sudden addition of helium at the precooler inlet caused a sudden increase in

the pressure in this region, with a corresponding increased in the back pressure

in the power turbine.

This decreased the flowrate momentarily through the power turbine, and hence

increased the power turbine outlet temperature (stated as "Recuperator Inlet -

LP" on Figure 6-22). This was also reflected in a momentary reduction in shaft

power produced and a corresponding reduction in the power turbine speed (Figure

6-25).

The turbomachinery flowrates (Figure 6-26) were relatively constant during temper-

ature control, and increased at about a 10% per second rate during inventory

control in response to the 9 Kg/sec (20 lb/sec) inventory flow (Figure 6-27).

The inventory flow was stopped at 12.5 seconds, the time when the helium inventory

reached its full-power value.

The turbocompressor and power turbine thrust bearing loads are shown in Figures

6-28 and 6-29,respectively. During temperature control the bearing thrust loads

changed at a fairly constant rate. The most radical changes occurred during inven-

tory control, especially for the turbocompressor load which changed by about 2000

Newtons (450 lbf) at the start and end of the inventory flow. A larger percentage

of this change was most likely due to the sudden step changes in the helium flow

causing a rapid change in pressure at the power turbine exit. A more realistic

modeling of the inventory flow would decrease the loads rate of changes as will

be seen in the succeeding sets of transients.
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6.1.2.3 REACTOR SCRAM FROM 100 PERCENT OUTPUT POWER

The results for this reactor scram case are shown in Figures 6-30 through 6-38.

The reactor scram was simulated by running the control drums in at their maximum

rate. The speed demand was set to zero, resulting in the inventory valves going

I full open and allowing the maximum flow possible into the inventory bottles.

This was done to insure that the helium inventory was reduced to the 25% value

desired for shutdown and low power operation.

The large inventory flow which occurred due to the valves going full open (Figure

I6-36) did not cause any problems with controlling the reactor outlet temperature
(Figure 6-30). Peak temperature reached was 950'C (1740'F), only about 6C (lO°F)

above its normal full power value. Two temperature spikes were noted at 2 and

3.5 seconds. This was due to the switching from dumping into the high pressure

I inventory blottle to dumping into the low pressure bottle at 2 seconds, and due
to the stoppage of the inventory flow at 3.5 seconds (Figure 6-36).

Figure 6-30 shows a large temperature lag between the reactor outlet temperature

and the cycle turbine inlet temperature. This is due to the heat capacity of

the reactor outlet plug shield. As presently defined, this shield is coIposed

of a number of layers of plugs arranged in a manner to result in a labyrinth

flow path for the cycle helium. These plugs are composed of a tungsten-beryllium

oxide powder enclosed in a steel jacket. For the cases analyzed, the plug shield

I design was not optimized for the CCCBS application. By redesigning the outlet

plug shield, a closer agreement between the reactor outlet and cycle turbine in-

let helium temperatures can be obtained. This would allow the plant to respond

more rapidly to a change in the reactor outlet temperature. While an assessment

of the feasibiltiy of obtaining a large change in the heat capacity of the out-

let plug shield is beyond the scope of this study, it is felt that measurable

design improvements can readily be made.

The recuperator gas temperatures are shown in Figure 6-31. The temperature vari-

ations noted below about 3.5 seconds were due to the inventory flow clusing a

flow mismatch in the low and high pressure sides of the recuperator.

6
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As the inventory flow decreased the turbomachinery heliui inventory, the system

pressures, speeds, and flowrates also dropped sharply (Figures 6-33, 6-34 and

6-35). Following the stoppage of the inventory flow at 1.5 seconds, an increase

was noted in all these parameters due tc the restabilization of the flowrates

through the system. The helium that would have been dumped to the inventory bot-

tle during inventory control was now allowed to circulate back through the reac-

tor and then through the turbomachinery again (Figure 6-35). This can also be

seen in the drop in the reactor outlet temperature after 3.5 seconds, due to the

increased reactor flow.

The turbocompressor thrust bearing load (Figure 6r37) exhibited a behavior simi-

g lar to that noted in the previous transients. The bearing load changed dramatic-

ally when inventroy control was either initiated or stopped. After inventory con-

trol was halted, the bearing load started on a slow upramp from -125 Newtons (-25

lb). The power turbine thrust load (Figure 6-38) also behaved similarly to pre-

vious transients, roughly changing in the same manner as the power turbine speed.

6.1.2.4 FULL LOSS OF LOAD AT FULL POWER

I The results for the complete loss of load at full power are shown in Figures 6-39

through 6-47. The transient is assumed to be a sudden and complete rupture of

the power turbine output shafts. This scenario would be the most radical loss of

load transient that would be experienced by the plant, and would bound the more

likely cases of a loss of a propeller or fan blade with a direct mechanical drive,

or a loss of electrical load for a motor-generator drive system. For both of

these applications, the added inertia of the driven machinery would tend to reduce

the rate of increase of the power turbine speed, and hence allow the control sys-

tem to reduce the peak overspeed reached.

To simulate operation of a plant control system, a reactor scram signal was assumed

to be generated upon the attainment of a 10% overspeed condition (110% of design

speed) in the power turbine. A 1/4 second delay time was used to represent a

typical delay between the signal initiation and the start of the control drum roll

in. A maximum drum roll in rate of 1800 per second was used, which is typical

of a high temperature gas reactor and has been used in previous studies.

6
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The sudden loss of load caused a rapid increase in the power turbine speed (Figure

6-43). This caused the reactor scram signal to be generated almost immediately

(Figure 6-41), and tended to initially reduce the reactor exit temperature (Figure

6-39). As the overspeed opened the inventory valves, the turbomachinery flows were

reduced (Figure 6-44) as the flow was diverted to the inventory bottles (Figure

6-45). Due to the reactor decay heat and the heat capacity of the reactor and plug
shields, the ramprate of the reactor exit helium temperatures (Figure 6-39) tended

to alternately increase and decrease as the inventory flow changed the reactor

power-to-flow ratio.1
As the inventory flow increased, more of the compressor exit flow was diverted to

the inventory bottles. This reduced the cycle and power turbine flowrates, and

caused the system pressure levels to drop (Figure 6-42). In addition, the flow-

rate difference between the cycle turbine and the compressor (Figure 6-42) caused

a reduction in the cycle turbine speed (Figure 6-43).

The turbine efficiency characteristic can be approximated by an equation like:

2
where nt nd (2X - X)

NT TW

The subscript (d) represents the design conditions, which is the full-power oper-

ating point for the reference case.

As the turbine speed increased, the variable X tended to increase to a value of

about 2.0, at which point the efficiency dropped to zero. This initially occurred

at about 0.5 seconds, where the power turbine speed had increased to about 14,900

RPM, about a 67% overspeed condition (Fiqure 6-43). Once the invpntnrv flnw w-s

shut off at 2.5 seconds, the power turbine speed again started to increase due to

the reestablishment of a flow equality in the turbines and compressor. This in-

creased the peak overspeed to about 16,250 RPM, which is about an 800/ overspeed

condition.

I
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The turbocompressor thrust bearing loads are shown in Figure 6-46. The general

characteristics were as described previously, with large changes in the bearing

load with inventory flow. The peak thrust load was about 5800 KPa (840 lb), and

occurred about 0.5 seconds into the transient. In addition, the thrust load re-

versed direction, intially being -1000 KPa (minus being defined as toward the

compressor and turbine outlets), then reversing direction and reaching a peak of

+5800 KPa.

The power turbine thrust bearing load (Figure 6-47) tended to change in a similar

manner to the system pressures (Figure 6-42). Up to 2.5 seconds, the thrust load

tended to decrease sharply as the inventory flow reduced the system pressures.

Past this point, the thrust load increased as the compressor and turbine flows

rebalanced, increasing the cycle turbine work and the pressure level between the

compressor exit and power turbine inlet.

The 80% overspeed condition appears as if it would possibly lead to design

problems in the power turbine to safely accommodate this load. As a result,

methods other than the one described were analyzed to determine the performance

of alternate schemes of overspeed protection.

The first method tried was using a larger inventory control valve to evacuate

the system faster. The peak RPM reached during inventory control was about

59% overspeed in comparison with the 67% overspeed stated previously. However,

once the inventory bottles were full, the restabilization of the system once

again brought the overspeed up to the 80% value reported previously. As a

result, changing the inventory valve characteristic alone does not result in

any reduction in the overspeed condition.

Another method available is to alter the design point of the power turbine so

that the peak efficiency point does not occur at the full power point. This has

the disadvantage of reducing the plant efficiency at full power, but this is off-

set by an efficiency increase felt when operating at the design point. For the

case analyzed, the design point was taken to be at 95% of the full-power operating

condition. This reduced the peak overspeed reached to about 60% over the full

power speed of 9000 RPM. At the same time the full power plant efficiency was
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reduced by about 1% of the reference value of 36.73%. In the actual plant, the

design point would be determined by the application of the CCCBS and the expected

operating times at each power level.

Both of the above designs needed no additional hardware to perform their functions;

they are part of the basic design of the CCCBS. If it is deemed necessary, however,

a bypass control system could be added to solely serve as an overspeed protection.

The usual method is to bypass part of the compressor exit flow back to the power

turbine exit, thus bypassing the reactor and the turbines. While this case has

not been analyzed expressly, the results from the Inventory Control Valve 2 Failure

Case (Section 6.1.2.6) closely simulated a bypass controller. For this case, the

helium flow was essentially "short-circuited" from the compressor exit, through

the inventory bottle, and back to the low pressure exit side of the recuperator.

This flow starved the power turbine, and caused the speed to drop. In a loss of

load case, this bypass condition would reduce the power turbine pressure ratio

and flow and allow the zero efficiency point to be reached at a lower RPM. A

conservative estimation would be that the overspeed could be limited to the 67%

value obtained during inventory control. It would appear that a 67% overspeed

condition could be accommodated by the present power turbine configuration with

no major redesign being needed.

6.1.2.5 CONTROL VALVE 1 FAIL OPEN AT 100% POWER

The results for the control valve 1 fail open case are shown in Figures 6-48

through 6-56. The transient is an assumed malfunction in either the control valve

or its associated logic, which causes the valve to stay in the full-open position.

This would most likely occur during a reduction from full power operation, when

the system helium inventory is being dumped to the high pressure bottle through

control valve 1. (See Figure 6-1).

The large inventory flow through the failed full-open valve caused a sharp pressure

reduction in the system (Figure 6-51), as well as a rapid reduction in the system

flowrate (Figure 6-52). This flowrate reduction caused the reactor control drums

to move fully in (Figure 6-50) in order to try to maintain the reactor outlet tem-

perature at its 945'C (1730'F) setpoint (Figure 6-48).

I
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This drastic a control drum movement would not be physically possible in the

actual plant, and a reactor scram signal would be generated at about 1 second

into the transient (due to the minimum operating drum position). This would

result in the plant being shut down. However, the plant inventory would not be

able to be reduced to the minimum 25% point due to some of the helium in the high

i pressure reservoir bleeding down to the low pressure reservoir through the failed

control valve.I
On the start of the transient, the inventory controller started bleeding helium

i back into the system from the high pressure tank. As the pressure differential

between the compressor discharge and the high pressure inventory bottle decreased,

the 170 KPa (25 psia) differential setpoint was reached at about 1.5 seconds.

Flow was then bled into the system from the low pressure reservoir (Figure 6-54).

This was continued until about 9 seconds, when the 170 KPa setpoint was reached

on the pressure differential between the low pressure inventory bottle and the

precooler inlet. The source for the inventory flow being bled back into the sys-

tem was then switched back to the high pressure bottle. This switching between

the bottles continued for the rest of the transient.

In actuality this rapid switching would not occur. Only the high pressure bottle

i would be used as a source for the inventory bleed, and a steady-state would be

reached with the flows being equal entering and leaving the bottle. The major

Idifference in the results would be that the flowrates in and out of the high pres-

sure bottle would both steady out at a value between 5 and 10 Kg/sec, (9 and 18

I lb/sec). Since the net result of the transient would be a rapid throttle ramp-

down, the plant would stabilize at a power level slightly above the minimum pos-

sible with just the high pressure bottle (approximately 45% of the full power

condition). This was the case for the analyzed transients.

IThe turbocompressor thrust bearing load (Figure 6-5S) varied almost directly with
the inventory flow through the failed control valve. The largest variations once

I again occurred during the periods of maximum inventory flow. The peak bearing

load reached was almost 5 times the steady state full power value of -1000 Newtons.

I |In addition, the bearing thrust reversed directions, resulting in a net change of

6000 Newtons (1300 lbf) in less than a second.

I
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The power turbine thrust bearing load (Figure 6-56) essentially varied directly

with the power turbine speed (Figure 6-52). Since the peak bearing load occurred

at full power, no special designing of the power turbine thrust bearing appears

necessary to be able to withstand this transient.

Since the initial portion of the transient is essentially a rapid throttle rampdown,

a comparison can be made between this case and the 10% per second throttle ramp-

down case analyzed previously. For the previous case, using a constant inventory

flowrate of about 10% of the full-power helium inventory (about 9 Kg/sec) resulted

in the power turbine output being reduced at about a 10% per second rate. Increas-

ing the inventory flow to the maximum possible through the full-open control valve

resulted in the turbine output being reduced initially at a 70% per second rate,

then decreasing to zero at about 1.5 seconds as the net flow at the inventory

bottles approaches zero. Therefore, rapid power reductions of upwards of 50%

per second appear to be possible with a fossil fueled heat source, where there

is no nuclear decay power which could cause problems in controlling the heat

source outlet helium temperatures.

6.1.2.6 CONTROL VALVE 2 FAIL OPEN AT 25% POWER

The results for the control valve 2 fail open case are shown in Figures 6-57

through 6-65. The transient is caused by the assumed malfunction of the control

valve logic or positioner, driving it open at a time when it is normally closed.

This would also bound the more likely case of the fail open of control valve 4,

which would normally supply the inventory flow to the plant during a rampup from

25% power. (See Figure 6-1).

The sudden addition of helium to the system intially caused a rapid rise in the

system pressures (Figure 6-60). The control system then tried to maintain the

power level at a 25% level by dumping helium to the low pressure inventory bottle

(Figure 6-63). The rapid pressure rise reduced the pressure differential between

the low pressure inventory bottle and the compressor discharge to zero within 1

second of the start of the transient. Dumping was then switched to the high pres-

sure reservoir.
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Once the system switched over to using just the high pressure bottle at 1 second

into the transient, the flow,. into and out of the system tended to stabi ize. By

about 11 s econ(s the two flows had ( equa lized to within 5',, of each other (Fi(iure

6-63).

As the system pressure, dropped after S seconds (Figure 6-60), the inventory flow

entering the sys;tem through the failed control valve tended to increa,,e (Fi gure

6-63). In response to this, the contro l system increased the inventory flow from

the compressor to the inventory bottle. This reduced the CUBS flowrat.es, as more

flow bypassed the high pressure side of the system (Fiqure 6-6?), and reduced the

turbine speeds as the shaft power decreased with the reduced flowrates ai( pre,,ure

drops (Figure 6-61).

The turbocompressor thrust bearing load (Figure 6-64) varied directly with the

flowrate through the failed control valve (Figure 6-63). The steady rise in lhe

bearing load after 7 seconds was due to the increasing difference between the

flowrates in the compressor and cycle turbine (Figure 6-6?) as a greater p er(e t-

age of the compressor flow was bled off into the inventory bottle. The peak

thrust load would appear to be about 10,000 Newtons (??50 lbf).

The power turbine thrust bearing load (Figure 6-65) once again changed in a ,,imilar

manner as the power turbine speed (Figure 6-61). However, for this (ase the power

turbine bearing load reversed direction around 1 second and again after ?6 seconds.

This case was the only one of the five cases reported which exhibited thi,

behavior, and resulted in a peak bearing load of about -12,000 Newtons (-2700

lbf).

6.1.3 OPERATION OF PARALLEL. INIIS

One of the design requirements of the CCC13S was that it should he capable of

operation in the configuration of having two power conversion assemblies coupled

in paralll to a sinqle energy source. tip to this point, the transient analyes

have all assumed that both power conversion asemblies are identical uriit s, and

that any transient initiator, affect,, both unit-; equally. It wa, felt that an

evaluation of the plant performance for conditions where non-identic(al power
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conversion units were operating in parallel was in order. Typical cases of the

I two power conversion units not operating identically would be differing plant

characteristics (such as compressor or turbine efficiencies, line pressure drop

losses, heat exchanger effectivenesses, etc.) or transients that would affect

primarily one unit only (loss of cooling water in one precooler or intercooler,

loss of load, etc.).

Detailed analyses were performed on a number of cases where non-identical perfor-

Imance would result in one unit. These were primarily limited to step changes in

the compressor and turbine efficiencies in one of two identical turbocompressor

j units. Based on these results, and the performance of the CCCBS during the normal

and malfunction events described in Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, the system perfor-

mance characteristics for a number of other one-unit malfunction conditions could

be described.

A desirable feature of the CCCBS would be that each unit would be able to operate

independent of the other as much as possible. This would require that a malfunc-

tion condition initiated in one power conversion unit would not be carried over

into the other unit, and possibly require the complete shutdown of the whole CCCBS.

To determine the sensitivity of the system to an imbalance between the two power

conversion loops, the system response to a step change of 5% in the turbomachinery

efficiencies was investigated. A sudden change of this magnitude is unlikely,

but it does bracket the more probable case of a slow change in the turbomachinery

performance over the life of the plant. The cases analyzed consisted of step

changes of 5% each in the compressor and cycle turbine efficiencies.

6.1.3.1 STEP CHANGE IN CYCLE TURBINE EFFICIENCY

The results for the cycle turbine efficiency case are shown in Figures 6-66

through 6-75. The step drop in efficiency caused the cycle turbine speed in

I the affected unit (referred to as "A" in the plots) to drop due to the reduction

in the shaft power being produced (Figure 6-70). This initially caused the A-

I unit power turbine speed to drop (Figure 6-70), and generated a signal for addi-

tional helium to be added to the system.
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As described in Section 6.2, the inventory control system generated an inventory

flow rate demand. The power turbine speed used is an average of the speeds of

both units. As a result a steady-state is reached with one unit being above the

design point full-power condition, with the affected unit generating less than

full power. For the case described here, the plant inventory is increased by

about 12"', with the load split about 46c/-54' between the units. Expressed in

relation to the full-power design point, the power produced by the "A" and "B"

units would be about 92" and 108' of the full power design values, respectively.

The additional helium inventory increased the pressure levels throughout the

CCCBS by about 600 and 100 KPA (90 to 160 psi) in the low and high pressure re-

gions, respectively (Figure 6-73). A rise in this magnitude would most likely

require design changes to parts of the system to accommodate this condition. If

no design changes were to be made, the plant would have to operate at a net power

level below the full-power point. This operating point would be at about 92" of

the full-power design point, with the power once again split about 460%-54c" be-

tween the two units.

With the reduced power being produced by the affected ("A") unit, there is a rise

of about 50'C in the power turbine outlet temperature. Together with the increas-

ed flowrates, there is a small rise in the recuperator exit temperature (Figure

6-67). This rise, however, is small in comparison with the rises seen during a

number of the malfunction transients, and therefore should not force any design

efforts to be initiated to allow the system to operate in this mode.

The recommended course would be to operate the system at a reduced power level

for a malfunction condition such as that described. Any design changes that would

have to be made to the system to allow for the additional pressure levels would

not be justified by the weight and volume penalty that would result. The better

solution would be to operate the plant at the reduced 90S output power point.

6.1.3.2 STEP CHANGE IN HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY

The results for the step change in compressor efficiency are shown in Figures 6-76

through 6-85. The results were very similar to the change in turbine efficiency

case shown previously. The cycle turbine speed dropped (Figure 6-80) as the
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I compressor poiver incre,,:: tl Jue to the lower efficiency. then caused the

power turbine speed and output power to drop, resulting ii, Lhe generation of a

Ihelium inventory demand -ignal.

ISimilar to the previous case, the plant stabilized with a higher helium inventory
and with increased pressure levels. The inventory increased by about 15%, which

resulted in about a 700 ind 1300 KPA (100 andl9O psi) increase in the pressure

levels in the low and high pressure regions of the CCCBS (Figure 6-80). The

total output power is split once again 46%-54% between the power conversion units,

with the normally functioning unit ("B") operating at about 11% over the full-

power design point.

The increased pressure levels could possibly require design changes in order to

g allow the plant to operate at full power. Due to the small likelihood of such a

malfunction occurring together with a conservatively high sea water temperature

of 30°C, the preferred method would be to operate the plant at a reduced power

level. For this case, a total output power level of about 92% of the full-power

design point would prevent the normally functioning power conversion unit to run

close to the design point, and still permit about 85% of the design point power

to be obtained from the malfunctioning unit.I
6.1.3.3 STEP CHANGE IN POWER TURBINE EFFICIENCY

Based on the results of the previous analyses, there appears to be no reason why

the system cannot be operated with small differences between the two power turbines.

The flow split between both power conversion units would require the plant to

operate at a total output power level less than the design point if no redesign

I efforts are made. However, the shaft power difference between both units is not

expected to be more than about 10%, and no major control problems are foreseen

as long as the ship is able to operate with this power imbalance.

6.1.3.4 LOSS OF LOAD IN ONE UNIT

During a loss of load condition in only one unit, it would be desirable if the

load could be maintained nn the unaffected unit and the plant continue to operate

Due to the rapid turbine speed increase, this would not be possible with the
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reference configuration, which uses solely inventory control and reactor outlet

temperature control. The way to control overspeed would be to rapidly reduce

the pressure drop through the power turbine. This can be done with either a by-

pass valve, a helium inventory controller, or a combination of the two. Based

on the results for the complete loss of load transient (Section 6.1.2.4), the

method that allows for the lowest overspeed condition would be helium inventory

control operating in conjunction with a bypass valve in the affected unit.

In Section 6.1.2.4 it was states that a bypass valve might be needed for a complete

loss of load case. However, it was found that by shifting the turbine design

point to a lower power level the power turbine overspeed could be reduced to a

reasonable amount. If one unit operation is desirable, using this method alone

would result in much higher turbine speeds. With one unit operating at full

power, the helium inventory in the system would be closed to 100 percent of the

full-power design point, in contrast to the complete loss of load case where the

helium inventory would be reduced to around 25 percent. This results in higher

flow rates, higher compressore discharge pressures, and a correspondingly higher

turbine pressure drop for the case with one unit operating. All of these condi-

tions would tend to amplify the overspeed condition in the power turbine.

To control the turbine overspeed and still allow for one unit operation, a by-

pass valve would appear to be called for. A possible valve configuration is shown

in Figure 6-86. There could be up to seven of these valve systems in each unit,

one for each recuperator. For each system, a pneumatically operated valve allows

helium to bypass the turbine and be dumped directly into the recuperator inlet.

To avoid overspeeding the turbocompressore shaft or overtemperaturing the recuper-

ator inlet, flow is also bypassed from the compressor exit and mixed with the

power turbine bypass flow. To ensure that all the flow is bypassed around the

power turbine, a block valve is used at the turbine exit.

The scenario for the loss of load in one unit case would be as follows: the

power turbine speed increase in the tripped unit would generate a signal to open

the bypass valve and close the block valve. This would cut off the power turbine

flow and eliminate the overspeed. As more of the compressor exit flow is bypassed

to the power turbine exit, the turbocompressor shaft ramps down to a shutoff
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speed. Less and less of the compressor flow from the tripped unit enters the

reactor, and the check valves would close to prevent flow from reversing and

entering the compressor discharge. Once these valves are closed, the tripped

power conversion unit would be isolated from the rest of the plant, and the sec-

ond unit could continue on line to meet part of the demand load.

While the tripped unit is coasting down and the check valves are starting to

close, the helium pressure in the low pressure region of the tripped unit will

start to increase as the compressor, cycle turbine, and power turbine pressure

differentials are reduced. Also, the temperature in this region will be main-

tained at about 30'C, which is the water temperature entering the precoolers and

intercoolers. As a result, the helium inventory in the tripped unit will increase

until it's helium pressure has stabilized at about the level at the exit of the

reactor. Since the inventory bottles would be practically empty at the full

power point, the helium entering the tripped unit will be drawn from the operat-

ing unit thus reducing its output power to between 70 and 80% of its full power

value.

The one-unit loss of load transient should not result in any temperature tran-

sients in the components downstream of the recuperitor that are worse than the

cases previously analyzed. The CCCBS components are all designed to meet the

high pressures expected during such a transient. In addition, the compressor

bypass flow would tend to reduce the pressure difference that exists through the

recuperator tubes, enabling the unit to withstand high thermal stresses. The

recuperator tubes are made of stainless steel and are able to withstand tempera-

tures in the region of 815'C (1500'F). Thus no redesign of the recuperator

would appear to be necessary to meet this transient.

The power turbine could be subjected to higher temperatures than it is designed

for as the cycle turbine speed ramps down. At present a detailed analysis has

not been performed on the cycle response and hence the resulting temperatures

during such a transient. However, there does not appear to be any major problem

in designing the turbine to meet the expected high temperatures. If needed, the

power turbine could be constructed of the same material as the cycle turbine, p
and thus allow it to withstand temperatures similar to those that are experienced

by the cycle turbine (about 927°C).
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6.2 POWERPLANi !NTEGRArION

Feasibility ol the CCCBS obviously must take into account thc interfaces with

I other propulsion system components and ship installati, n,,irierface considerations.

Other sections . this report document many of those consideotions as they enter

i into specific concept feature definitions. In addition, this section presents

the results of several spec<#ic evaluations that were accomplished to define the

i expected characteristics of incerfacing systems and to evaluate the capabilities

of the CCCBS to fulfill installation criteria.

I 6.2.1 DESIGN SHOCK ENVIRONMENT

The shipboard equipment and structures on Navy vessels are subjected to shock

loads from underwater explosions. The response of this equipment to a shock

load will depend to a large extent upon the structural stiffness of the equip-

4 ment, the equipment masses and the natural frequencies and mode shapes of vibra-

tion of these masses. Other dependencies include the equipment orientation and

its location of mounting on the ship. The objective of this work was to perform

the necessary analysis upon the subject equipment to determine the component

gdynamic load response spectra according to the procedures originally developed

by the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., and these procedures are

defined in Reference 3. The dynamic load response spectrum is the equivalent
static G load that can be applied to the equipment masses over the range of fre-
quencies of natural vibration for the structural system.

The purpose of this work was to derive the methods for defining shock loads on

the CCCBS turbomachinery and to perform an analysis with the objective of estab-

lishing the underwater explosion shock loads that could be applied to the turbo-

Imachinery masses for rotor and bearing design considerations. The two basic con-

figurations studied and compared here include: (a) the reference design where

the reactor and turbomachinery are supported from a pedestal assumed to be hull

mounted on a surface ship, and (b) the modified design where the turbomachinery

is supported by its flow pipes to the reactor which is assumed to be rigidly

Iattached to the hull of a surface ship at the reactor's pressure vessel lower

head flange.

I
I
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I TABLE 6-3

SvST:M SHOC,, LOADS FROM UNDERWATER DETONATION : mPARTED
TO "HT CCCBS TURBOMACHINERY COMPONENTS

,FN HULL MOUNTING ON SURFACE SHIPS

Component Model Thrust, Gs Normal, Gs

Power Turbine Ref. 5.50 17.76

Power Turbine Mod. 7.00 16.37

I High Pressure Turbine Ref. 7.84 17.39

High Pressure Turbine Mod. 7.30 12.86

I High Pressure Components Ref. 7.24 15.37

High Pressure Components Mod. 7.23 12.41

I Low Pressure Components Ref. 6.46 15.56

Low Pressure Components Mod. 7.13 13.83{
Ref. = Reference Design with 63 DDOF

Mod. = Modified Design with 44 DDOF

6
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I
I

I
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Interest in electrical propulsion systems has resulted from its inherent ability

to provide a satisfactory speed reduction between a high speed, efficient, light-

weight prime mover and a slower, efficient propulsor. As well, certain flexibility

of design regarding plant choice and arrangement yields rewards to the naval archi-

tect and owner. Rapid maneuvering control is advantageous to the ship operator.

Briefly summarized, the advantages of electrical propulsion incl'ide:

0 Flexibility of ship arrangements due to freedom of location of
major components relative to prime movers.

* Economy of operation with multiple prime movers to reduce the
high fuel rate at part load.

* Flexibility, availability, and interchangeability among multiple
prime movers.

* Use of high efficiency unidirectional prime movers.

* Optimum maneuverability through relatively simple control systems.

* Capability to provide higher torques at reduced speeds.

* Ease of adaptation to automated plant control.

0 Possible reduction in crew size through automated control of
machinery.

* Low maintenance cost of electrical transmission system.

0 Ease in providing pilot house and remote controls.

* Reliability of operation of overall system.

* Reduced vibration and structure-borne noise.

These manifold advantages of electric dirve are related to specific applica-

tions. Further, the advantages and merits of one system over another are in a

complex relationship among the following variables:

0 Horsepower level and rpm required in the ship concept under study.

* Desired maneuvering requirements and the minimum maneuvering
requirements acceptable.

* Alternative uses of main propulsion power anticipated in the ship
system.
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I
I Pr jrL oI f W ,elg. Iraction that can be a]lott, J to the propul-

sion system.

i Geometrical corstraints of the hull-propulsion s.stem interface.

The excellent reliability of electrical propulsion systems and the flexibility

provided by the ability to separate prime mover from propeller shafting have

been significant in the history of marine propulsion. In particular, the advent

of superconducting electrical machinery suitable for ship pr-pulsion had indicated

great reductions in weight and volume. This is particularly evident for high

performance ships -- including hydrofoil and Surface Effect Ships, where the

use of lightweight electrical propulsion apparatus will allow the unusually

high horsepower required to be delivered from the prime mover to the thrusters

usually located remote from the powerplants. This is an attractive alternative

to right angle gearing which experiences low endurance and reliability in the

marine environment. The hydrofoil motor can be contained within a propulsion

pod due to its small diameter and the SES can be propelled by super-cavitating

props or water jets. In summary, the application of superconduction electrical

machinery to ship propulsion will result in an increase of flexibility, system

efficiency, and a decrease of volume and weight relative to conventional systems.

The use of superconducting transmission bus, however, is not Practical at this

time for ship propulsion systems, thus generators and motors are the most feasi-

ble candidates for superconducting technology. Systems under consideration are

presently all ac, all dc or hybrid combinations of ac and dc. Certain applica-

tions to high speed propeller ships such as hydrofoils and SES, which do not

require reversal, appear naturally suited for ac synchronous installations.

Other installations are not so easily defined as to the optimum propulsion plant.

The traditional high maneuverability aspect of dc propulsion that has been in

service in tugs, ferries and icebreakers may be difficult to achieve in certain

installations of superconducting homopolar generators and motors, due to the

extremely high magnetic energy stored in the fields and the requirements that

they be varied in very short time intervals.

Many electrical propulsion installations have used generator field control coupled

with control of governing of prime mover speed. The imporL,. ,e of prime mover and

load scheduling will increase as the need is recognized for qood fuel consumption.

I
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In many propulsion applications utilizing electrical components, control of motor

speed is achieved through variations of several parameters:

0 Generator output voltage by speed control of prime mover, generator

excitation, or combinations of both.

0 Field of propulsion motor.

0 Input voltage to the motor terminals through control circuitry.

The required power level is determined by the torque demanded at specific pro-

pulsor speeds as a function of ship speed. This torque is generally proportional

to the current drawn by the propulsion motor, and the field strength which is

related functionally to the speed of rotation.

Several cases of ship propulsion have been surveyed, with information gathered

to determine feasibility of concept :Cuplication over the power and rpm range

involved. Some of these applications will require reversal and operation at

various rpm in both forward and reverse directions. In some instances, the

reversals are required quickly, possibly in rapid succession and in minimum time.

A number of ship propulsion applications involve high powers at revolutions much

higher than those of conventional displacement ships. These include advanced

marine vehicles such as hydrofoils, surface ships, and certain types of planning

hull vessels. In these types of installation, reversal is not required for the

high power shaft and these ship types are the most likely to use the compact

CCCBS power source. For use in the nonreversing high rpm propulsion system,

superconducting ac synchronous generators and motors, seem more attractive con-

binations. Indeed, the use of homopolars, superconducting or not, for SES thrust

and lift would be difficult due to distribution problems of the low voltage, high

current power to lift fans and propulsions thrusters through extraordinarily heavy

copper bus bars. Higher voltage dc generators to alleviate this problem have to

be considered by they lead to other design problems discussed later.

With regard to variation of field current and flux parameters, it will suffice

here to note that typical dc electrical propulsion applications utilize varia-

tion of generator excitation to achieve voltage control over the range from zero
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output to saturation voltage output at the minimum spec! ;0 , prime mover. The

remaining system voltage iL generated by increase of prime mover speed from the

minimum to maximum speed. IDi a ship propulsion applicati::.. this variation of

voltage will %ary the nictor speed in a reasonably line&, I.:,ion, with the in-

creased torque loading drawing current as required by the characteristics of the

load.

ITypical ac electrical propulsion installations rely on simultaneous control of
excitation, prime mover, and phase interconnections. In typical synchronous ac

installations, switchgear or contactors are used to interconnect the phase order

of power into the synchronous motor for directional control. The prime mover

I is brought from set power to a low value to permit the interchange of phases.
Simultaneous control of excitation is required, decreasing to enter the asyn-

g chronous induction mode of operation. Over excitation of generators and run-up

of prime movers will lock the motor into synchronism in the reverse direction.

The steady state and transient response of superconducting electrical machines

must be completely defined prior to successful shipboard implementation. The

naval ship propulsion system must be capable of reliable operation under a wide

range of typical marine environment operating conditions that represent transient

motion of the naval vessel, including:

i Conventional speed and course changing maneuvers

* High-speed turns

* High-speed reversals

* Ship twisting maneuvers

I * Any combination of the above

SThese maneuvers introduce transient departure from steady state conditions into

the electromechanical power transmission system, transients w,,ich must either be

accepted or attenuated, as they manifest themselves in certcr1 instances as ac

rotor losses. The general thermal transients introduced inc, the cryogenic super-

conducting mode, the quench situation must be avoided. The transients under con-

sideration could generate inception of quench (normalization) in the superconductor

I
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if they are not understood and considered. This combination of transients, re-

flected from the thruster element of the ship propulsion transmission system, is

manifest as electrical and mechanical phenomena in the system, and is ultimately

transmitted to the prime mover through the electromechanical network.

These transients will reflect themselves into motions departing from the electro-

mechanical steady state and manifest themselves as certain ac losses in the super-

conductor field winding. These losses must be compensated for in the design with

sufficient helium flow for the field winding or eliminated by sufficient shield-

ing by damper attenuating windings or by electromagnetic shielding coils. While

these losses must be tolerated in some sense, they will essentially determine

the refrigeration sizing in propulsion systems.

6.2.2.1 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

This section considers the factor influencing the selection of various components

and subsystems, and the resulting identifiable parameters and characteristics of

the system.

The selection of systems requires the investigation of the alternative ac, dc,

and hybrid combinations; the influence and significant consequence of candidate

propulsor types; and the optimization of the liquid helium refrigeration system

configuration for a given ship concept.

System composition may then be detailed into identification of such major com-

ponents as motors, generators, and refrigeration, as well as essential subsystems

of excitation, cables and current transmission, control, power conditioning,

switchgear, and protection circuitry. The characteristics of available prime

movers, and the requirements of significant auxiliaries will be discussed.

System parameters such as voltage, temperature, overload capacity, and ventila-

tion must be considered, as well as an examination of the critical speed range

in the propulsor-shaft-motor elastic mass system.

A large number of candidate systems for electric ship propul ion applications

can be separated into three distinct families, each of which can be further

divided into superconducting and non-superconducting:
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I Alterihating currerc <3C) systems
* Direct current 'dc' systems

I * llytn d ombinarions of ac and dc components

I The results of itudies of these basic systems are discusseu and further classified
in Reference 4. The studies indicated that the characte-ivtics and interface

requirements of the ac superconducting system are represe'ativt of the electric
power transmission conditions which should be considered in the CCCBS evaluations.

I Therefore, some of the results for the ac superconducting system are included below.

I 6.2.2.2 SIZE AND WEIGHf OF MACHINES

To determine approximate sizes of machines for this study, several computer codes

(developed earlier by Westinghouse) were utilized. The aim was to ascertain the

approximate diameters, lengths, weights and efficiencies of superconducting ma-

chines capable of generating power at an assumed level of 52.2 MW (70,000 HP) and

powering assumed loads of 37.3 MW (50,000 HP) and 3.7 MW (50,000 HP). These power

levels were assumed in order to take advantage of previous work performed on high

I performance class vehicles at these levels as both a reference and a base for

extrapolation to higher or lower power levels. Since one of the goals of the

I Compact Closed Brayton Cycle System (CCCBS) Study was to ',tilize electrical ma-

chinery that was small and of low weight and yet capable of delivering the stated

powers, it was anticipated that there would exist optimum machines to fulfill

this goal. With the realization that these machines would be used for ship pro-

pulsion systems, and without a specification of either the type of ships on which

they would be installed or the types of propulsors on these ships, some basic

assumptions had to be made. It was therefore assumed that since small, light-

j weight machinery was desired, these electrical propulsion systems would be used

on high performance ships such as hydrofoils or Surface Effect Ships where size

J and weight are primary concerns. It was considered that their application to

conventional displacement type ships would be of secondar inportance. It was

further assumed that since the CCCBS would most likely )o :d on these high

performanc, 1up-, :!, n speed propulsors typified by s;42rc'vitating propellers

or waterjet pumps would be utilized. Required power was assumed to vary as the

cube of the speed for s1perLavitating propellers while duL6. 1ontrol was assumed
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to vary as the cube of the speed for supercavitating propellers while duct con-

trol was assumed for thrust control of the waterjet. Until a specific ship type

and control method is specified, the electrical equipment arrangement assumed

must be considered only in general terms. In addition the dimensions and weights

given here must be considered approximate as complete designs were not made since

the same general guidelines and include the essential electrical, magnetic and

mechanical components and probably reflect the actual machine weights and dimensions

within 10 percent. Such components as shaft extensions, pedestal, brush supports

and mounting feet are not included, nor are any internal or external cooling

devices.

In all systems, ship's service power was assumed to be obtained from an auxiliary

generator and not from the main power source. This was done to allow higher speed

main generators. Thus for the ac system, main power could be at a frequency higher

than 60 Hz, allowing more compact generators and propulsion motors while ship's

service power could be generated at 440 volt, 60 Hz to comply with the loads.

6.2.2.3 SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR

Investigating the effects of changing output voltage and speed of the main super-

conducting ac generators while varying the rotor diameter indicated that output

voltage did not have a great impact on machine size. Figure 6-87 shows the trend

in machine weight and efficiency as rotor diameter is varied. As the plot indi-

cates, speed has a decided impact on weight of the generator of approximately

2122 kg (6000 pounds) between the 12,000 rpm and 6000 rpm designs. Efficiency

is also improved by approximately one-tenth of 10 percent, although this slight

improvement may not be significant. Thus if weight were the prevalent parameter,

the optimum design would be the 12,000 rpm design. However if compactness is

considered, all of the optimal weight designs tend towards small diameters and

long lengths, being more pronounced at the 6000 rpm design tnan the 12,000 rpm

deisgn. Figure 6-88 indicates the stator OD and the bearing-tobearing length

variations plotted against rotor OD. By comparing Figures 6-87 and 6-88, it is

seen that the lowest weight machines are in the range of rotor diameters of 19

to 20 cm (7- to 8 inches which are still on the steep part of the length to

rotor diameter curve. Thus if compactness is desired, a rotcr diameter of about
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IFigure 6-87. 52.5 MVA (70 KHP) Generator 13.8 KV
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23 to 25 cm (9 to 10 inche), at a slight weight pena!t, . oe a better choice.

The stator outside diameter curve increases linearly with ncreased rotor dia-

l meter. If the ontimum oesigned macine is defined as th_-4 lachine with the high-
est effic Wi-,,', t',en ,achines in the range of 23 to 30.5 ,w: 9 to 12 inches)

I would be selected, again however, at a penalty in weight.

As stated pieviously, ti.e optimum machine in terms of size, weight and efficiency

is better at 12,000 rpm than at 6000 rpm. There are however some design problems

associated with the higher speed machines, particularly in regard to the helium

I flow for rotor cooling, bearings and rotor deflection stresses that would require

more development effort before they can be proven to be economically and techni-

cally feasible at the smaller rotor radii.

For a 52.2 MW (70,000 HP) dc generator of the SEGMAG II design, voltage is a

much more critical parameter, particularly as it determines the current output.

The highest voltage that was considered practical was a 2000 volt machine which

gave an output current of 26,100 amps. This large current required large con-

ductor cross-sectional areas and because of the limited circumferential length

of the 40 cm (15-3/4 inch) rotor diameter led to deep bars which increased the

magnetic gap of the machine and a larger number of ampere turns for excitation.

ILowering the systera voltage intensified this problem and raising it led to cur-

rent collector bar voltages that were excessively high. Going to larger rotor

diameters alleviated the excitation ampere turns; however, the tip velocities

of the collector bar-brushes interface became excessively high. Even with the

40 cm (15-3/4 inch) rotor diameter, tip speeds at the brush interface are con-

siderably higher than conventionally accepted values. The length of the machine

between bearings ia approximately 610 cm (240 inches) which would present criti-

cal speed problems. With a stator outside diameter of 108 cm (42.5 inches) and

a total machine weight of 28,100 kg (62,000 pounds). This dc generator could

not be considred small, compact or lightweight and hence was dropped from further

consideration. The only feasible machine design at this p- ',c' rating would be

at a much slower speed and therefore larger, heavier genera:,_.-; however, since

this slower speeo reflects back to a slower, larger power tibine it was not

further considered.

I
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6.2.2.4 SUPERCONDUCTING MOTORS

Although the ac motor speed was assumed to be driving a 37.3 MW (50,000 HP),

1200 rpm load, the parametric variations of superconducting generator speed

resulted in changing the number of poles of the motor to accommodate the dif-

ferent frequencies. At 6000 rpm and 12,000 rpm generator speed, the number of

motor poles were 10 and 20 respectfully; however at the 9,000 rpm generator

speed the number of motor poles was 16, resulting in a motor speed of 1125 rpm

which is the closest speed match to 1200 rpm possible. In the optimization pro-

cess, the higher number of poles results in lighter weight machines at sliqhtly

higher rotor diameters due to the improved pole-face to pole-pitch ratio. This

is shown on Figure6-89which indicates minimum weight at rotor diameters of 9E.5,

132, and 152.4 cm (38, 52 and 60 in.) respectfully for the 100, 150 and 200 Hz

motors. As in the case of the generators, machines of minimum weight are not

necessarily the most compact, as shown on Figure 6-90where the length (between

bearing centerlines) is plotted for each motor. The more compact machines in

terms of length and stator outside diameter tend toward the higher rotor diameter

at a slightly higher weight penalty. Peak efficiencies also tend to favor the

higher rotor diameter designs.

For ac motors of lesser capacities, usually used for lift fans in SES vessles,

3.7 MW (5000 HP) was chosen as a typical horsepower rating at a speed of 1500

rpm. As in the other ac machines, varying the machine voltage had little effect

on the motor size. Frequency variations, dependent on the generator speed, also

produce only small variations in motor weight, as shown on Figure 6-91. As shown

on this figure, the minimum weight for both the 100 Hz and 150 Hz motors is about

2000 kg (4400 pounds) while the 200 Hz motor is about 2130 kg (4700 pounds) which

is within the 10 percent accuracy of the calculations. These minimums occur at

rotor diameters of 50.8, 71.1 and 86.4 cm (20, 28 and 34 inches) for the 100, 150

and 200 Hz machines respectively. Machine lengths are plotted on Figure 6-92

which show that these minimum weight machines are near but not quite at the opti-

mum lengths. For more compact motors, rotor diameters 10 cm (4 inches) greater

would be more nearly optimum. Efficiencies would also be significantly improved

at these slightly larger rotor diameters.

Investigating dc motors for delivering 37.3 MW (50,000 HP) at 1200 rpm, it quickly

became apparent that the weights of the machines would not be comparable with the
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Isuperconducting ac maciines. ihis is primarily due to ".i( ' .(ic' flux densities
inherent in tiese machines and the amount of iron necessaiy to carry the required

I flux. The principle parameter- of the most promising des-iqr developed are:

Rotor Diameter 114 cm (45 ircnes)

Stator Outside Diameter 170 cm (67 inches)

Len.gth Cetwcen Brg. Centerlines 378 cm (149 inches)

Total Weight 47,620 kg (105,000 pounds)

I Parametric variations of rotor diameter around 115 cm (45 inches) had no appre-

ciable effect on the machine weight. Since this weight was five times greater

than the ac motor and also since the corresponding dc generator was similary

large and heavy, further investigative effort on dc motors seemed unwarranted.

By observing the plots of ac machines, one can pick designs which are the light-

est weight, most compact or the most efficient depending on which criteria is

used in defining the most optimum machine. It would appear however that machines

with rotor diameter slightly greater than those with minimum weight would be more

I nearly optimum in terms of compactness and efficiencies with only slightly greater

weight penalties. Systems incorporating these machines (assuming 13.8 KV machine

voltages) would utilize exciters, switchgear and control equipment of approximately

the same size and weight and therefore total system weight would be dependent on

the generator speed-chosen. For example if it is assumed that a system consists

of four propulsion generators, two propulsion motors and four lift-fan motors,

total machine weights would be as shown in Table 6-4.

Selecting the 12,000 rpm generators over the 6000 rpm design would then result

I in a system machinery weight advantage of about 12,880 kg (28,400 pounds) if

minimum weight machines were selected. If a weight penalty is accepted in order

to achieve compactness and slightly higher efficiencies, this .,eight advantage

would decrease to 11,340 ka (25,000 pounds). It must be -. erated here that

I this weight advantage may not be achievable due to problcwv (.f the 12,000 rpm

generator. m muci, more detailed design of the generator woj' be required to

determine its feasibility.

I
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Based upc i  , , , i. , I. ; i". t li. p .,.. J: J,O0 rpm for the

ac supercondu.tin generatos -hojld be acceptable and Ce.: t e assumed for CCCBS
interface conditions.

6.2.3 ENERGY SUJCE !!EAT EXCHANGER INTERFACE CONSIDERPT. ',

As discussed in Section 1.0, the results of the overall CCCCS study are to be as

generally applicable as possible and the scope of the CCCBS power conversion system

therefore does not include a specific energy source. The CCCBS power conversion

system is considered to interface with, but not include, either a fossil fired

heat exchanger or a gas cooled nuclear reactor wherein thp energy is added to the

closed Brayton cycle. This CCCBS system definition permits studies and evaluation

of the system with consideration given to the various alternate heat sources

I which the Navy may desire to use without constraining the studies by the char-

acteristics of a single fuel and heat exchanger assumption.I
Evaluations of the power conversion system must, however, recognize and give

Iproper consideration to the expected ranges of fossil fired energy source heat

exchanger characteristics to insure that the results are appropriate for appli-

cations which may be selected. An early study was therefore required to provide

the necessary consideration of power conversion system/energy source heat

exchanger interfaces. In this study the state-of-the-art of heat exchangers

Iwas evaluated to identify and quantify the interfaces of importance and the

requirements placed upon the power conversion system from energy source heat

Iexchanger considerations. These results therefore provide input to the Design

Concept definition and later evaluation of feasibility.

6.2.3.1 HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

I The state-of-the-art survey to evaluate representative heat exchangers and their

performance limits is constrained by several factors that must be considered in

the design of a fossil fuel fired CCCBS. A principal requirement for high

temperature heat exchangers is that they must operate for long periods at high

temperatures with large pressure differentials between thf --s streams. For

compact li9lLwei<j pyopulsion systems, the energy sou... hf,,t excha'ier must

provide high effectiveness with a minimum impact on overall system volume and

weight and must be capable of withstanding tie high shock ,n,,ironment required

for naval propulsion powerplants. To minimize potentially siqni~icant

performance it-i,-" . e b twe t n (!,I, a tv-0) r iili,zed. The
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characteristics of the combustion gas stream also impose additional considerations

such as oxidation resistance and susceptibility to flow stoppage.

Table 6-5 summarizes generalized candidate configurations and potential advantages

and disadvantages. The tube and shell configuration is inherently more suited for

this application compared to the plate/fin configuration because it is better

suited to withstand high stress loadings and to minimize leakage and plugging of

the combustion products.

For high temperature heat exchangers, material temperature limits provide a major

constraining factor. Superalloys have been utilized in most high temperature

metallic concepts and the design and fabrication of superalloy heat exchangers is

a well developed technology. In addition, superalloys are oxidation resistant.

A major drawback is their limited maximum temperature capability. Refractory metals

have high temperature strength capability, but are difficult to fabricate and have

little resistance to oxidation, thus precluding their use as the energy source heat

exchanger. Graphite is an excellent high temperature structural material; however,

its permeability to low molecular weight gases and the lack of high integrity

joining process make its use unlikely. Ceramics also are excellent high temperature

structural materials that are oxidation resistance and low in cost, but are brittle,

Permeability and fabrication of ceramic heat exchangers are design problems. The

considerable development efforts currently being applied to ceramic heat exchangers

should lead to a solution to these problems for stationary powerplants. The

material candidates that offer the best potential for near term and, eventually,

long term consideration, therefore, are the superalloys and ceramics, respectively.

As a result of these considerations, the state-of-the-art survey was concentrated

on tube and shell designs incorporating superalloys and ceramics.

6.2.3.2 RESULTS OF CONSIDERATIONS

The state-of-the-art survey consisted of evaluating heat source heat exchangers,

intermediate heat exchangers and recuperators which have been designed for several

technologies and have been carried to various states of development ranging from

conceptual design to operational.
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Applications considered included:

0 Closed Cycle Gas Turbines Systems

* Process Industry Systems

* High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR) Systems

* Central Plant Topping Cycles

* Magnetohydrodynamics Systems

* Rankine Cycle Systems

The characteristics of several metallic heat exchangers at various stages of

development are shown in Tables 6.6a and 6.6b. For heat exchangers presently in

operation, peak wall temperature up to 860'C (1580'F) have been noted with process

gas temperatures up to 1430'C (14500 F). The pressure level for these designs

have ranged from O.2MPa to approximately 3.4MPa (50 to 500 psia). Commonly used

tube materials have included the superalloys Inconel 807, Incoloy 800, and

Haynes 18. Tube diameters have ranged from 0.6 to 5.1 cm (0.25 inch to 2.0

inches).

The upper limits in temperature and pressure for the Inconels presently used

today is a wall temperature of approximately 900'C (1650'F) with pressure

differentials in the 3.4 to 6.9MPa (500 to 1000 psi) range. In a practical de-

sign, a process gas temperature of 815 0C (1500'F) could be achieved within these

material limits. Other Inconels such as Inconel 617 have been considered

(References 5 and 6) in designs which can be operated at a peak wall temperature

of 955'C (1750F) with a pressure differential of 6.9MPa (1000 psia). This

offers a potential of achieving a process gas exit temperature as high as 870'C

(1600'F). However, the technology for Inconel 617 operating in an oxygen environ-

ment of these temperatures is not as firm as for the Incoloy 800 or Inconel 807

materials.

Current day tube technology indicates that tubes with diameters considerably

smaller than 0.6 cm (0.25 inch) are readily available; however, at smaller

diameters plugging of the combustion gas products may become significant.
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I

I Table 6-7 summarizes the characteristics of several es ions o norporating ceramic

tubes. Reference 7 discusses an operating recuperator tht. uses ceramic tubing.

I This particular design utilizes spring loaded metallic he:,c.ering. As a result,

the peak gas Lemperature on the heat removal side (whlich wc, !! be equivalent to

I the working gas temperature in the energy source heat exchangers) is limited to

980°C (1800°F) although the silicon carbide tubing can withstand wall temperatures

up to 1370 0C (2500'F). Furthermore, this particular heat &xchanger was designed

for a low pressure differential. It is anticipated that with a significant pres-

sure differential, considerable leakage between gas streams would occur in this

I design. Conceptual designs (References 8 and 9) indicate a potential for achiev-

ing wall temperatures as high as 1370'C (2500'F) and process gas temperatures of

I approximatcly 1230C (2250'F). Pressure differentials of the order of 3.4M Pa

(500 psi) appear achievable. Presently, the ceramic heat exchanger is a develop-

ing technology with major questions of the fabrication of leak tight headering

and permeability characteristics. Developmental work is in progress, however,

which indicates probability of successful development for stationary powerplants.

Representative characteristics of the heat source heat exchanger are summarized

in Table 6-8. In this table, current technology represents heat exchangers now

in operation or in detail design. The near term development category represents

performance estimates which should be achievable with moderate technology devel-

opment. The long range development category represents performance levels that

require significant technology development.

6.2.3.3 CONCLUSIONS

For assessing feasibility of CCCBS with fossil heat sources, the most promising

characteristics of the energy source hea. exchanger are those that can be achieved

with moderate technology development. Based on the results of tie state-of-the-

art survey and reasonable design practices, representative interface character-

istics that can be expected using superalloy materials are:

0 Maximum Wall Temperature 9250C (\1700't;

* Maximum Gas Temperature 815- 845-C (15(00- 1500"F)

I e Pressure Level 6.9M Pa (1000 psi)

II ,6. ...39,
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I 1.0 DESIGN CONCEPT DEFINITION

I The CCCBS design concept as presently defined is a modification of the Second

Definition Design ccrice)t as developed during year 1. The more detailed analyses

I of the plant components done following the development of t.e Second Definition

Design concept has allowed for refinement of certain parts of tile CCCBS and

increased the feasibility of the design.

I Design changes were made principally in the following comvponents:

0 Power Turbine

I * Gas Journal Thrust Bearings

0 Turbocompressor Shaft Coupling

I * Precooler and Intercooler Matrix

The CCCBS turbomachinery, heat exchanger, and structural support and containment

concepts are described in Section 7.1 and 7.2. The proposed gas journal and

g thrust bearings are describcd in Section 7.3. The propo .ed coupling between

the high pressure compressor and the low pressure compressor/high pressure

turbine shafts is discussed in Section 7.4.

I
I

SI
I
I
I
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7.1 General Description

The "third definition" of the CCCBS design concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2-1-1.

The flowpath, throughout the integrated assembly of the major components, is

almost identical to that of the second definition developed in the first

years work program and described in the final report for year 1 (WAES-TNR-233).

Flow Path

Figure 7-2 illustrates the flow path in simplified form. High temperature gas

from the heat source enters the module through the inner pipe of the concentric

duct flows to the high pressure turbine. The high pressure turbine drives

both the low and ligh pressure compressors. Afterleaving the high pressure

turbine, the gas flows to the low pressure turbine (power turbine) which

drives the load. A free power turbine is used to permit either constant or

variable speed loads. The gas then enters the low pressure side of the

recuperator and is subsequently cooled in the precooler. The gas is then

recompressed in the low pressure compressor, cooled in the intercooler and

further compressed in the high pressure compressor. The high pressure gas from

the compressor then flows through the high pressure side of the recuperator,

where it is heated by the energy extracted from the low pressure side gas. The

heated gas then passes into a collector manifold from which it is piped through

two check valves in series to the outer annulus of the concentric duct to the

heat source.

State Points

The temperatures, pressures, helium flow rates and component efficiencies at

the full power design conditions are specified in Table 7-1. More detailed

state points at part power, under both constant and variable speed load

conditions, have also been developed and are fully reported in Section 6.0.

Integrated Assembly

The integrated assembly, illustrated in Figure 7-1 was conceived as a means

of achieving the compactness needed for low specific weight, while eliminating

the need for interconnecting ducting between the various components of the

7-2
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system and the associated problems of thermal expansion, pressure retention

and headering. All of the major components of the power conversion assembly

are contained within a cylindrical pressure vessel made of low alloy steel,

capable of accommodating the maximum system pressure. The design of the

pressure vessel is generally similar to that of the second definition concept

described in the first year final report (WAES-TNR-233). Although local

pressures throughout most of the power conversion assembly are below maximum system

pressure under normal operating ccnditions, operation with one of two parallel units

shut down dictates casing design conditions. Pressure throughout the inoperative

unit tends to approach full system pressure as a result of leakage through the

shut-off valves.

The pressure vessel is made in three sections; a center frame structure and

forward and rear sections. The three sections are joined together by bolted

flanges, sealed by elastomer or metal O-rings or, alternatively, seal welded.

The maximum temperature of the pressure vessel is approximately 204°C (400'F).

The forward section of the pressure vessel accommodates the intercooler and pre-

cooler in an annular arrangement around the turbomachinery. Both units employ

the crossflow configuration using finned water cooled tubing arranged in a

helical fashion which was conceived by Airesearch during the first contract

year.

The center frame structure consists of a short cylindrical section of casing

having two diaphragm members, one at each end, extending radially inward

towards the center. Central holes in the diaphragm members provide radial

support for the turbomachinery casing. The two diaphragms are supported in

the axial direction, one from the other, by eight essentially radial webs.

Each diaphragm is pierced by seven holes, located midway between the webs.

These holes locate the seven recuperator modules. The eighth inter-web

location accommodates the ducting connecting the powerplant to the heat

source and at this location one of the diaphragms remains unpierced.

A penetration on the exterior cylindrical portion of the center frame structure

provides a passageway for the concentric duct to the heat source.

I 7-6
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During operation, the center frame structure is pressur*12.~c ty high pressure
compressor outlet gas and serves as the recuperator high pyassure inlet plenum.

I Sealing of the turbomachinery to the center frame is effected by elastomer

o-rings, carried in grooves machined into the turbomachin,,ry Casing, which engage

with prepared surfaces at the inner diameter of the center frame diaphragm

members. The gas temperature at this location is approximately 138°C (2800F).

I Flanged tubular members are attached to the rear diaphragm ef the center frame
structure at each of the seven recuperator locations. The tubular membersIsupport a rectangular section toroidal vessel which functions as the recuperator

high pressure outlet plenum. The recuperator modules are constructed in the

I form of long circular cylinders and are inserted into holes in the rear of

the toroidal vessel, extending through the vessel into the Eupport tubes

and center frame structure. Relative thermal expansion between a recuperator
module and its support members and between the tubing and shell of the

recuperator module is accommodated by sliding joints sealed by o-rings at

the cold = 1490C (3000F) end. The modules are axially located and sealed

at their hot ends by means of bolted flanges.I
The high pressure gas flows from the center frame structure through the shell

3 side of the recuperators to the toroidal outlet plenum. The gas then flows
around the toroidal vessel to the eighth pipe through which it passes into

* the outer annulus of the concentric duct to the heat source. Two check valves

are located at the entrance to the eighth pipe to prevent backflow of gas from

the operating unit in the event of the shutdown of one unit of a two unit system.

A short inner pipe connects the check valves to the annular duct and is sealed

to them by means of piston rings. A piston ring is also used to seal the

I annular duct to the center frame. The piston rings allow the pipes conveying

the hot gas from the check valves to the heat source to expand and contract

Iindependently of the relatively cool center frame structure.
The rear section of the pressure vessel supports and axially iocates the
turbomachinery at the power turbine outlet end. The turbomaninery receives

additional support in the radial direction from the center frame structure and

I
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from the forward section of the pressure vessel. The rear section of the

pressure vessel also supports an electric generator in one possible compact

close coupled arrangement.

The turbomachinery is designed to be insertable into or removable from the power

conversion assembly as a unit together with the generator and the rear section

of the pressure vessel. During this operation the pressure vessel rear

section serves as a lifting fixture and allows the complete turbomachinery

assembly to be suspended at its center of gravity from a crane or transporter

device while it is removed axially from the power conversion assembly. The

transporter device can be furnished as an in-containment system in a nuclear

plant, thus allowing transport of the turbomachinery inside the containment

to a suitably located penetration. The protrusion of the rear pressure vessel

casing through the containment penetration, while still supported from the
transporter inside the containment, would then allow a special lifting fixture

to be bolted to the rear pressure vessel from outside the containment. The

lifting fixture would be designed such that an external crane hook would

apply its lift force over the center of gravity of the assembly, by suitably

shaping and counterbalancing the lift fixture. Transfer of the assembly weight

from the in-containment transporter to the external crane could then be

completed.

During removal of the turbomachinery from the powerplant, the internal flow

path is separated by means of sliding joints at the low pressure recuperator inlets.

A conical sheet metal vessel confines the relatively warm =510°C (9500F) turbine

outlet gas to the immediate vicinity of each recuperator inlet. Each conicel

vessel receives hot gas from the power turbine outlet diffuser through a

radial pipe which passes through the turbomachinerv rear suDport structure.

The interior surface of the rear section of the pressure vessel, the exterior

surfaces of the toroidal recuperator high pressure outlet plenum and the

exterior of its rear support structure are exposed to cooler =2040C (4000 F) gas

originating from the power turbine balance piston labyrinth seal.

The removal of the turbomachinery from the powerplant requires that the coaxial

duct connecting the turtoachinery to the heat source be retracted together

7-8
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with the gas service lines t(o che turoomachInery. ire 1r'."i ions made in the

third definition of the design for satisfying these prereqi~tsites are generally

similar to those of the second definition design described in the first year
final report (WALS-TNR-233) and are illustrated in Figurc 7-1

Changes Made in "Third Definition" Concept Design

Although the general arrangement of the power plant, as described in this
section has undergone wry little change from that of the earlier second

definition, several of the major components of the system have been greatly

refined as a result of the current year's design effort. The low pressure

compressor has been subjected to more detailed engineering effort by the

Westinghouse Combustion Turbines Division as has the last power turbine stage

and the high pressure turbine first stage blade root/disc interface. The high

speed rotor thrust bearing has been relocated to a more central location between

the high pressure and low pressure compressors to reduce the maximum stack-up

of tolerance and thermal expansion effects between rotor and stator. The

thrust balance piston of the high speed rotor has been relocated at the

low pressure compressor end of the rotor to facilitate the use of the full
compressor pressure ratio in balancing. The power turbine balance piston has

also been reduced in size to allow the use of full compressor pressure ratio

balancing. These changes in the thrust balancing provisions were made as a

result of a study of the thrust bearing load variations which occur at part

power. The use of full compressor pressure ratio across the balance pistons

was found to greatly reduce the variation of thrust bearing load in both

the high speed and power turbine rotors.

As a result of the rotor critical speed analysis performed by Airesearch during

this period, the rotor shaft thicknesses have been substantially increased.

These changes together with the removal of material from inside the ends of
the rotor have elevated the critical speeds of most immediate concern well
above the maximum operating speeds. In addition to the cr4'ical speed

investigation, Airesearch have also refined the design of '-e -ycle coolers

and the gas bearirgs. Changes to the design of the gas bea-ings have been

made to accommodate shock loadings identified in the shock analysis performed
by (W) AESD during this pcriod.

I



In addition, changes have been made in the design of the H.P. turbine inlet
ducting to reduce thermal stresses and improve sealing. Conceptual designs
have also been developed for a 3600 RPM mechanical drive turbine and its
driveshaft sealing arrangement.

These changes are described in more detail in the Sections which follow.

7-10
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7.2 MAJOR COMPONFP'!T,

Mechanical Design -

The design of the powerplant is generally similar to that oi %he first and

second definition concepts developed in the first contract year and described

in WAES-TNR-233. However, as outlined in the previous section, several

of the major components -f the system have been subjected to critical design

I chanqes. These changes, although relatively minor in terms of their effect

on the powerplant overall size, weight and general configuration, nevertheless

have resulted in a substantial improvement in the design maturity or credibility

of the concept. The evaluations have included the more detailed development

of the design of certain components and, in some cases, an examination of

the consequences of operation at other than design conditio.ns. An examination

I of the latter type has indicated a deficiency in the thrust balancing

arrangement employed in the second definition design which would not have

been apparent had the work been limited to a "design point" study. This

I deficiency has been corrected in the third definition concept by the use of

the overall compressor pressure ratio across the balance pistons, rather than

a portion of the compressor pressure ratio, as was used in the earlier

configurations. The resulting third definition concept thrust balancing

I arrangement greatly reduces the variations in thrust btaring loads which

arise during power changes from rated to 7.5% power and thereby simplifies

the problem of providing sufficient thrust bearing capability at the low power

condition, where the maximum gas pressure available for use in a hydrostatic

bearing is limited as a result of the general reduction in cycle pressure level

under inventory control. It is expected that the cnange described will be

similarly beneficial in limitini bearing thrust loads during rapid transient

I conditions. Additional analysis is underway to examine these effects.

I High Pressure Rotor Mechanical Design

The high pressure rotor construction is similar to that of the earlier

2 I second definition concept and consists of high pressure turaine and compressor

rotors joined together by a short length of large diameter hollow drive shaft.

i The resulting rotor is supported at each end in gas journal bearings. The

I
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bearings are discussed in detail in Section 7.3. Axial location of the high

pressure rotor is provided by the low pressure compressor rotor gas thrust

bearing through the drive shaft which connects the two rotors.

The high pressure rotor employs multiple discs joined by through bolts and

curvic couplings. The curvic couplings are machined onto cylindrical extensions

at the front and rear of each disc and provide accurate radial alignment of the

discs while transmitting the driving torque. As a result of the critical

speed analysis, performed by Airesearch, the thicknesses of these cylindrical

extensions, which form the shaft elements of the rotor, have been increased

from an original value of approximately 6.35 mm (.25 in.) to 25.4 nil (1.0 in.).

In addition, the bearing stubshafts at each end of the rotor have been made

hollow to eliminate unncessary weight while retaining bending stiffness.

These changes were successful in raising the first bending critical speed to

a value 42. above the maximum operating speed from its original value within

the operating speed range. The critical speed analysis, performed by Airesearch,

is discussed in more detail in Section 8.3.4.

The high pressure turbine rotor design is similar to that of the second

definition concept which was described in some detail in WAES-TNR-233. The

first stage rotor blaaes are iade of INlO0 superalloy and are un'9irouded since

rotating shrouds would not confer an efficiency improvement and would increase

centrifugal stresses and thus reduce the permissible inlet temperature.

The blades have extend-d root fixings which provide a thermal barrier between

the hot airfoil section and the firtree attachment at the disc. Cooling gas,

at approximately 1380C (2800F) is directed over the extended root and disc

regions to limit the temperature of the disc rim.

During this report period, detail design changes to the first stage blade

(onfiquration were defined to adapt the design to 927 0C (17000F) turbine inlet

tem.ptrature from the 911 C (1671°F) value assumed in the first year work.

h,. rlus to the blade configuration were limited to a relatively minor

' tution of blade chord (and resulting cross section area) with radius.

. . i ,,tributien retains the hub and tip sections unchanged but
S, , ;"Wo-1 . i,, aro below that of the earlier linearly tapered
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blade. The reduced blade weioht resultirg from this mndifrcation reduces

the centrifugal stress at the blade root permitting an inc-.ease in blade

metal operatinq temperature. This work is discussed in mr, re detail in

Section 8.3.1.I
In addition to adapting the first year blade study results to 927 C (1700 F)

g inlet temperature, the blade root and disc attachment design was defined in

sufficient detail to permit a meaningful evaluation of the thermal conditions

in this region. For this purpose a short extended blade root was defined in

detail capable of transferring the blade loads into the firtree fixing and

limiting heat conduction into the disc. Provision was made in the extended

root design for sealing between the extended root shanks. (The earlier blade

root design used in the Westinghouse Combustion Gas Turbines Division stress

Ianalysis model and reported in WAES-TNR-233 was not optimized in this respect

and merely provided sufficient input to the stress analysis program). The

jresulting extended root and disc rim detail provides the initial design basis

for estimating the local thermal conditions. This work is discussed in more

detail in Section 8.3.1.

I The high pressure compressor rotor design is similar to that of the second

definition concept of Reference 1. The blades are attached to the discs using

conventional dovetails and grooves. Blade widths vary from 15.24mm (0.6 in.)

at inlet to 12.7mm (0.5m) at exit resulting in acceptable gas bending stresses,

in the region of 103.4 MPa (15,000 psi) while achieving a reasonahly short

compressor assembly. Rotor/stator axial gaps are 3.2mm (.125 in.) at all

locations. The relocation of the thrust bearing to a more central position

between the two compressors, together with the relatively low temperature

range to which the compressor parts are exposed, should make this clearance

I practicable. Blade centrifugal stresses range from approximately I0I.3MPa

(16000 psi) at inlet to 89.6 MPa (13,000 psi) at exit. The design of the

root fixings and discs has not yet been optimized but no vroblems are

anticipated since the mean blade speed (z350 m/s) (1150 ft/sec) and

temperature (138°C) (2800F) are reasonably low. AISI type 403 stainless

steel material has been extensively used in similar comhus ion turbine applications

and should he a;' iprr i: the CCCI S.
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The large diameter hollow driveshaft which joins together the high pressure

turbine and compressor rotors incorporates a disc-like appendage at the turbine

end. Radial passages in the disc portion of the shaft allow cooling gas from the

high pressure compressor outlet to flow into the inter-disc regions of the

high pressure turbine rotor. (This gas flows radially outward, through the

curvic coupling slots, into the interstage diaphragm seal region where it

provides "make-up" cooling gas to the leakage flow in the extended blade root

and disc rim region). The radial passages prevent the inward flowing gas from

forming a free vortex which would produce high tangential velocities in the

disc bore region causing high frictional losses and reduced static pressure.

Tapped holes are provided in each end of the driveshaft to accommodate the

through bolts which clamp together the high pressure turbine and compressor

discs.

High Pressure Stator Mechanical Desiqn

The high pressure stator follows the practice described for the first and

second definition concepts in Reference 1. The high pressure stator consists

of the high pressure turbine stator, the high pressure compressor stator and

their interconnecting structure. The interconnecting structure is a rigid

assembly formed by the compressor outlet/turbine inlet plenum casing and the

high pressure turbine outlet diffuser casing.

The high pressure turbine stator is attached, by means of a flange at its

outlet end, to a mating flange on the inlet end of the high pressure turbine

outlet diffuser casing which, in turn, is attached by means of a flange at

its outlet end, to a flanage on the compressor outlet/turbine inlet plenum

casing. A flange on the other end of the compressor inlet/turbine outlet

plenum casing is attached to a Mating flange on the high pressure compressor

casing. The stator casings can be machined from ductile iron castings or low
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I alloy steel weldments. Circunifercntial grooves are machire in the periphery

of the compressor outlet/jLirbine inlet plenum casing for c-rings which

engage with machined surfaces at the inner diameter of thp nowerplant center

frame structure aid provide the sealing necessary to prevent leakage of high

j pressure compressor outlet gas from the center frame. In addition to the

circumferential mating flanges, all of the high pressure stator casings are

I provided with axial split flanges to allow half of the stator structure to be

removed for inspection of the blading or the hot gas duct and plenum carrying

helium from the heat source to the turbine inlet.

The high pressure turbine inlet plenum and hot gas duct have been subjected to

Imore detailed design refinement to improve sealing and minimize thermal stresses.

The turbine inlet plenum is completely surrounded by relatively coolz-38°C

(2800F) helium flowing from the compressor outlet diffuser to the recuperator

modules in the powerplant center frame. The cool gas leaves the turbo-

Imachinery compressor outlet/turbine inlet plenum casing through several holes

inthe casing and passes into the center frame. The hot gas duct is surrounded

by the intermediate temperature =4540C (8500 F) gas flowing from the

recuperator outlet plenum to the heat source. Both of these gas streams are,

however, substantially cooler than the 927 0C (17000 F) high temperature turbine

Iinlet gas inside the plenum and hot gas duct.

In the first and second definition concepts, the hot gas duct and turbine

inlet plenum were conceived as single wall vessels which would have been

exposed to 9270C (17000F) on the inside and the much cooler 4540C (850'F)

or 138°C (2800F) gas on the outside. As a result of these large gas

I temperature differences and the low film temperature drops expected at the

walls in flowing (M = .06) helium, concern was felt that the conductive

* temperature gradients induced in the single metal wall thickness might result

I in excessive short time fatigue stresses which would unduly limit the number

of startup and shut down cycles to failure. In addition, the sealing of the

high temperature turbine inlet gas from the cooler, higher pressure streams was

effected by a simple clearance fit. This, and the other joints in the plenum

I needed for accessibility, could obviously benefit from a more detailed design

effort to improve sealing and general structural integrity.

t
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The resulting third definition hot gas duct and high pressure turbine inlet

plenum employs double wall construction to create a stagnant layer of gas

separating the hot turbine inlet gas from the cooler surrounding gases and

thus function as an insulator to reduce the rate of heat transfer and resulting

temperature gradients in the metal walls. The details of the design are

illustrated in Figure 7-1. The inner wall, exposed to the hot gas, functions

as a protective liner or fairing for the outer wall which serves as a pressure

vessel and performs the sealing function. Thus the essentially unloaded inner

liner operates close to turbine inlet temperature while the outer pressure

vessel member is relatively cool.

The outer wall of the turbine inlet plenum is divided into three sections;

forward and rear conical members and an outer cylindrical section. The three

sections are all split diametrally at a plane normal to the hot gas duct

centerline and employ bolted flanges at the split lines to achieve sealing

and structural integrity. The inner wall is similarly divided into three

sections, diametrally split, but employing jpggled overlaps at the diametral

split line. The turbine inlet plenum outer casing is supported from the

high pressure turbine casing and first stage nozzle diaphragm by bolted flanges.

The inner liner of the hot gas duct is located from the outer by means of a

conical transition piece which accornmodates the temperature difference

between the two members as an axial gradient. The length and thickness of the

transition cone are such that the thermal stresses resulting from the

temperature gradient in the cone are not excessive. The inner liner extends

into a mating diameter on the turbine plenum liner which locates it radially.

The diametral interface at this point is not required to function as a seal so

that a fairly loose fit is acceptable. Thesaling function is performed by

a face seal on the outer hot gas duct which engages a machined face on the

outer plenum vessel. The face seal is maintained in contact with the vessel

face by means of a bellows which accommodates duct thermal expansion and

ensures alignment of the seal face. It is envisaged that the face seal could

employ either a metal or a graphite seal ring, in one piece or as an articulated

assembly of appropriately shaped segments, suitably overlapping and inter-

locking to achieve the required sealing. The complication of the segmented
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design may not be required if the distortion of the mating face seal members

can be limited sufficiently. It is also conceivable that tiie face seal ring,

either solid or articulated, may be unnecessary and that some suitable

termination of the bellows member could provide adequate sealing and also

accommodate local distortion of the plenum sealing face. in any event, the

assignment of the sealing function and structural pressure vessel role to the

cooler outer wall components, which are thermally isolated from the hot gas
stream by the inner liner members and the stagnant gas layer. should

greatly improve the potential sealing and structural integrity.

The inner liner of the plenum is axially and radially located in peripheral

grooves provided at the forward and rear flanges of the outer plenum casing.
Tangential location is defined by a pin which protrudes into the peripheral

groove area from the rear outer casing flange and engages with a slot in

the plenum inner liner periphery. The location slot is aligned with the

centerline of the hot gas duct so that expansion of the inner liner in the

tangential direction does not disturb the location of the duct. Thermal

expansion of the plenum inner liner relative to the cooler plenum outer

case results in tangential motion of the liner in its locating grooves. The

accumulated motion of both halves of the inner liner is accommodated by

sliding at the joggled overlap on the axial split line. Sufficient gap is

provided at the in-groove portions of the liner to allow unrestricted motion.

Relative expansion in the axial direction between the plenum inner liner and

outer casing results in axial sliding of the liner in the locating grooves.

Sufficient axial gap is provided to permit unrestricted axial expansion. The

application of special coating materials in the areas of sliding may be

necessary to ensure freedom from galling and bonding in the high temperature

helium environment.

Materials used in the double wall turbine inlet plenum and pipe can be

selected in accordance with the differing roles of the inner and outer

members. HastelloyX or Haynes 188 would be good candidates for the inner

liner components since these materials are used in similar combustion gas

turbine liner and combustion chamber applications and are highly resistant to

I
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cracking and distortion. The high oxidation resistance of these materials would

not, however, be required in the helium environment and it is possible that

other materials, less suitable in an oxidizing environment, would be viable

in helium. Earlier, Inconel 617 was thought to be a good candidate for helium

hot liner applications but was later found to be vulnerable to corrosion in

helium.

The outer pressure casing members of the turbine inlet plenum and pipe need not

be made from such high temperature materials as Hastelloy X and Haynes 188.

Such intermediate temperature materials as Inconel 718, type 347 stainless

steel or possibly 2-1/4 Cr - 1 Mo low alloy steel would be suitable for

operating temperatures ranging from 7040C (13000F) down to 4820 (900 0F). While

the operating temperature of the outer casing members has not been established,

judgment indicates that it will probably be well below 704°C (1300 0 F) due to

the protection from the 927 0C (17000 F) turbine inlet gas provided by the inner

liner and stagnant gas space,combined with the cooling resulting from exposure

to the surrounding lower temperature gas.

The high pressure turbine stator design is essentially unchanged from that

of the first and second definitions described in Reference 1.

The stator vane assemblies are of the diaphragm type having outer and inner

ring and vane assemblies split diametrally. The half diaphragm assemblies

are radially keyed to the turbine casing halves to locate them concentrically

in the casing while accommodating relative thermal growth in the radial

direction. The outer ring halves are saw cut at appropriate intervals to

relieve the relative thermal expansion between the inner and outer rings.

The radial keys which locate the diaphragm halves in the casing are formed in the

heads of bolts which attach several machined segmented rings to the casing. The

segmented rings, in turn support the segmented stationary turbine shrouds. The

shroud segments have axial extensions at their outermost radii which engage with

machined grooves in the segmented rings. Abradable material such as metal

honeycomb, "feltmetal" or some other sintered or sprayed material is applied

to the inner surfaces of the shroud segments to accommodate potential blade

tip rubs.
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IThe resulting stator ussembly accurately defines the turbine shroud and diaphragm
seal radii, minimizing leakage at the blade tips and interstage seals, while

providing freedom for the individual components to expand and contract. The

segmented shroud region insulates the turbine casing from the hot gas passage

and minimizes the temperature gradient to which each component part is exposed.

The turbine casing is cooled by compressor outlet gas at approximately 280°F

I which is circulated around it. Some of this gas can be bled into the segmented

shroud region through small holes in the casing, if additional cooling should be

required. A complete half casing and half stator assembly can be removed

without disassembling the rotor to facilitate inspection of the blading.

I Candidate stator materials are MAR 509 vanes, Type 321 stainless steel ring segments

and diaphragm halves and low expansion Ni-resist cast turbine casing. Alternatively

the turbine casing could be fabricated from 2-1/4 Cr-l Mo. plate. Stator

assemblies can be fabricated by welding or brazing. The high pressure turbine

Idesign illustrated in Figure 7-1 lends itself to tne use of a low expdrisiul cjbL

Ni-resist casing because the casing is maintained in a state of circumferential

compression by the high pressure compressor outlet gas which surrounds it.

This arrangement eliminates any possibility of catastrophic tensile failure in

the cast material and minimizes the stresses in the bolted flange at the axial

Isplit line. The use of low expansion material in the high pressure turbine

casing, minimizes thermal distortion due to local temperature gradients in

Iaddition to minimizing total casing growth. Both of these effects help to

minimize the tip clearance required.

IThe diaphragm type of construction described achieves good interstage sealing by

permitting the use of a multistage labyrinth seal and minimizing the relative

thermal expansion of the rotor and stator components of the seal. The

advantages of diaphragm construction are particularly significant when the

Iturbine shaft diameter can be kept small in relation to the blade root diameter.

In this respect the power turbine provides a somewhat more suitable application

I for this type of construction than the high pressure turbine. In the high

pressure turbine a large diameter shaft is employed to maximize the rotor bending

stiffness. The resulting geometry restricts the radial space available at the

hub to accommodate the diaphragm type of structure. As a result, alternatives

I
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to diaphragm construction will rece~vw more consideration in the high pressure

turbine than in the power turbine. Ore such alternative would support the

stator vanes from the casing as a series of individually cantilevered vanes

or as a series of multi-vane segments. This arrangement eliminates the

structural problems of the diaphragm but tends to result in poorer interstage

sealing. Relative thermal expansion of the rotor and stator components of

the seal may be increased due to the inward motion of the stationary seal

which can result from the vane growth. However this effect is less important

in a machine having an essentially constant operating temperature such as the

CCCBS turbine. The quantitative evaluation of the magnitude of the various

expansion effects and the structural capability of the various design candidates

must await the more detailed design phases. The selection of the preferred

design approach can then be made from the results of trade studies supported by

more extensive and analytical work.

The high pressure turbine outlet diffuser consists of a sheet metal assembly,

in the form of an annular passageway penetrated by eight airfoil section

struts and a cooled structural casting or fabrication protected from the hot

gas leaving the high pressure turbine by the sheet metal assembly. The struc-

tural assembly consists of an outer pressure casing and an inner ring member

supported from it by eight hollow radial struts. The housing for the high

pressure turbine outlet journal bearing and the power turbine inlet journal

bearing is supported from the inner ring member. The structural casings, the

sheet metal fairing assembly and the bearing housing are all designed to split

diametrally for access to bearings and blading. Candidate materials are

Hastelloy X for the sheet metal assembly and cast ductile iron or fabricated

2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo for the structural assembly.

The high pressure compressor stator is similar in design to that of the first

and second definition concepts described in Reference 1. The stator vanes

are of the shouded type brazed or welded into half ring members at the inner

and outer diameters. The stator vane assembly inner half rings carry honey-

comb or some other abradable material machined to provide a close clearance

with labyrinth seal fins machined onto the rotor disc curvic coupling

extensions. The stator casings are machined from ductile iron castings or

low alloy steel weldmenLt.
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Low Pressure Compressor and Drive Shaft Mechanical Desin

The low pressure compressor has undergone dimensional changes during this

period as a result of a more detailed evaluation of the first stage design

by Westinghouse Combustion Turbines Division. The most obvious change is a

reduction in the mean blade diameter at inlet from 442 mm (17.419 in.) to
409 mm (16.116 in.) together with an increase in blade height from 44 mm

(1.742 in.) to 45.5 mm (1.791 in.). This work is described in detail in

Section 6.3. However the dimensional changes have not affected the basic

construction of the compressor.

The low pressure compressor rotor is of multiple disc construction, using

curvic couplings and through bolts and is generally similar to the high

pressure rotor. The curvic coupling cylindrical extensions, which form the

shaft elements of the rotor, have been increased in thickness from the

original value of approximately 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) to 19 mm (0.75 in.) as a

result of the critical speed analysis performed by Airesearch. In addition,

material was removed from the inside of the shaft ends and added to the stubshaft

flanged areas of the original design to reduce the local flexibility. These

changes had the effect of raising the first bending critical speed to a value

48% above the maximum operating speed from its original value only 5% above

operating speed. The critical speed analysis is discussed in more detail

in Section 8.

Several more recent changes, have been made to the low pressure compressor

rotor, resulting in substantially reduced bea;-ing center distance, which should

further increase the critical speed. The stubshafts have been integrated with

the first and last stage discs to reduce rotor length and provide space for

the drive shaft and flexible couplings. Also, the balance piston has been relocated

to the extreme forward end of the rotor.

The rotor is supported in gas journal bearings. Axial location is provided

by a gas thrust bearing at the outlet end of the low pressure compressor rotor.

The journal and thrust bearings are discussed in Section 7.3.
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The thrust bearing has been relocated from its earlier position at the inlet

end of the low pressure rotor to reduce the maximum stackup of tolerance and

thermal expansion effects between the high pressure rotor and stator. This

change has the effect of minimizing the permissible rotor to stator gaps

and, as a result, the overall length of the rotor.

The thrust balance piston which was originally located at the outlet end of

the low pressure compressor rotor has been relocated at the inlet end. This

was done to facilitate the use of the overall compressor pressure ratio (H.P.

compressor outlet to L.P. compressor inlet) for balancing and thus minimize

the variation of thrust bearing load which occurs with variation in output

power. Studies made, during this report period, of the thrust bearing load

variation from full power to 7.5% power indicated that the use of high pressure

compressor pressure ratio only (H.P. compressor outlet to H.P. compressor

inlet) across the balance piston resulted in large swings in thrust bearing

load from 44480N (10,000 lbf) towards outlet at rated power to 16902N (3800 lbf)

towards inlet at 7.5% power) which adversely affected the thrust bearing

design problems. Obviously, by increasing the size of the balance piston, the

load at 7.5% power could be reduced but only at the expense of a much larger

increase in the load at rated power. Similarly, by reducing the size of the

balance piston, the thrust bearing load at rated power could be reduced, but

with an accompanying increase in the load at 7.5% power. The use of the over-

all compressor pressure ratio in the revised arrangement greatly reduces the

thrust bearing load swing (from 3291 N (740 lbf) towards outlet at rated

power to 8.9 N (2 lbf) towards inlet at 7.5% power).

The new balance piston is smaller in size than that of the earlier design and

is bolted to the inlet end of the low pressure compressor rotor shaft. The

balance piston carries the starter motor drive stubshaft at its inner

diameter. High pressure compressor outlet gas is piped to the upstream side

of the balance piston and leaks to precooler inlet pressure through two multi-

stage labyrinth seals, one at the balance piston periphery and another smaller

one at the inner diameter stubshaft. The low pressure balance piston leakage

gas is channelled through passages provided in the compressor inlet bearing

support struts to the inlet of the precooler, thus minimizing the amount of
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balance piston leakage gas which enters the low pressure compressor inlet

directly.I
The low pressure compressor rotor is driven from the high pressure rotor through

a short driveshaft. The driveshaft is designed to transmit axial load and to

have self-aligning capability in addition to the ability to transmit torque.

IThe self-aligning capability is provided to accommodate the eccentricity and
angular misalignment which can arise between the low pressure and high pressure

rotors due to manufacturing tolerances. The axial load capability allows the

Ishaft to transmit the net axial thrust, produced in the high pressure rotor, into
the low pressure compressor outlet end. The driveshaft is designed to be easily

disconnected to allow the removal of either the L.P. or H.P. compressor rotor.

IThe driveshaft self-aligning capability is achieved by the use of flexible metal

diaphragms at each end which transmit torque but allow a small amount of

*angular misalignment. The axial load carrying capability is provided by a small

diameter bar member on the shaft centerline which is capable of transmitting

axial load in tension or compression but which is sufficiently flexible in

bending to accommodate some angular misalignment. This driveshaft design

avoids the use of sliding surfaces and therefore does not require lubrication.

The design is therefore more compatible with the gas bearings which replaced

the oil lubricated bearings used in the earlier first definition concept.

The driveshaft used in the earlier machine employed gear tooth couplings and

spherical sliding joints, both of which required lubrication. The design of the

Inew unlubricated coupling was developed during this report period by Airesearch

and is discussed in Section 7.4.

IThe low pressure compressor rotor blade axial widths at the root are 26 mm

(1.025 in.) at inlet reducing to 19 mm (.75 in.) at outlet. The stator vane

I axial widths are 21 mm (.825 in.) at inlet and reduce to 15.2 mm (.6 in.) at

outlet. Axial rotor to stator gaps are 3.2 mm (.125 in.) at all locations, a

I value judged to be achievable with the thrust bearing location shown but

reduced from the over-conservative value of 6.4 mm (.250 in.) assumed

previously. The outlet blade and vane widths were reduced from the inlet

dimensions developed by Westinghouse Combustion Turbines Division in their

7
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evaluation of the first compressor stage to maintain a fixed aspect ratio.

The blade geometry finally selected has a tapered chord, increasing 8% at the

root and decreasing 8% at the tip from the value at mean blade diameter. The

thickness/chord ratio is 3% at the tip, 9.5% at mean blade and 16% at the root.

The resulting centrifugal and bending stresses in the rotor blade are less than

138 MPa (20,000 psi) and 82.7 MPa (12000 psi) respectively. There are 49 rotor

blades. The critical evaluation of the low pressure compressor first stage,

conducted by Westinghouse Combustion Turbines Division is discussed in more

detail in Section 8.3.3.

The low pressure compressor stator is similar in construction to the high

pressure compressor stator. The stator vanes are of the shrouded type, brazed

or welded into half ring members at the inner and outer diameters. The stator

vane assemblies are assembled into grooves machined into the compressor stator

casing. The stator vane assembly inner half rings carry honeycomb or some

other abradable material machined to a close clearance diameter with labyrinth

seal fins machined onto the rotor disc curvic coupling extensions. Type 347

stainless steel is a candidate stator assembly material. Ductile iron castings

or low alloy steel fabrications are candidates for the compressor stator casing.

The low pressure compressor stator casing is attached by a bolted flange at

its inlet end to the inlet bearing support structure which transfers the

bearing journal and balance piston thrust loads to the compressor casing

through several airfoil section struts traversing the compressor inlet annulus.

Passages are provided in the struts for balance piston leakage gas. A flange

at the outlet end of the compressor casing attaches the structure to the

compressor outlet diffuser casing which, in turn, carries the outlet journal

bearing and the thrust bearing. The thrust bearing housing is attached to the

driveshaft housing which carries the high pressure compressor inlet and bearing

support structure. All the structural casings are split diametrically for ac-

cess to bearings, shafting and blading. Bearing pressurizing gas is supplied to the

journal and thrust bearings through drilled passages in the driveshaft housing

and bearing housings. The drilled passages are supplied from supply tubes,

sealed by o-rings, which traverse tr- intercooler region to the power plant

pressure casing. The supply tubes are designed to be easily withdrawn to

facilitate the removal of the turbomachioery from the power plant assembly.
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The compressor stator casings are sealed to the poweiplant assembly by means

of large diameter O-rings engaging machined diameters on the coolers and the

I power plant pressure casing. The details of the sealing arrangements are

illustrated on Figure 7-1 and are generally similar to those of the second

I definition concept described in Reference 1.

IStarter Motor
The starter motor drives the high speed rotor through a short quillshaft and

gaccelerates the rotor to self-sustaining speed during the initial phase of

startup. The type of starter motor has not been selected but either pneumatic

or electric options are conceivable. A pneumatic starter motor could make use

of the large volume of stored high pressure helium in the inventory control

system used to regulate the power output of the plant.

Low Pressure Turbine Mechanical Design

I Two of the potential applications for the CCCBS plant place widely differing

requirements on the low pressure turbine design. In the first of these

applications, the power turbine drives a superconducting generator to provide

power for an electrical transmission system. The optimum rotational speed in

this case is approximately 9000 RPM. In the second application, the power

turbine drives a mechanical power transmission system such as a ships propeller

reduction gear for which a speed of 3600 RPM is more suitable. The power

turbine in the first and second definition concepts was designed for a speed

of 6000 RPM which represented a compromise between these conflicting require-

ments but was not a completely effective solution for either application.

Therefore, during the current report period, two new power turbine designs

were defined, one for 9000 RPM and the other for the 3600 RPM applicaticn.

I The 9000 RPM design was conceived as a close-coupled assembly with the super-

conducting generator. In this case the generator is completely enclosed and

operated at turbine outlet pressure simplifying the driveshaft sealino

requirements. The liquid helium transfer system, located at the qe 'erator

I
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bearing remote from the turbine, which conveys the low pressure generator

coolant to and from the rotor, requires rotating seals compatible with the

high pressure generator environment. These considerations have been reviewed

with Westinghouse superconducting generator design personnel and neither

the generator pressurization nor the associated helium transfer sealing appear

to present significant problems.

The 3600 RPM turbine was designed to be completely independent of its driven

load components from the sealing standpoint. In this case the turbine output

drive shaft penetrates the power plant pressure boundary and sealing is effected

by a double face seal using a liquid (water) barrier between the seals.

In addition to the two potential applications described, a study was made of

the possibility of using the 9000 RPM turbine together with a reduction gear

to provide the 3600 RPM shaft speed. As a part of this study, the application

of the double face seal liquid barrier to the 9000 RPM turbine driveshaft was

examined and found to be feasible. The application of a magnetic seal was also

studied and judged to be a potentially attractive device. However, engineering

development would be required to thoroughly assess its potential. The resulting

gear drive arrangement was judged to be less desirable from the standpoint of

overall length and reliability than the 3600 RPM direct drive turbine. The

feasibility of the 9000 RPM turbine driveshaft sealing also makes possible the use

of the 9000 RPM turbine driving a superconducting generator at ambient pressure

conditions. This could be used to enhance generator maintainability in a nuclear

installation, where the generator could be mounted outside the containment.

However, the overall length in the case would exceed that of the close coupled

arrangement.

9000 RPM Low Pressure Turbine Mechanical Design

The 9000 RPM turbine has eight stages having a mean blade diameter of 0.539 m

(21.23 in.) with blade heights of 59.7 mm (2.35 in.) at inlet and 86.1 mim (3.39 in.)

at exit. These dimensions were obtained by scaling the 6000 RPM design of the

first and second definitions, maintaining the same load and flow coefficients.

This is discussed more fully in the aerodynamic design section. An evaluation
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of the last power turbine stage has been performed by (W) Combustion Turbine

Division. This work is discussed in Section 8.3.2.I
The construction of the turbine is similar to that of the 6000 RPM first and

second definition turbine described in Reference 1. Figure 7-1 illustrates

the design of the 9000 RPM power turbine. The rotor employs stacked disc

construction using curvic couplings and through-bolts. Unshrouded blading is

shown in Figure 7-1 but rotating shrouds could be employed to provide support

in bending for the blading. The journal bearing stubshafts are attached to

the inlet and outlet ends of its rotor by means of through-bolts and curvic

couplings. The outlet end stubshaft also carries the thrust bearing runner

and the balance piston used to limit the thrust bearing maximum load.

Thrust balancing has been improved in the third definition concept by the use
of high pressure compressor outlet gas at the balance piston. This has been

found to greatly reduce the variation in thrust bearing load resulting during

power reduction from rated to 7.5% power, compared with the arrangment used in

the first and second definition concepts which employed low pressure compressor

outlet gas in the balance piston. Studies made during this report period

indicated that the use of low pressure compressor outlet gas in the balance

piston resulted in large swings in thrust bearing load from 65,354 (14,693 lbf)

towards outlet at rated power to 27,315N (6141 lbf) towards inlet at 7.5 percent

power which adversely affected the thrust bearing design problems, especially

at the low power condition. By reducing the size of the balance piston and

increasing the thrust bearing load at rated power to 97,856N (22,000 lb) a

reduction of the 7.5 percent power thrust bearing load to 18,673N (4198 lb)

could be achieved. The use of the overall compressor pressure ratio in the

revised arrangement greatly reduces the thrust bearing load swing (from 60,004N

(13,490 lb) at rated power to zero at 7.5 percent power). High pressure com-

pressor outlet gas is piped from the center frame structural plenum and supplied

to the balance piston chamber via drilled passages in the turbine outlet bearing

housing and power plant pressure vessel. The gas which leaks from the balance

piston labyrinth seals subsequently cools the turbine outlet bearing housing,

the power plant pressure vessel and the power turbine casing before rejoining

the main flow path gas at entry to the precooler.
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The stator construction employs diaphragms extending radially inward from the

stationary blading to small diameter labyrinth seals on the rotor curvic coupling

diameters. The stationary blade diaphragm assemblies are made in halves and

radially keyed to the half turbine casing. Other details of the stator assemblies

are similar to those of the high pressure turbine. A half casing can be

removed together with its stator diaphragms to permit inspection of blading

without interfering with the structural integrity of the assembly. Split

casing construction is also employed at the outlet end casing which suppcrts

the turbine casing from the power plant pressure vessel and at the high pres-

sure stator casings to which the power turbine casing is attached at its inlet

end. Thus the whole of the turbomachinery rotating assembly can be exposed

for inspection and maintenance in this design. The bearing housings are also

split to permit access to the bearings or to allow a rotor to be removed from

its stator assembly.

The turbine outlet diffuser is a sheet metal assembly made of Hastelloy X or

Type 347 stainless steel mounted inside the turbine casing and conical

structural member thus protecting the casings and power plant pressure vessel

from the hot turbine exhaust gas. The outlet diffuser and the conical

structural member are penetrated at seven circumferential locations by radial

pipes which convey the turbine exhaust gas to the recuperator inlet plena.

The recuperator inlet plena are simple conical vessels, supported from the

conical structural member via short flanged pipes, which engage with the

recuperator bolted flange region. A simple floating ring retained in each

recuperator inlet plenum provides sealing while accommodating misalignment.

These details are illustrated in Figure 7-1.

Some consideration has been given to the prevention of power turbine over-

speed under loss of load conditions. Figure 7-3 illustrates a system of 7

bypass valves and 7 block valves which could be employed to divert 100 percent

of the power turbine mass flow around the power turbine. The bypass valves

are designed to mix the bypassed gas with high pressure compressor outlet gas

bled from the compressor outlet plenum. The compressor bleed reduces the

tendency of the high speed rotor to overspeed as the power turbine is bypassed

and also reduces the temperature of the bypass gas at the recuperator inlet,

helping to reduce thermal transient stresses.
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When the initial design for the system of bypass valves and block valves was

being developed, it was not clear whether or not they would be needed for

overspeed protection. A preliminary analysis showed the power turbine to be

capable of withstanding 60 percent overspeed without permanent deformation,

and transient analyses performed to date have indicated that overspeed for

complete loss of load on both power conversion units to be approximately 60

percent. However, as described in Section 6.1.3, for a loss of load on one

unit with the other unit remaining on line, there is the possibility of the

turbine overspeeding beyond a 60 percent condition and self-destructing. To

reduce the overspeed to a manageable amount requires the use of the bypass and

block valve arrangement in the unit suffering a loss of load. This would

eliminate the overspeed in this unit and allow the remaining unit to stay on

line.

3600 RPM Low Pressure Turbine Mechanical Design

The 3600 RPM turbine has 15 stages having a mean blade diameter of 0.985 mm

(38.76 in.) with blade heights of 50.8 mm (2 in.) at inlet and 71.1 mm (2.8 in.)

at exit. These dimensions were obtained by scaling the 6000 RPM first and second

definition design to maintain similar load and flow coefficients. This is dis-

cussed more fully in the aerodynamic design section.

Figure 4.2.2.2 illustrates the design of the 3600 RPM power turbine. The construction

is similar to that of the 9000 RPM design in its use of a stacked disc rotor with

curvic couplings and through-bolts. However, the increased turbine casing

diameter has made it impossible to accommodate within the inside diameter of the

recuperator high pressure outlet plenum casing in the manner of the 9000 RPM
turbine. Consequently, the 3600 RPM turbine is removed axially from the
recuperator plenum casing in the downstream direction. The increased distance

between the power turbine inlet and the high pressure turbine outlet has necessitat-

ed an annular diffuser duct of increased length connecting the two turbines.

Lengthened power turbine inlet shafting and transition casings have also been

required. The resulting increased length of the turbomachinery has necessitated

a corresponding increase in the length of the powerplant pressure casing.

In the course of the 3600 RPM design work, a study was made of an alternative

arrangement which minimized the turbomachinery length by increasing the diameter

of the recuperator assembly sufficiently to allow the power turbine casing to be
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accommodated within the recuperator high pressure outlet plenum. However, the

increased powerplant pressure vessel diameter required in this arrangement

resulted in greater overall plant and containment weight. This approach was

therefore rejected in favor of the smaller diameter plant made possible by

displacing the power turbine axially.

In order to minimize the overall length of the power plant assembly as much

as possible, a recessed bearing arrangement has beer, adopted at the outlet end

of the 3600 RPM power turbine. In this design, the turbine disc assembly is
overhung from the shaft assembly allowing the outlet journal bearing housing

to extend inside the bores of the discs. The balance piston is provided as a

cylindrical extension on the conical portion of the turbine driveshaft. The

use of high pressure compressor outlet gas in the balance piston chamber results

in a relatively small balance piston diameter of 5.6 m (22 in.) which can be

accommodated inside the turbine disc bores. As was the case in the 9000

RPM power turbine, the use of high pressure compressor outlet gas for thrust

bzlancing greatly reduces the variation in thrust bearing load between rated

and 7.5 percent power. Using L.P. compressor outlet gas for thrust balancing

and sizing the balance piston to achieve zero thrust bearing load at 7.5 per-

cent power, the resulting load at rated conditions was 616,468N (138,635 lb)

which is completely unacceptable. Using H.P. compressor outlet gas and sizing

the balance piston for zero load at 7.5 percent power, the resulting load at

rated conditions is 115,128N (25,883 lb) which, although higher than desirable,

is a great improvement and within the thrust bearing capability. By slightly

increasing the balance piston diameter to reduce the rated power load to

57,824N (13,000 lb) a better tradeoff between rated and 7.5 percent power

thrust bearing loads can be achieved resulting in a load at 7.5 percent power

of 9977N (2243 lb). The provision made for supplying the high pressure gas to

the balance piston and its use in cooling the turbine components are similar

to those of the 9000 RPM turbine. The recessed bearing arrangement requires

that the turbine rotor be assembled axially into the outlet end journal and

thrust bearing assembly and, consistent with this requirement, the thrust

bearing runner is designed to be demountable from the turbine drive shaft.
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Sealing of the 3600 RPM turbine driveshaft at the pressure boundary penetration
is effected by a double face seal using water between the seals. The seal illus-

trated on Figure 7-4 is a proprietary design by Crane Packing Company and is
described by them as a "double-8B1 type - 8 HARP 170 mm shaft seal." Water at

a pressure of 0.345 MPa (50 psi) higher than the turbine outlet pressure is fed
into the space between the two seals. Inboard leakage, estimated to be 2.8 cc/hr.,
is drained, together with labyrinth seal leakage helium from a labyrinth seal

immediately inboard of the inboard face seal, to a molecular sieve, where the
entrained water is removed, after which the dried helium gas is returned to the

powerplant. Outboard leakage, estimated to be 4 cc/min., is drained by gravity
to a tank under ambient conditions from which it is pumped to the interseal space

via a filter and a cooler. A water flow rate of 22,700 cc/min. (6 GPM) is circu-
lated through the interseal space, cooler and filter by the pump in order to
remove heat resulting from 13 kW (17.5 HP) seal power loss and 2.2 kW (3 HP) pump

power loss. During periods of powerplant shutdown, a positive seal adjacent to
the shaft coupling can be energized pneumatically, allowing the liquid seal pump-

ing system to be shut down.

The use of the liquid seal results in essentially zero helium loss from the system
during operation. An earlier study investigated the use of noncontacting face

seals under 3.45 MPa (500 psi) helium pressure differential for turbine shaft
pressure boundary sealing. However, the gas leakage in the absence of the liquid

barrier, was found to be on the order of 0.907 kg/hr. (2 lb m/hr.) which represent-
ed, for a two unit plant, approximately 20 times the 454 kg (1000 lb.) plant
inventory per year. (Fort St. Vrain permits leakage of purified helium equal

to 100% inventory or contaminated helium equal to 1% inventory per year.) This

amount of leakage was judged to be excessive and all efforts to apply purely gas
seals to the turbine shaft sealing problem were terminated.

The 3600 RPM power turbine stator construction is generally similar to that of the
9000 RPM turbine in its use of half diaphragm assemblies radially keyed into half
turbine casings. The split casing construction permits easy access to the blading
without interfering with the structural integrity of the assembly.
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Access to the turbine outlet bearing is not obtainable in this design, however,

without completely removing the rotor from the bearing assembly. This is effected

by releasing the coupling nut at the outlet end of the shaft and then withdrawing

the shaft from the thrust bearing runner and sleeve. After removal of the rotor,

the journal and thrust bearing housings can be split to obtain access to the

bearing pads.

The turbine outlet diffuser and ducting to the recuperators are similar in con-

cept to those of the 9000 RPM design. However, the seven pipes which carry the

turbine exhaust gas to the recuperator inlet plena are longer than in the 9000 RPM

design to acconmmodate the axially displaced 3600 turbine location. The provision

ot turbine bypass and block valves has not been studied in detail in the 3600 RPM

design, but it is judged that sufficient space is available to incorporate a

suitable system if this should prove to be necessary.

Gear Drive Alternatives

During the development of the 3600 RPM mechanical drive power turbine, a study

was made to assess the feasibility and relative merits of a 2.5/1 ratio reduction

gear driven by the 9000 RPM turbine. Three reduction gear alternatives were

examined: a five "planet" star gear; a single mesh gear (both designed by

Westinghouse Sunnyvale Division); and a four layshaft multiple path gear

designed by Cincinnati Gear Company. The three gearbox/powerplant combinations

are shown compared with the 3600 RPM turbine powerplant in Figures 7-5

and 7-6.

The single mesh gear had high scoring factors. The star gear was much better in

this respect but still "on the high side" in the judgment of the Sunnyvale gear

engineer. Both gearboxes were designed for K factors of 350 and assumed the use

of hardened and ground teeth. The Cincinnati Gear Company judged the star gear

approach to be inappropriate at the 3600 RPM output speed and recommended a four

layshaft multiple path drive. In this arrangement, the four layshafts are equally

spaced around coaxial input and output sun gears. A large gear on each layshaft

is driven by the small sun gear. Each large layshaft gear drives a small gear
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I 3600 RPM POWER TURBINE

260 INSI
WT = 96,000 LB TOTAL WT 96,000 LB

I
9000 RPM tURBINE WITH STAR GEAR REDUCTION GEAR -3600 RPM OUTPUT

- 279 INS
COUPLING 12 INS

I / 48 INS TOTAL WT 88,400 LB
+ COUPLING

GEAR LUB. SYSTEM

I.
GEAR WT = 7,000 LB
(SUNNYVALE 350 K FACTOR DESIGN)

1 9000 RPM TURBINE WITH SINGLE MESH REDUCTION GEAR 3600 RPM OUTPUT

- 291 INS

COUPLING - 121NS
60 INS TOTAL WT 101,400 LB

WT =81,400 GEAR LUB. SYSTEM
r" .. . . LB - .

I __ll-
GEAR WT = 20.000 lb
(SUNNY VALE 350 K FACTOR DESIGN)1= F I, ,i J.FT

SCALE

615496 2AI
I

Figure 7-5. CCCBS Length Comparison

I
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3600 RPM POWER TI.PBINE

-W/ 3600 RPM OUTPUT

260 INS Y TOTAL WT 96,000LB

00 RPM TURBINE WITH CINCINNATI GEAR CO MULTIPLE PATH GEAR
(INPUT SUN FLOATS BETWEEN FOUR LARGE LAYSHAFT GEARS
OUTPUT SUN FLOATS BETWEEN FOUR SMALL LAYSHAFT GEARS)

GEAR WT = 12,000 LB

Iw
3600 RPM

OUTPUT

303 INS

TOTAL WT 93,400 LB

SCALE 615496- IA

Figure 7-6 CCCBS Length Comparison
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directly connecLeG Lo IC. ,le Lui smIa 1 I ysnati t :s, in tuvrn, urive the large

output sun gear. Both InpUL an uutput sun years f -'2. etween the tayshaft gears

to effect load snaring. CLt it-,,,ti persunnel consli tK Lh" t dsign soitable

for up to 10,Oul) hrs. life and did not expect any siygificant development

problems.

As shown in Figures 7-5 a;id 7-6 the gearbox drive alternatives were all longer

than the 3600 RPM turbine powerplant. Two of the gearbox alternatives were

lighter in weight than the 3600 RPM turbine powerplant, but the weight savings of

3,455 KG (7600 ib ) for the Sunnyvale stargear and 1182 KG (2600 lb ) for theIm m
Cincinnati Gear Company multiple path gear were judged to be insufficient to

justify the disadvantages, such as a reduced reliability and increased noise,

associated with the gearing.

Bearings, Housing, and Seals Mechanical Design

JThe bearings are rigid geometry hydrostatic gas bearings which use helium as
the lubricant. The bearings are illustrated in Figures 7-1 and 7-3. The journal

bearings employ four pads supported from the housing through compliant

diaphragm members and supplied with helium fom drilled holes in the housing

through metering orifices at the pads. The orifices discharge the helium

lubricant into a recessed area machined into the pads. The thrust bearings

are similar in their use of the rigid geometry hydrostatic design but employ

eight sector shaped pads. The thrust bearing stator assembly is supported from

a gimbal mechanism to achieve uniform circumferential load distribution. The

bearing design is discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.
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Sealing provisions at the bedrings to limit gas leakage are confined to O-rings

at the various casing joints and supply pipes. The bearing pressurizing gas,

after performing its function in the bearings, leaks directly into the primary

i helium flow circuits with no contamination effects.

Heat Exchanger Mechanical Design

Figure 7-1 illustrates the precooler, intercooler, and recuperator general

arrangement and location with respect to the turbomachinery and power plant

I pressure casing.

The precooler and intercooler are similar in design and employ finned tubing

arranged in a helical matrix around the turbomachinery. The tubing is headered

I in four equally spaced radial pipes at each end of the matrix. A "four-start"

arrangement of the tubing provides compatibility with the header pipes. Cooling

water is piped into the radial header pipes through "bobbin" and O-ring connectors,

flows through the helical tubing and leaves through the radial header pipes and

connectors at the other end. The helium cycle gas flows axially across the

I finned tubing.

The intercooler matrix is accommodated within a cylindrical pressure shell which

is terminated at each e:d in pressurized headers. The headers convey the helium

j gas from the low pressure compressor outlet into the intercooler and from the

intercooler into the high pressure compressor inlet. The intercooler/header/

vessel assembly is supported from a flange on the powerplant pressure vessel

through a conical support member and is sealed to the turbomachinery by means of

elastomer O-rings. Complete separation of the higher pressure gas in the inter-

I cooler from the lower pressure gas entering the precooler is thus achieved while

permitting the turbomachinery to be freely withdrawn from the assembly through

I the O-ring seal interfaces. The conical support member is penetrated by a number

of large diameter holes which allow the passage of the low pressure gas from the

recuperator to the precooler inlet.

7
I
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The precooler and its headers are integrated into a similar assembly and supported

from a flange on the powerplant pressure vessel.

The coolers have been carefully located in the axial direction to avoid inter-

ference with the radial pipes supplying the pressurizing gas to the bearings.

Pressurizing gas is fed to the bearings through small diameter pipes which are

accommodated inside the larger turbine cooling supply pipes.

The design of the coolers has been considerably refined since the second definition

design described in Reference 1. This design work was performed by Airesearch

and is reported in Section 8.2.1. As a result the diameters of the precooler and

intercooler have been significantly reduced.

The recuperator modules are similar to those of the first definition concept

described in Reference 1 and are constructed as simple thin walled cylinders

containing bundles of hea t transfer tubing. The flow configuration is that of

a counterflow heat exchanger with the turbine exhaust helium flowing in the tubes

and with the compressor exit helium flowing on the shell side. The recuperator

is composed of seven modules which are approximately 415.5 mm (16.36 inches) in

diameter. Each module contains about 10700 tubes with an outer diameter of 3 mm

(0.120 inch) and a thickness of 0.25 mm (0.010 inches).

The tubes are formed at their ends into a hexagonal section. The tube ends are

furnace brazed together. The tube bundle is also brazed at the ends to an

external cylinder and a cold end ring. Filler pieces are used to fill the gaps

at the tube and cylinder interface. No tube sheet is required in this arrange-

ment since each tube carries the local axial tension force.

The tube module is free to expand and contract due to the floating end ring.

O-rings are used to seal the floating cold end ring. The modules are located

and sealed at the hot end by bolted flanges. This arrangement eliminates the

need for tube sheets with their numerous drilled holes. However, the hex-end forming

is an additional operation. The conventional tube sheet approach can be sub-

stituted if manufacturing studies show this to be desirable.
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I The common duct structure located around the power turbine section is supported

axially from the center frame by eight SA 533 pressure tubes, seven containing the

recuperator modules and one containing the check valves and delivery pipe. The

eight pressure tubes contain helium at compressor outlet pressure.

I The recuperator modules are located axially from the common duct structure by bolted

flanges which separate the high and low pressure sides of the system. Differential

thermal growth, in the axial direction, between the recuperator modules and the

pressure tubes is accommodated by the sliding O-ring seals at the cold ends of the

modules. The O-rings separate the high and low pressure gases and are made of

silicon rubber capable of operating at temperatures in excess of 2040C (400'F).

Differential thermal growth between the delivery pipe and the eighth pressure tube

is accommodated by piston rings. The piston ring leakage is acceptable in this

location since it will be very low because the leakage pressure difference is small

(recuperator module plus check valve AP).

The radial pipe located in the center frame structure, which receives the heated

gas from the delivery pipe, is also sealed from the compressor outlet gas in the

center frame by piston rings which can slide to accommodate the thermal growth

between the radial pipe and the center frame. The radial pipe carries the heated

gas radially outward to a penetration on the pressure casing whence it flows to the

energy source. A double-walled Hastelloy X (or similar) inner pipe passing through

the radial pipe, delivers hot gas from the energy source to the high pressure turbine

inlet scroll. This area of the design has been subjected to detailed refinement

to reduce leakage and thermal stresses and was fully described in the High Pressure

Stator Mechanical Design Section.

The hot gas from the heat source passes through the high pressure turbine, which

drives the compressors, and into the low pressure turbine via an intermediate

bearing support casing. After passing through the low pressure power turbine, the

I

I
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gas is ducted into the low pressure side of the recuperator module. A stainless

steel liner system separates the hot turbine outlet gas from the pressure casing

and turbine bearing and support assembly. The turbine outlet gas then flows

axially forward through the recuperator modules, transferring heat to the tube

bundle containing the high pressure compressor outlet gas. The cooled low

pressure turbine outlet gas leaves the forward ends of the recuperator modules

and enters the precooler annulus.

Aerodynamic Design - General

During this report period, aerodynamic refinements have been made in the low

pressure compressor and the low pressure turbine. The high pressure turbine and

compressor are essentially unchanged aerodynamically from the designs described

in Reference 1 for the first and second definition concepts. However, the high

pressure turbine first stage rotor blade chord distribution has been somewhat

modified to adapt the design to 927°C (17000F) inlet temperature from the 911C

(16710 F) value used in the first year. In addition, the blade root/disc fixinq

region of the first stage blade has been refined to provide a basis for more

detailed thermal and mechanical analysis.

Low Pressure Compressor Aerodynamic Design

The aerodynamic design of the low pressure compressor first stage has been

evaluated in more detail by Westinghouse Combustion Gas Turbine Division,

resulting in some changes to the geometry of the earlier concept design.

The inlet blade mean diameter has been reduced to 409 mm (16.116 in.) from the

442 mm (17.419 in.) value of the earlier design. Also, the inlet blade height

has been increased to 45.5 mm (1.791 in.) from the earlier value of 44 mm

(1.742 in.). The first stage rotor has 49 blades having tapered chords

increasing 8% at the root and decreasing 8% at the top from the mean blade value.i I
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The chor, d ' o. . , , 4 Il. , . 1.' 5 r.5 . id L.'. mm (U.972 in.)

at root, meaii aoJ t;p, -especLivFiy. The root chord of ?.3- mm results in

an axial width at the root ol 26 mm (1.026 in.). ctor blade thickness/chord

ratio ;s 0.160, 0.095, and 0.030 at root, mean, and tip, r'espectively.

I The first stdge ctator vanes have constant chord of 27.8 mm (1.094 in.) and

thickness/chord ratio of '0%. The resulting axial width at the root is 21 mm

I (0.825 in.). There are 48 first stage stator vanes.

I The number of stages (14) is unchanged from the earlier design. In defining the

later stages, the ratio of outlet to inlet blade height of the second definition

I design has been retained and blade and vane chords have been reduced to maintain

constant aspect ratio. The resulting outlet (14th stage) blades have an axial

width at the root of 19 mm (0.75 in.). The stator vanes at outlet have an axial

width of 15.2 mm (0.6 in.).

j Helium temperature and pressure conditions are 38C (100°F) and 3.13 MPa (454 psia)

respectively at inlet and 1510C (304'F) and 6.14 MPa (890 psia) at outlet. Mass

flow is 58 kg/sec. (127.9 lbm/sec.).

The compressor design employs symmetric 50% reaction bladiig at the mean blade

diameter with free vortex distribution and constant axial velocity (=212 m/s)

(--697 ft/sec.) from hub to tip. Mean blade speed is 386 m/sec. (1266 ft/sec.).

The aerodynamic design of the low pressure compressor first stage is discussed in
more detail in Sa .ion P.3 1.

I Low Pressure Turbine Aerodynamic Design

The 9000 RPM free power turbine has eight stages having a mean diameter of 0.539 m

I (21.23 in.) with blade heights of 59.7 mm (2.35 in.) at inlet and 86.1 mm (3.39 in.)

at exit. These dimensions were obtained by suitably scaling the corresponding

l Idimensions of the 6000 RPM second definition design to maintain the same load

coefficient (3.56) and flow coefficient (0.8). Load coefficient is defined as

I stage enthalpy drop divided by the enthalpy equivalent of the blade velocity or:

-I
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S Ah/stage 
(1)U 2/2gJ :

Flow coefficient is defined as the axial component of velocity divided by blade

velocity:

Va (2)

The turbine efficiency to be expected may be estimated by relating the above

design parameters to published performance curves. Reference 2 has correlated

turbine efficiency with stage load coefficient and flow coefficient. Figure 7-7

is a copy of Smith's correlation taken from page 127 of J. H. Horlock's book,

"Axial Flow Turbines - Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics," 1966, Butterworth

and depicts the design point of the 9000 RPM low pressure turbine. (The high

pressure turbine design point is also shown for comparison. Note that Horlock's

definition of stage load coefficient has one half the value defined in equation (1)

above. The load and flow coefficient values were deliberately selected to be

higher than optimum from the efficiency standpoint in order to reduce the size of

the machine. The power turbine design point falls approximately at 92.3% efficiency.

This efficiency must be adjusted for leaving loss and tip leakage.

The axial leaving velocity from the 9000 RPM power turbine is 198 m/s (650 ft/sec.)

corresponding to 1% leaving loss (nLL = 0.99), assuming 50% diffusion recovery.

If a clearance/diameter ratio of 0.0015 is assumed, the tip clearance is 0.8 mm

(0.032 in.) and the average clearance/blade area ratio is 0.022 (nleak = 0.978).
The resulting net turbine efficiency is 0.923 x 0.99 x 0.978 = 0.894, which is

sufficiently close to the assumed value of 0.9.

The scaling process used to derive the eight stage 9000 RPM turbine dimensions from

the earlier 6000 RPM twelve stage design while maintaining the load and flow

coefficients unchanged is as follows:
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Ah/stage is increased by a factor of 1.5 due to the reduced number of stages.

Therefore, U2 must increase by the same factor if 4' is to remain constant or U

must increase in the ratio of r 1.

If the mean diameter of the 6000 RPM turbine were to be retained unchanged in the

9000 RPM design the blade velocity U would increase in the ratio of 1.5 which is

greater than the required Vl.5 increase. Therefore, the mean blade diameter of the

9000 RPM turbine must be reduced in the ratio of 1.5 =I1.5 to achieve the required

blade speed and load coefficient. 1.5

Having increased the blade speed U in the ratio of\T.5, the axial velocity must

also increase in the same ratio if the flow coefficient is to remain unchanged.

By retaining the inlet and outlet blade heights of the 6000 RPM turbine unchanged,

the axial velocity is increased in the ratio ofVl.5 as a result of the reduction in

the mean diameter.

The resulting turbine is considerably more compact than the earlier 6000 RPM turbine

and, in retaining the same load and flow coefficients, is believed to represent an

effective compromise between the conflicting requirements of efficiency and com-

pactness. The 9000 RPM turbine design was used as the basis of the critical

evaluation of the last stage by Westinghouse Combustion Gas Turbine Division

described in Section 8.3.2.

The 3600 RPM free power turbine has fifteen stages having a mean diameter of 0.095mm

(38.76 in.) with blade heights of 51 mm (2 in.) at inlet and 71 mm (2.8 in.) at

outlet. The design was derived from the earlier 6000 RPM turbine by a scaling

process similar to that described in the immediately preceeding pages for the

9000 RPM turbine. In the case of the 3600 RPM design, however, a somewhat lower
flow coefficient (0.7 at inlet) was used to achieve longer blades and limit hub/
tip ratio to a maximum value of 0.9 at inlet. The same load coefficient (3.56)

as that employed in the 6000 RPM turbine was retained in the 3600 RPM design.

The resulting design point is shown in Fiqure 7-8 located on Smith's efficiency

correlation map. The 9000 RPM turbine design point is also shown for comparison.

The 3600 RPM turbine design point falls approximately at 92.5% efficiency. This

efficiency must be adjusted for leaving loss and tip leakage.
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The axial leaving velocity from the 3600 RPM turbine is 131 m/s (430 ft./sec.)

corresponding to 0.4% leaving loss (nLL= 0.996) assuming 50% diffusion recovery.

If a clearance/diameter ratio of 0.0015 is assumed, the tip clearance is 1.5 mm

(0.058 in.) and the average clearance/blade area ratio is 0.048 (nleak = 0.952).

The resulting net turbine efficiency is 0.925 x 0.996 x 0.952 = 0.877 which is

more than two points lower than the assumed value of 0.9. However, the tip

clearance allowance of 0.058 may be unduly pessimistic in such a high hub/tip

ratio machine where a relatively large percentage of the radius would consist

of well cooled disc material. The reduced thermal growth associated with the

discs, combined with the use of low expansion casing material could conceivably

permit a much lower operating tip clearance. Another possibility is the use of

rotating blade tip shrouds. Although MGCR test experience showed no efficiency

advantage for rotating shrouds if tip clearances were held to less than 0.0017

diameter, the test turbine had a much lower hub/tip ratio (t-- 0.7) so that tip

leakage effects would have been substantially less than those of the high hub/tip

ratio 3600 RPM power turbine. With the use of rotating shrouds and multiple

seals the leakage loss could perhaps be reduced to half of the unshrouded value

which would raise the resulting turbine efficiency to 0.899.

The 3600 RPM turbine dimensions were derived by scaling from the earlier 6000 RPM

design to maintain the same load coefficient (3.56) but somewhat reduced flow

coefficient (0.7).

Ah/stage was reduced by a factor of 0.8 due to the increased number of stages.

Therefore, U2 decreased in the same ratio and U decreased by a factor

0.8 = 0.894.

To maintain the required U with the new reduced 3600 RPM necessitated an increase

in mean diameter in the ratio 6000 x 0.894 = 1.491 to achieve the required blade3600
speed and load coefficient.

Having reduced the blade speed U by a factor of 0.894, the axial velocity would

have had to reduce in the same ratio to maintain the original 0.8 flow coefficient

but, in order to reduce the flow coefficient to 0.7 at inlet and so maintain a

minimum hub/tip ratio of 0.9, the axial velocity was reduced still further in the

ratio 0.894 x 0.7 = 0.782 at inlet.
0.8

I
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The resulting turbine is quite bulky and, as discussed in tne mechanical design

section, could not be accommodated inside the recuperator high pressure outlet

plenum. As a result, the mechanical design of the 3600 RPM turbine had to be

arranged quite differently than that of the 9000 RPM design, resulting in the

configuration illustrated in Figure 7-4.

I
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7.3 GAS BEARING DEFINITION

Based upon the work done during Year 1, gas bearings were chosen for

incorporation in the CCCBS definition. This section details the critical

design features of the gas bearings designed for the plant, taking into account

critical speed analysis, normal and off-design loads, and shock loads.

7.3.1 BEARING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

7.3.1.1 ORIGINAL BEARING LOADS AND SELECTION

Study of the Year 1 Trial Design of the CCCBS engine resulted in defining the

static bearing loads shown in Figure 7-9. The design featured an 18,000-rpm

gas generator and a 6,000-rpm power turbine. An evaluation of possible bearing

designs further resulted in the tentative recommendation of hybrid hydrostatic/

hydrodynamic compliant foil-type gas bearings for the engine journal bearings.

Hydrostatic solid geometry pad-type gas bearings were recommended for the gas

generator and power turbine thrust bearings. The various bearing sizes are

shown in Table 7-2. During the Year 1 Study, it was assumed that a differen-

tial pressure of 2.758 MPa (400 psi) would be available continuously for thrust-

bearing hydrostatic gas supply and 1.379 MPa (200 psi) differential for the

journal bearings during startup and shutdown of the engine.

7.3.1.2 YEAR 2 GAS BEARING RECOMMENDATIONS

Refinement of the CCCBS engine design and the establishement of new criteria

during the second year of study have resulted in changes to the recommended

bearing support system. Shock requirements as well as definition of off-design

cycle state points have combined to change the baseline gas bearing recommenda-

tion from hydrostatic/hydrodynamic compliant foil type to solid geometry hydro-

static pad type for all journal and thrust bearings.

This current recommendation does not preclude the eventual use of foil-type

gas bearings. It does consider, however, that the better definition of the

bearing requirements during Year 2 has placed the foil-type gas bearing design

into a technology area where it cannot be confidently scaled or extended with-

out further full-scale research.
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7.3.1.3 CURRENT GAS BEARING REQUIREMENTS

The Year 2 Study has resulted in a number of changes and additions to the

application of the basic CCCBS engine concept. Each new application has re-

quired changes to the power turbine speeds, thrust loads, geometry, and steady-

Sstate and transient operation which, in turn, have influenced the gas-bearing

designs for the gas-generator section. The power-turbine variations are

summarized in Table 7-3.

Definition of shock loads for the rotating groups of the CCCBS was established

I during the second year; they are summarized in Table 7-3.

I These loads combine to apply approximately ±18g loads to the engine journal
and thrust bearings and are the primary cause for changing the recommended

I bearing designs from foil type to solid pad type hydrostatic.

7.3.1.4 BEARING LOADS

, As a result of the critical speed analysis, rotor properties for the various

CCCBS engine configurations were established. A summary of the rotor proper-

* ties for the 9,000-rpm small power turbine configuration is given in Table 7-4

and reflects the original design and that of the LP and HP spools as modified

I to exhibit acceptable critical speeds. The rotor properties for the large
power turbine using the 66.04 cm (26.0 in.) mean diameter blading are also

i included in Table 7-4.

I The rotor properties were used to derive the bearing loads, as shown in

Figures 7-10 and 7-11, for small- and large-diameter power turbine configura-

i tions, respectively. The thrust loads reflect only the full-rated power

values and are subject to considerable change as a function of engine power

level and whether the power turbine is a constant speed as variable speed

1 design.

j 7.3.2 DESCRIPTION OF BEARING CRITICAL FEATURES

The introduction of off-design cycle state points, variable-speed turbines,

and shock loads during the second year of the study necessitated a

I
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TABLE 7-3

POWER TURBINE DESIGN VARIATIDNS

Max Thrust Load
Power Turbine Speed
Variation rpm kN (Lbs)

1 6000 97.856 (22,000)
(Constant)

*2 9000 97.856 (22,000)

(Constant)

**3 9000 65.163 (14,650)
(Constant)

4 9000 65.163 (14,650)
(Variable)

5 3600 Undetermined
(Constant)

*66.04 cm mean dia turbine (26.00 in.)
**53.92 cm mean dia turbine (21.23 in.)

SHOCK LOADS

Shock Loads Period

+16 g vertical Approximately 0.055 sec

+8 g horizontal Approximately 0.055 sec

+7.5 g axial Approximately 0.055 sec
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reassessment of the type of gas bearings used to support the rotating spools.

As previously stated, hydrostatic/hydrodynamic foil-type gas bearings were

recommended at the conclusion of the first year of study. The advent of 18-g

shock loads, off-design conditions, and variable-speed power turbines immed-

iately caused the use of the hydrodynamic gas bearings to be questionable.

The load capacity of such bearings is a strong function of bearing speed and

ambient pressures. The combination of off-design requirements and the var-

iable-speed turbines under study created conditions where hydrodynamic bearing

designs could not long survive. Secondly, the radial deflection of foil-type

gas bearings designed and tested to date is relatively large under heavy shock

loads, and such radial deflection might cause the blading of the aerodynamic

components and thrust balancing piston seals to rub. The damage to the blading

probably would be minor, but even minor damage to the thrust balancing piston

seals could cause a gross thrust imbalance with subsequent overload and failure

of the affected thrust bearing.

Another consideration related to foil radial stiffness also caused the use of

foils to be suspect. The successful performance of foil-type gas bearings

depends on their compliancy of surface to accommodate thermal growth, gradients

and pressure variations, and geometric variations such as misalignment, tape),

crowning, etc. The very compliancy permitting ideal bearing operation also

causes larger radial movement under shock loads as compared to solid-geometry

type bearings. The radial stiffness of foil bearings can be controlled over

a wide range and bearings with the necessary stiffness to meet the various

requirements of the CCCBS engines can be desijned; however, the necessary

compliancy cannot be reliably scaled at this time to the size and load cap-

acity required. This decision does not preclude the eventual use of foil-type

gas bearings in similar applications following suitable research and develop-

ment.

Based on these reasons and the performance and characteristics of a 10.16 cm

dia (4.00 in.) hydrodynamic foil bearing tested at AiResearch, the Year 1 Study

recommendation for hydrodynamic foil-type gas bearings is changed to solid

geometry pad-type hydrostatic gas bearings for all journal and thrust bearings

required in the CCCBS engines.
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I

7.3.2.1 HYDROSTATIC GAS BEARINGS

Analysis of the off-design conditions for the 9,000-rpm small power turbine

I configurations with constant-and variable-speed power turbine applications

indicated that the most severe bearing designs occurred at the condition when

I the least differential pressure for hydrostatic operation was available. This

condition was identified as the 7.5 percent power condition where the LP and

HP compressor spool journal bearings and one journal bearing of the power

turbine would have only 620.5 kN/m 2 (90 psi) differential pressure available

for bearing support. This maximum differential pressure was obtained by using

the HP compressor discharge pressure as the hydrostatic supply and venting

the various bearing cavities to engine station pressures shown in Figure 7-12.

As a result of refined aerodynamic thrust analysis and the use of the HP com-

pressor discharge pressure for hydrostatic bearing supply and thrust balancing,

j the thrust balance piston was moved from the inlet end to a position between

the LP and HP spools (as is shown in Figure 7-12). This interchange of thrust

bearing and balance piston locations resulted in improved thrust balance and

more accurate axial positioning and control of both the LP and HP compressors.

I The hydrostatic gas bearings were designed on the basis of cycle gas pressures

available for full-rated power and the 7.5 percent power condition. The most

I critical condition as determined by the minimum differential pressure available

occurred for the 7.5 percent power rating with the constant-speed turbine. At

this condition, only 1,206 kN/m 2 (175 psi) differential pressure was available

for the power turbine thrust bearing support, and 620.5 kN/m 2 (90 psi) was

available for the journal bearing and LP compressor thrust bearing support.

The available pressures for bearing support with the variable- and constant-

speed power turbine engine configurations are shown in Table 7-5. Supply

pressure (P s) and bearing ambient pressures (P a) are given for rated power,

I 100 percent speed, and the 7.5 percent power and 74.5 percent speed conditions.

The bearings at the HP turbine outlet and power turbine inlet locations are

exposed to the inter-turbine pressure environment of 5.87 MPa (852 psi) and

I 1.32 MPa (192 psi) respectively at rated and 7.5% power for the constant speed

I
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turbine case. These pressures are somewhat lower than the intercooler values

of 6.09 MPa (833 psi) and 1.57 MPa (227 psi) quite properly assumed by AiResearch

in their bearing design work. The AiResearch procedure is conservative since

it bases the turbine bearing design on the assumption of a lower differential

pressure available to support the bearing load than will actually be available

using high pressure compressor outlet gas for bearing pressurization. The

high pressure compressor outlet gas pressures is 11.2 MPa (1625 psi) at rated

and 2.18 MPa (317 psi) at 7.5% power for the constant speed turbine case, which

is the critical condition from the bearing design standpoint. The resulting

differential pressures actually available to support the bearing load are

therefore 5.33 MPa (773 psi) and 0.86 MPa (125 psi) at rated and 7.5% power

respectively whereas the AiResearch bearing design assumptions produce differ-

ential pressures of (5.12 MPa) 742 psi and (0.62 MPa) 90 psi respectively.

The degree of conservatism is smaller at rated power (=4%) than at the 7.5%

power condition (=39%), implying a relatively larger margin of reserve

capacity at the critical low power operating pressure conditions than indicated

by the AiResearch analysis.

The conditions conservatively assumed by AiResearch can be considered to be

the limiting values which could pertain if the gas bled from the intercooler

for inter-turbine cooling were to be metered where it rejoins the flowpath at the

inter-turbine diffuser, rather than at a flow restrictor in the line from the

intercooler. The former condition is unlikely to be encountered in practice

since the very modes cooling requirements and the need to limit cooling gas

flow to preserve thermal efficiency will normally require a flow restrictor

in the line from the intercooler causing the ambient pressure at the bearings

to be depressed and approach the inter-turbine pressure level.

7.3.2.2 DESIGN PARAMETERS

The externally pressurized (hydrostatic) orifice compensated pad-type gas

bearings for the second year CCCBS engine were designed on the basis of the

following parameters and assumptions:
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Lubricant Helium Gas at 533 K Max (500'F)

Gas Constant R = 2.078 J/0K mol (4,632 in/0 R)

Viscosity = (2.4l)(10)-s N sec

{ lb, sec

(3.5 x 10-9 m

Specific Heat Ratio C C = 1.667

Recess Area to Pad 1/9
I Area Ratio

Journal Pad Span Angle 840

Thrust Pad Span Angle 400

Number of Journal Pads 4

Number of Thrust Pads 8

IThe bearing loads determined by the critical speed analysis are summarized
! below:

Bearing Location Load kN (lbf)

I LP Spool Inlet 2.50 (562)

LP Spool Disch 2.10 (471)

I HP Spool Inlet 2.25 (507)

HP Spool Disch 2.15 (484)

I Small PT Inlet 1.92 (432)

Small PT Disch 3.17 (712)

Large PT Inlet 2.35 (528)

Large PT Disch 3.55 (799)

LP Compressor Thrust 15.6-44.5 (3,500-10,000 lbs)
I (Variable)*

Small PT Thrust 22.2-65.2 (3,000-14,650 lbs)
(Variable)*

Large PT Thrust 29.35-97.9 (6,600-22,000 lbs)

*Loads are functions of power level and thrust balancing.
Thrust reversals also occur on PT thrust bearings when
engine is operated at reduced power levels.

I
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7.3.2.3 BEARING GEOMETRY JOURNAL BEARINGS

The journal bearings for the CCCBS engine were designed on the basis of the

pad geometry shown in Figure 7-13. Hydrostatic gas is supplied to the bearing

recess area through 4 orifices. Each bearirg consists of four pads arranged

as shown schematically in Figure 7-14. The pads are rigidly attached to a

diaphragm-type resilient mount that would be dimensionally controlled to give

the required resilience for each bearing load and desired radial displacement.

This design provides a flexible mount free of sliding joints that could fret

and gall. In the final design of a bearing system, consideration would also

be given to the affect of bearing resilience upon first and second rigid body

criticals for the variable-speed power turbines. Mechanical stops would be

included in the resilient mount design to limit the radial travel of the bear-

ing to approximatley 0.127 mm (0.005 in.) to protect the aerodynamic and

thrust piston seal under shock loads. The stops would be provided with suffi-

cient clearance so as not to limit the desired resilience under normal bearing

operation.

Based on the established l-g loads, the dimensions for the journal bearings

of the LP and HP spools were established. It was determined that one bearing

design could be used for all four of the LP and HP spool journal bearings.

The bearing dimensions were established as follows:

Diameter 15.88 cm Dia x 15.88 cm long

(6.25 in. Dia x 6.25 long)

Pocket Area Ratio 1/9

Pocket Depth 0.508 mm (0.020 in.)

Orifice Size (4) 1.09 mm Dia (0.043 in. Dia)

Pad Arc Length 840

The bearing loads, gas film stiffness, and frictional power loss for each

bearing are given in Table 7-6.
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Figure 7-13. Hydrostatic Journal Bearing (Basic Pad
Geometry)
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The various bearing gas film thicknesses and hydrostatic gas flows for the

critical 7.5 percent power condition may be determined from Figure 7-15.

It should be noted that the gas film thicknesses for bearings No. 2, 3, and

4 range between 0.069 mm and 0.076 mm (0.0027 and 0.003 in.) and are developed

with 620.5 kN/m 2 (90 psi) differential pressure. The No. 1 bearing which is

vented to the LP compressor inlet pressure operates at a differential pressure

of 1241.0 kN/m 2 (180 psi) and, therefore, develops a larger load capacity and

approximately 40 percent higher hydrostatic flow. The No. 1 bearing would be

made to operate with the same film clearances, load capacity, and hydrostatic

gas flow as the Nos. 2, 3, and 4 bearings by reducing the orifice size(s).

Operation of the CCCBS engine at full-rated power, with the correspondingly

higher differential pressures available, would increase the load capacities

of the bearings approximately 825 percent and the hydrostatic gas flows by

approximately 290 percent for the same film thicknesses. This condition would

provide additional margin for operation under severe shock loads, but it also

suggests that a differential pressure regulator to maintain an aaequate and

relatively constant hydrostatic gas flow for all power conditions would in-

crease overall engine efficiency by limiting the amount of hydrostatic gas

bled from the cycle.

The dimensions for the journal bearings of the large and small 9,000-rpm

power turbines were established as follows:

Diameter 17.78 cm Dia x 17.78 cm Long

(7.00 in. Dia x 7.00 in. Long)

Pocket Area Ratio 1/9

Pocket Depth 0.508 mm (0.020 in.)

Orifice Size (4) 1.09 mm (0.043 in.)

Pad Arc Length 84'

The bearing loads, gas film stiffness, and frictional power loss for each

bearing are given in Table 7-7 and are based on the assumption that the
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rq11
NOTES:

1 . operating Conditions: Helium gas supplied at 260*C (500*F) and 2.186 MPa (317 PSIA),
cavity pressure 0.945 MPa (137 PSIA) for bearing No. 1 and 1.565 NIPa (227 PSIA) for

bearings No. 2, 3, and 4.

2. Journal bearing diameter D = 15.88 cm (6.25 in.), length L =15.88 cm (6.25 in.), four
pad geometry, pad arc /3840.

-3. Each pad has four orifices with each orifice diameter d = 1.09 mm (0.043 in.)

I4. Pocket area ratio 1/9, pocket depth 8 = 0.051 cm (0.020 in.)

5. Diametral clearance = 0.025 cm (0.010 in.)

At Design Point: _______________

Bearing No. 1234

Load, kN, (lbf 2.S0 (562) 2.10 (471) 2.26 (507) 2.15 (484)

Film thickness, 0.086 (0.0034) 0.074 (0.0029) 0.069 (0.0027) 0.074 (0.0029)
mm, (in.)

Stiffness, MN/cm 1.086 (620,000)0.844 (482,000'0.898 (513,000-0.876 (500,000)

(lb f/in.)_________________________ ____

PHP loss, watts, 589 (0.79) 507 (0.68) 537 (0.72) 522 (0.70)
(hp) at 18,000
rpm

Flow, g/sec, (lbm/ 16.3 (0.036) 14.1 (0.031) 14.1 (0.031) 14.1 (0.031)
sec) j________ _______
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orifice(s) in No. 6 bearing would be reduced in size to compensate for a
larger available differential pressure.

IThe various bearing gas film thickness and hydrostatic gas flows for the

critical 7.5 percent power condition may be determined from Figure 7-16.I
The power turbine bearings operate with a gas film thickness between 0.065 mm

i and 0.084 mm (0.00255 and 0.0033 in.) which is slightly less than the minimum

for the LP and HP spool bearings. The 0.065 mm (0.00255 in.) film thickness

should be adequate for the large power turbine discharge bearing with the
3.553 kN (799 lb) load; however, if more margin is required, the bearing

orifice size(s) could be increased from 1.09 mm dia. (0.043 in. dia.) to

1.196 mm dia. (0.047 in. dia.) and, thereby increase the film thickness to
0.0762 mm (0.003 in.) at the expense of a 20 percent increase in hydrostatic

I gas flow.

I

I

I
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NOTES:

1. Operating conditions: Helium gas supplied at 2600C (5000F) and 2.186 MPa (317 PSIA) , cavity
pressure 1.565 MPa (227 PSIA).

2. Journal bearinq diameter D = 17.78 cm (7.00 in.); length L = 17.78 cm (7.00 in.), four pad
geometry, pad arc 0 = 840.

3. Each pad has four orifices with each orifice diameter d= 1.09 mm (0.043 in.)

4. Pocket area ratio 1/9, pocket depth 8 = 0.508 mm (0.020 in.)

5. Diametral clearance = 0.305 mm (0.012 in.)

At Design Point:

Bearing No. 5 6

Load, kN, (lb f) 1.92 (432) 3.17 (712

Film thickness, mm, (in.) 0.0813 (0.0032) 0.0686 (0.0027)

stiffness, MN/cm, (lb f/in.) 0.58 (333,000) 1.50 (857,000)

FHP loss, watts, (hp) at 9000 rpm 410.0 (0.55) 433.0 (0.58)

Flow, g/sec, (lb /sec) 14.1 (0.031) 13.6 (0.030)

8.90
(2000)

4 6.67 _

(1500)

ABEARING No. 5 and 6
4.45 _ PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL 18.14

(1000) 0.618 MPa (90 PSI) (0.04) E

2.22 1 ! 9.07 (
(500) (0.02) '-

DESIGN RANGE -4-r
0 0
(0) (0) ____O)C

(0) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.006)L

0 0.0254 0.0508 0.0762 0.1016 0.1270 0.1524

FILM THICKNESS ON LOADED PAD, h, mm, (in.)

Figure 7-16. Load Capacity, Flow, Stiffness and Friction, Externally Pres-

surized Power Turbine Journal Bearing
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I7.3.2.4 BEARING GEOMETRY THRUST BEARINGS

The thrust bearings for the CCCBS engine were designed on the basis of the pad

geometry shown in Figure 7-17. The geometry is very similar to that of the

journal bearings except that the pads are flat instead of curved. Each uni-

I directional thrust bearing consists of eight pads that are attached to a

resilient gimballed mount as shown in Figure 7-18. Two thrust bearings arranged

on either side of a thrust rotor constitute the complete bidirectional thrust

bearing assembly. The stiffness and mount of gimballing of the mount are con-

I trolled by varying the thickness of the mount flanges and flexture posts. This

design provides an integral mount without sliding or frictional components that

might fret or gall under prolonged unlubricated operation.

The loads applied to the two thrust bearings of the CCCBS engine vary as a

Ifunction of the power level of the engine, the thrust balancing piston areas
and differential pressures available, and whether the power turbine is a con-

I stant-speed or variable-speed design. Due to the unlimited combinations of

thrust loads possible, it was decided to design the bearings on the conserva-

tive basis of the thrust loads established during the first year of study.

The various maximum thrust loads calculated during the second year of the

study were all less than originally established. It was, therefore, concluded

that by using the original rated power thrust loads with suitable control of

balance piston areas and pressures, adequate load capacity margin could be pro-

I vided for the critical 7.5 percent power operation. In addition, any load

capacity reserve could be used to offset the effects of shock loads.I
The bearings were designed for the loads shown in Table 7-8.

TABLE 7-8

I THRUST LOADS

Thrust Bearing Location Maximum Load

LP Compressor Spool 44.5 kN (+10,000 lbf)

PT Spool 97.9 kN (+22,000 lbf)

I
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Figure 7-17. Hydrostatic Thrust Bearing Basic Pad Geometry
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The bearings were designed to carry the maximum thrust in either direction in

order to provide for thrust reversals during transient operation and low power

operation. It is anticipated that the bearings can be decreased in size in at

least one if not both directions when a detailed transient analysis becomes

available.

7.3.2.4.1 THRUST BEARING DIMENSIONS

The dimensions established for the LP compressor and power turbine bearings are

given in Table 7-9.

The bearing loads, gas film stiffness, and frictional power less at full load

and speed for each thrust bearing are given in Table 7-10.

The gas film thicknesses and hydrostatic gas flows for the LP compressor and

power turbine thrust bearings with two different orifice sizes are shown in

Figures 7-19 and 7-20. For example, in Figure 7-19 the LP compressor thrust

bearing would be operating with a film thickness of 0.0406 mm (0.0016 in.)

under the full load of 44.48 kN (10,000 lbs) with the small orifice bearing

design. Correspondingly, the power turbine thrust bearing, as shown on Figure

7-20, would be operating at a film thickness of 0.0355 mm (0.0014 in.) under a

load of 97.86 kN (22,000 lbs). These film thicknesses may be too small to 'ccom-

modate the surface distortions of such large bearings; therefore, increased

load capacity with larger film thicknesses is highly desired. The dashed

curves on Figures 7-19 and 7-20 show larger film thicknesses for the two thrust

bearings as provided by larger orifices. Alternatively, smaller thrust loads

would permit correspondingly larger gas films and add to the margin which must

be allowed for meachnical and thermal distortions of the bearing surfaces.

The bearing performances, shown in Table 7-10 and Figures 7-19 and 7-20, are

based on the use of a nominal low-pressure compressor discharge as supply

pressure 5.888 MN/m 2 (854 psia) for the hydrostatic bearings. This was done

to provide a recommended regulated pressure for the maximum power condition

rather than operate the bearings at full available hydrostatic pressure of

11.20 MN/m 2 (1625 psi) and lose engine performance by excessive hydrostatic
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I
66.721 (15, 000)

I ooLOAD

LOADL LARGE

RFICSORIFICES

I44.50 0.45
(10,000) (1.0)

0.2

I i.o \ / .

I~ FLOWI . I !\cn
'I S I aI

II / I I ,, F.o -

7 0
(0).)

I (0) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005)

0 0.0254 0.0508 0.0762 0.1016 0.1270

FILM THICKNESS h, mm, (in.)

I

I Figure 7-19. Load Capacity, Flow, Stiffness, and Friction 30.48 cm (12.0 in.)
Diameter Hydrostatic Thrust Bearing (Full Power Condition)

I
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I

I flow. For the critical off-design 7.5 percent power condition, the load capaci-

ties of the thrust bearings would be a function of the differential pressures

available. These relationships are shown in Figure 7-21. For example, if the

HP compressor pressure of 11.2 MN/m 2 (1625 psia) were used as the hydrostatic

supply, then a differential pressure of up to 5.1 MN/m 2 (742 psi) would be

available for bearing support. In the case of the LP compressor thrust bearing,

the load capacity would be increased from 44.5 kN (10,000 lbs) to 130.2 kN

(29,275 lbs) with a significant increase in film thickness. Since the increase

in load capacity is not necessary, the bearings could be reduced in size and

still maintain an adequate film thickness of approximately 0.076 mm (0.003 in.).

Operation at the reduced power level of 7.5 percent with an available differen-

, tial pressure of 0.62 MN/m 2 (90 psi) results in a load capacity of approximately

9,341 N (2,100 lbf) with design film thickness. Ultimately, the thrust bearings

I will be sized by the differential pressures available and an optimized thrust

balance design.

I 7.3.2.5 3600-RPM POWER TURBINE GAS BEARINGS

I Near the conclusion of the second year of study, the 3600-rpm power turbine

configuration was added to the investigation. Analysis of this power turbine

extended into the third year and as a consequence, the 3600-rpm power turbine

bearing sizing and performance is reported under these separate paragraphs.

The analysis was conducted in the same manner as previously described for the

Iother power turbines, using the same basic four pad journal and eight pad thrust

bearing designs modified for the static loads established during the dynamic

J analysis. The design bearing loads were:

DESIGN BEARING LOADS

Power Turbine Load

Bearing N lbf

Inlet End - Journal 3,247 730

j Discharge End - Journal 14,612 3,285

Thrust Full Power 57,800 13,000

Thrust Low Power 9,977 2,243

I
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Figure 7-21. Effect of Power Level on Thrust Load Capacity Helium Lubricated
Externally Pressurized Thrust Bearings
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I

I As with the other power turbines, the journal bearings were designed to support

the rotor at the low power condition where the minimum differential pressure

I was available to the hydrostatic gas bearing system. The pressure was available

to the hydrostatic gas bearing system. The pressures used in this analysis

were:

Power Turbine P , Pa P KPa P
Journal Location supply' ambient supply' psia Pambient' psia

Inlet End 2,186 1,565 317 227

I Discharge End 2,186 958 317 139

I The thrust bearing was sized for maximum thrust of 57,800 N (13,000 lbs) at

full rated power decreasing and reversing direction to, -9977 N (-2243 lbs)

at lower power. The pressure used in the analysis of the thrust bearing were:

P (aPKPa P' ps ambin psia
Power Condition Psupply' KPa Pambient' supply, p Pambient'

Full 6,012 3,254 872 472

Low 2,186 958 317 139
(thrust reversal)

7.3.2.5.1 JOURNAL BEARINGS

The 3600-rpm power turbine inlet end journal bearing was designed to support

a static load of 3247 N (730 lbf) and dynamic load of 1712 N (385 lbf). The

bearing selected was a 17.78 cm dia. (7.00 in.) x 17.78 cm long (7.00 in.)

4-pad configuration. Bearing load capacity as a function of gas film thick-

ness as well as hydrostatic gas flow as a function of gas film thickness is

shown in Figure 7-22. The design static bearing load of 3247 N (730 lbf)

results in a static gas film thickness of 0.0686 mm (0.0027 in.). Dynamic

operation at the critical low power condition could add as much as an additional

I 1712 N (385 lbf) if the power turbine is operated at full design speed of 3600

rpm. Lower power turbine speeds would greatly reduce the dynamic loading. In

the worst case, the bearing would be required to support a 3247 N (730 lbf)

static load and a 1712 N (385 lbf) dynamic load for a total load of 4959 N

(1115 lbf). The bearing would operate with a minimum gas film of 0.0596 nii

(0.n0235 in.).

I
i 7
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Figure 7-22. 70,000 HP Closed Cycle Brayton System Inlet End Journal Bearing
Power Turbine
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I The rear journal bearing at the discharge end of the power turbine is overhung

by the bulk of the turbine blading and output shaft and must support a static

I load of 14,612 N (3285 lbf). As explained in the section on critical speed

analysis, the shaft section in region of the rear journal bearing was increased

to 254.0 cm dia. (10.0 in.) in order to raise the first bending critical speed

at least 40 percent above the turbine operating speed. Initial sizing of this

bearing was based upon using the 254.0 cm dia. (10.0 in.) and varying the bear-

ing length. The first bearing length was selected at 203.2 (8.00 in.) to permit

ready incorporation into the existing turbine design without any axial relocation

i of other components. The predicted bearing performance is shown in Figure 7-23.

As can be seen, the static bearing load of 14,612 N (3285 lbf) would result in

a gas film thickness of 0.0609 mm (0.0024 in.). This gas film is considered to

be a minimum safe value. Consequently, the bearing orifice sizes and number sup-

I plying the hydrostatic gas to the bearing were increased from six 1.041 mm dia.

(0.041 in.) to thirteen 1.067 mm dia. (0.042 in.). The resulting bearing per-

formance is shown in Figure 7-24. In this case, the static load is supported

by a 1.219 mm (0.0048 in.) thick film, but hydrostatic gas flow to provide the

increased film thickness increased 234 percent to .051 Kg/sec (0.113 lb m/sec).

The ultimate load capacity of the 25.4 cm dia. (10.0 in.) x 20.32 cm (8.00 in.)

I long bearing is approximately 20,460 N (4600 lbf) and is considered to be mar-

ginal for this application. In order to provide increased bearing load capacity

I without making major changes to the 3600-rpm power turbine design, the bearing

length was increased from 20.32 cm (8.00 in.0 to 25.4 cm (10.0 in.) as shown in

Figure 7-25. Only minor changes to the labyrinth seal adjacent to the 25.4 cm

dia. (10.0 in.) journal bearing are required to accommodate the increased length.

The bearing performance of the increased area bearing is shown in Figure 7-26.

Hydrostatic gas flow has been reduced and bearing load capacity has been increased

to provide approximately 75 percent margin.

7.3.2.5.2 THRUST BEARING - 3600-RPM POWER TURBINE

I The thrust bearing for the 3600-rpm power turbine is designed as a bidirectional

bearing with one side larger in area than the other to carry the full load thrust

of 57,800 N (13,000 lbf). The other side of the thrust bearing is adjacent to

I
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Figure 7-23. 70,000 HP Closed Cycle Brayton System Journal Bearing, Discharge

End, Low Flow, do = 10 in. nominal
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I Figure 7-24. 70,000 HP Closed Cycle Brayton System Journal Bearing, Discharge
End High Flow, do= 16 in. nominal
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Figure 7-25. 3600 RPM Power Turbine Rear Journal and Thrust Bearing
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the 25.4 cm dia (10.0 in.) journal and is designed to carry the reverse thrust

of 9977 N (2243 lbf) associated with low power conditions. The thrust bearing

arrangement is shown in the previously mentioned Figure 7-25. The thrust rotor

is 38.10 cm (15.0 in.) in diameter with an internal diameter of 20.32 cm (8.00

in.) on the maximum thrust side of the bearing. The minimum thrust side of the

rotor has a 27.94 cm (11.00 in.) internal diameter. The performance of the

maximum thrust side of the bearing is shown in Figure 7-27. Rated design thrust

is supported on a 0.0737 mm (0.0029 in.) thick gas film and hydrostatic gas flow

is .393 Kg/sec (0.865 lb m/sec). The performance of the smaller reverse thrust

bearing is shown in Figure 7-28. The reverse thrust occurs during reduced power

operation and only 1227 KPa (178 psi) differential pressure is available to the

bearing. It is noted that in the detail design of a bidirectional thrust bear-

ing that the thrust generated by one side of the bearing must be balanced by

the other. The clearance between the various sides of the thrust bearing stators

and rotor, therefore, becomes important not only from the standpoint of axial

alignment and positioning of the turbine blading, but also determines the net

thrust on each side of the bearing.

7.3.3 GAS BEARING LAYOUTS

Typical layouts of the journal and thrust bearings with envelope dimensions are

shown in Figures 7-29 through 7-32. These layouts show the bearings may be

installed within the CCCBS engine bearing cavities. The designs are such that

the bearings may be installed by halves with horizontal split lines or as com-

plete integral assemblies. Flexible hoses for the hydrostatic gas supply must

be connected to the thrust bearings so that the resilience of the bearings is

not affected.
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I

I7.4 COUPLING

A suggested design for the flexible coupling between the LP and HP compressor

spools is shown in Figure 7-33. The design makes use of a thin flexible center

shaft to carry the nominal 44.48 kN (10,000 lbf) thrust load. The shaft was

sized for a +88.98 kN (+20,000 lbf) load to allow for transient conditions not

yet fully identified.I
The torque between the LP- and HP-spools is carried through two Bendix No.

67E312 AIS14340 alloy steel diaphragms welded to a spool. The spool has access

holes to allow attachment of the center thrust shaft to the ends of the LP- and

HP-spool shafts. The flexible diaphragms do not carry any thrust loads, but do

permit radial misalignment and offset of the LP- and HP-spools.

The coupling was designed to meet the following requirements:

Thrust +44.48 kN (+10,000 lbs) nominal

+88.96 kN (+20,000 lbs) transient

Torque 19094 N.m (169,000 in.-lb) nominal

22950 N.m (203,120 in.-lb) transient

Speed 1884.96 rad/sec (18,000 rpm)

Shaft Offset +0.127 mm (+0.005 in.)

Shaft Angular 3.665 x 10 rad (0.210)

MisalignmentSI
Stress levels for the center shaft and diaphragm were established for two axial

lengths of the coupling. The recommended design shown in Figure 7-33 incorporates

a 17.78 mm diameter (0.70 in.) center shaft that is 25.4 cm (10 in.) long. An

alternate design uses a 16.51 mm (0.65 in.) diameter shaft that is 20.32 cm

(8.0 in.) long and results in a coupling 5.08 cm (2.0 in.) shorter than shown

in Figure 7-33. The stress levels and other relevant characteristics of the

Itwo coupling designs are given in Tables 7-11 and 7-12.

jThe shorter of the two couplings would operate at higher stress levels, lower

safety factors, and higher imposed lateral loads on the LP- and HP-spool bearings

Iwhile reducing the overall length of the CCCBS engine by 5.08 cm (2.0 in.).
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I

TABLE 7-11

I RECOMMENDED COUPLING DESIGN
25.4 cm (10.0 in.) Shaft Length

I Shaft Diaphragm*

Mean Stress 537 MN/m2 (78,000 psi) 634.3 MN/m 2 (92,000 psi)
Alternating Stress MN/m 2 (13,000 psi) 36.5 MN/m 2  (5,300 psi)

Factor of Safety 1.6 1.5

*Diaphragms apply 489.3N (110 Ibs) lateral load to engine bearings.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

... . 7i J lt - 9 j ...



TABLE 7-12

ALTERNATE COUPLING DESIGN

20.32 cm (8.0 in.) Shaft Length

Shaft Diaphragm*

22
Mean Stress 620.5 MN/m2 (90,000 psi) 634.3 MN/m 2 (92,000 psi)

Alternating Stress 124.1 MN/m2 (18,000 psi) 43.4 MN/m2  (6,300 psi)

Reactor of Safety 
1.35 1.5

*Diaphragms apply 667.2N (150 lbf) 
lateral load to engine bearings.

I
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I The increased bearing loads resulting from the maximum offset and misalignment

of either coupling design would not require redesign of the No. 2 and No. 3 gas
bearings of the CCCBS engine (Refer to Figure 7-10 for bearing Nos.). The

increased loads would reduce the gas film thickness of these two bearings- but

I not to dangerous levels. If additional gas film margin were desired, that
margin could be provided through use of slightly larger hydrostatic gas ori-

I fices in those two bearings.

I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
{

I
I

I
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18.0 CRITICAL COMPONENT EVALUATIONS

I During the course of the Year I analyses, the basic plant configuration

of the CCCBS was developed. The Year 2 studies have refined the design and

allowed for the detailed layouts of the components to be developed. This

has necessitated an evaluation of these components to identify possible

I technology areas that would detract from the successful development of the

CCCBS. These are discussed in Sections 8.1 through 8.3 for ,h' various

components comprising the CCCBS.

Besides the basic turbomachinery/heat exchanger package, there are a number

of auxiliary systems needed for operation of the plant. These are identified

and discussed in Section 8.4.i
8.1 BEARINGS

During the course of the CCCBS study, oil and gas lubricated bearings have

been investigated. At the end of the first year of study, foil type Qas

Ibearings were selected as the primary bearing concept with oil lubricated

bearings occupying a back-up position. During the second year of study,

Irotor dynamics and shock loads were defined with the resulting recommendation
that hydrostatic solid geometry pad-type gas bearings be used in place of

foil gas bearings. As the study developed, further justification for the use

of hydrostatic gas bearings was established. Static and dynamic load deflec-

tions of the bearings were minimized with the hydrostatic bearings. The advent

of variable speed power turbine designs dictated the use of hydrostatic bearings

so that the bearings could be fully supported over the entire operating range.

I Critical thrust balance piston seals also necessitated the use of less compliant

hydrostatic gas bearings to control the seal clearances over the specified

operating range.

The final study covered the design and analysis of the various CCCBS bearings

Igiven in Tables 8-1 and 8-2.

8
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An evaluation of the bearing analysis is made in the following paragraphs.

Journal Bearings

The journal bearing load performance characteristics presented in Section 7.0

were predicted based upon the following assumptions:

* The bearing and journal surfaces are represented by two parallel
planes.

a Minimum film thickness of the journal bearing is modeled as
average film thickness between two parallel plates.

* The gas lubricant is isothermal throughout the bearing system.

e The bearing surfaces are static (translation and normal motions
of the two surfaces are ignored).

* Bearing film stiffness is inferred from static load versus film
thickness; dynamic effects are ignored.

* Rotor dynamic behavior is based upon linearized gas film stiff-
ness. Cross coupled stiffness and damping are ignored.

The above assumptions are motivated by realistic considerations within the

study constraints so that bearing performance can be readily and relatively

characterized.

The parallel surface assumption is first considered. For the journal bearing

pivoted pad, film thickness in the circumferential direction is:

h = c (I + E cos e)

where:

h = the film thickness at angle

E = the journal eccentricity ratio

c = the pad clearance; the difference between the journal and pad
curvature radii

e = the angle measured from the line of centers to an arbitrarily
specified point on the pad surface.

For the 15.88 cm (6.25 in.) diameter bearing, c = 0.152 mm (0.006 in.). For

a minimum film thickness h = 0.076 mm (0.003 in.) at the pad orifice, the
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maximum film thickness at the pad leading and trailing edges, 0 = 42 degrees,

is about 0.0965 mm (0.0038 in.).

The effect of the diverging film thickness is to reduce flow resistance, which

reduces bearing film pressure rise above ambient. Hence, the qualitative effect

is that the pad load capacity will be less than that predicted by the parallel

plate assumption.

The initially predicted performance parameters for the journal bearings indicate

that a substantial margin will exist in terms of gas film thickness adequacy.

While these predictions are recognized to be optimistic, the compromise in film

thickness for a given load is expected to be no more than the order 20 to 30

percent for the actual hardware. The initially sized values, when compromised

by this order, should still result in film thickness values with sufficient

operating margin beyond threshold limiting values of significant risk. The

film thickness compromise can be reduced by special contouring of selected

I bearing pads.

The isothermal gas assumption implies that the local gas temperature will be

constituted by the bearing and journal metal temperature and that both bearing

and journal temperatures will be the same. This assumption is valid to at

Ii least second order in terms of load prediction results.

The assumption that the bearing surfaces are static ignores self acting pressure

effects associated with journal rotation. This assumption deserves further

Iquantification, but it is reasonable in establishing first order effects. How-

ever, the assumption that there is no normal relative motion of the bearing

Isurfaces does have significant implications. The journal orbit trajectory will

cause appreciable film thickness oscillations just due to the rotor imbalance.

IThis squeeze film effect does add to the bearing load and stiffness, and these

additions can be significant. Moreover, such squeeze film motions do constitute

*a source of pneumatic instability, sometimes called "air hammer," which can cause

system failure. The bearing feed system is designed with multiple orifices

feeding each pad recess, which is intended to reduce susceptibility to this

Ipneumatic instability, but further quantitative studies in this regard are

required.

I
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The assessment of rotor dynamic behavior was limited to synchronous critical

speed response due to the linearlized gas film stiffness representation and

the absence of damping and cross coupled stiffness and damping effects. The

susceptability of the bearing rotor system to sub-synchronous whirl instability

must be recognized as a potential catastrophic failure mode, and further studies

are required. The selected bearing design implicitly addresses the sub-synchronous

whirl problem by using four pads per bearing. Interruption of the bearing film

through the use of discrete pads does enhance system stability, and the concept

does provide the necessary degrees of design freedom to finalize the bearing

design parameters in a manner to preclude system instability.

Thrust Bearings

The thrust bearing designs presented in Section 7.0 comprise 8 pads per bearing

surface, each externally fed through four or more orifices. The parallel sur-

face assumption is valid in this case in the absence of slider nutation. Com-

ments previously made in regard to the journal bearing isothermal film assump-

tion, squeeze film effects, and pneumatic instability apply to the thrust

bearing designs. The likelihood of the thrust bearing contributing to rotor

whirl instability is remote.

System Integration

The performance characteristics of the externally pressurized gas film bearings,

presented in Section 7.0, are based on the assumption that the flow within the

bearing film is laminar and fiscous; fluid inertia effects are ignored. Then,

for a prescribed film thickness distribution, the pressure and flow rate within

the film are directlj determined for a prescribed orifice discharge pressure.

The orifice discharge pressure is determined based on the orifice supply pres-

sure for prescribed orifice sizes and discharge coefficients. Flow rate through

the orifices is equated to that leaving the boundaries of the pad to completely

, ititute the problem. The governing equations can be normalized in such a
* ,, q,' that (qeneralized performance can be prediced independent of bearing

" normalized performance characteristics can then be applied to a

irfitrarily large or small size.
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IThe limitations to accurate preformance predictions are essentially in the flow
characterization through the orifices (orifice discharge coefficient), represen-

tation of local inertia effects as the flow enters the gas film, and the validity

of the film thickness distribution representation. Each of these must be assessed

quantitatively. For large bearings, the effects of elastic deflections due to

pressure, thermal, and centrifugal effects become increasingly important, as do

manufacturing considerations such as surface finish and dimensional control.

The elastic deflections must be predicted from rigorous thermal and structural

analyses and iteratively incorporated into the bearing gas film performance

predictions.I
3600-RPM Power Turbine

IThe configuration selected for the 3600-rpm power turbine is feasible from
the standpoint of supporting the rotor on gas bearings; however, the design

Inecessitates a number of compromises in the gas bearing configurations and

rotor dynamics. The overhung turbine blading design places a static load on

the rear bearing that is 4.50 times larger than the load on the front bearing.

This condition results in a much larger bearing with the attendant requirement

for a very stiff bearing mount to keep the radial deflection within acceptable

limits. Unfortunately, the rotor dynamics of the selected configuration are

such that bearing stiffnesses above a very soft 175,126 N/cm (100,000 lbf/in.)

imposed severe dynamic loads in addition to the large static load. Reference

Section 8.3.4.2.I
The front journal bearing of the 3600-rpm power turbine also has relatively

Ilarge dynamic loads even with bearing stiffnesses below 175,126 N/cm (100,000
lbf/in.). The dynamic loads are 53 percent of the static loads and result in

I shaft orbits of approximately 0.196 mm (0.0077 in.).

The current design of the 3600-rpm power turbine places very difficult require-

I ments on any hydrostatic gas bearing system. From the standpoint of gas bearing

design considerations alone, it i, desirable that the power turbine configuration

be modified to equalize more nearly the static loads on each journal bearing and

to shift the rotor dynamic pattern to permit use of much stiffer bearing mounts.

8



8.1.1 GAS BEARING SHOCK CAPABILITY

The definition of the CCCBS engine shock requirements during the second year

of study had a pronounced influence on the type of gas bearing recommended at

the end of the study period. During the first year of study, when no specific

shock requirements for the bearings were available, the compliant foil-type gas

bearings were recommended. However, as the shock loads as specified in Table 8-3

were developed and the rotor concentricities compatible with balance piston and

aerodynamic seals qere established, it became evident that the foil-type gas

bearing designs, as originally sized and configured, could not provide the

required rotor radial control. Foil-type gas bearings are known for their

ability to accept very high shock loads and remain functional, but their shock

capability is a result of the very compliancy that permits large radial movement

under high loads. Radial stops can be incorporated to limit rotor travel under

severe shock loads, but these stops must act as unlubricated bearings and would

be large relative to the foil gas bearing itself. Foil gas bearings with less

radial compliance (higher spring rate) are under research and development and

may eventually provide a bearing design with high shock capability with limited

radial displacement under shock loads. These designs are not current state of

the art technology, however. For these reasons and the off-design bearing

requirements, the gas bearing design recommendations were changed from hydro-

dynamic foil to hydrostatic pad-type gas bearings.

Hydrostatic solid geometry pad-type gas bearings shock capability is a function

of the following factors:

# Hydrostatic differential pressure available for bearing support

* Gas film thickness (initial)

* Physical size

* Misalignment capability

e Material compatibility

* Duration of shock load

8-8
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* The hydrostatic gas bearing geometries established in 8.3.2.3 and 8.3.2.4 were

designed to provide:

* Adequate bearing load capability under normal design and off-
design conditions

* Relatively large initial gas film thicknesses

I * Size compatible with the engine envelope

* Misalignment capability via resilient mount

i i Limited radial displacement under shock by means of physical
stops

The later design feature assures that the bearing ultimate load capacity will

be exceeded under some shock loads and metal-to-metal contact will occur between

the bearing surfaces. The material compability of the bearing surfaces, there-

fore, becomes the single most important factor in the ability of a gas bearing

to sustain shock loads and remain functional. If the surfaces gall or thermally

distort excessively, the bearing will ultimately fail.I
A wide variety of materials and coatings have been evaluated for use on gas

I bearings. The best combinations of materials for shock applications have been

found to be a very hard rotating member and a soft stationary member, although

good experience has been gained using very hard materials in both members.I
Various coatings and platings such as tungsten carbide, chromium carbides,

chromium oxides, aluminum oxides, and thin dense chrome have been tested with

{ success, but are subject to crazing or damage if suitable thermal design and

management of the bearing is not maintained during the shock application. Soft
iJ coatings, such as Teflon S, may ultimately be the best materials for the static

portions of the CCCBS engine bearings. Teflon provides lubricity without gall-

I iing and reasonable temperature capabilities up to 533.15'K (500'F) and may be

applied to the bearing surfaces in adequate thicknesses to prevent metal-to-

metal contact in the event of momentary rubs during shock loads.

It is thought that this rigorous thermal analysis and proper mechanical and

I material design that the hydrostatic pad-type gas bearings recommended during

8
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the second year of study can be made to accept the +18 g shock loads without

serious degradation of performance or failure. The number of such shock appli-

cations would probably be limited by the duration of shock which as yet has

not been well defined. Based on tests of much smaller gas bearing supported

turbomachinery, shock applications of short duration (0.02 mil sec) and several

hundred g's can be accepted without failure for at least 100 cycles. The rele-

vance of these tests to large high inertia rotors is unknown at this time.
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I
8.2 COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGERS

8.2.1 PRECOOLER AND INTERCOOLER EVALUATION

Several heat exchangers were studied during the Year 1 - Compact Closed Cycle

I Brayton System Feasibility Study. Based on the results of this study, it was

concluded that the finned tube cross-counterflow concept had the greatest

I promise. Therefore, further evaluation on a modular design concept and a
helical design concept was performed. Both concepts were modeled with the

Icore geometry listed in Table 8-3. The evaluation of these concepts is dis-

cussed in the following paragraphs.

I8.2.1.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The modular heat exchanger concept was modeled as four individual cross counter-

flow modules with four liquid passes each. These modules were wrapped annularly

around the engine core. An unwrapped view of the modular design concept is

shown in Figure 8-1.

Since each module has four liquid passes, a 15-percent packing factor was incor-

portated in the design to allow room for headering and manifolding. An overall

heat transfer (UA) margin of 0.20 was assigned to the liquid side to allow for

the liquid flow maldistribution due to the inability to pressure balance the

tube flows. The thermal and flow characteristics of the modular heat exchanger

are shown in Table 8-4.

I The helical heat exchanger concept was modeled as one cross-counterflow annular

module with four liquid passes. Each liquid pass begins 900 from the other

I and makes one complete revolution around the engine core in a helical configura-

tion. As isometric view and a cross sectional view of this concept are shown

in Figures 8-2 and 8-3.

The problems of balancing the flow through the tubes can be alleviated by ori-

ficing the inlet tubes or within the four tapered inlet manifolds. Therefore,

an overall heat transfer (UA) margin of 0.05 was assigned to the liquid side.

ISince the helical design has no manifolds, no packing factor is necessary.

The thermal and flow characteristics of the helical heat exchanger are listed

in Table 8-5.

I
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TABLE 8-3

HELICAL AND MODULAR COOLER AND INTERCOOLER INPUT GEOMETRY

Coolant
Cross Flow Helium Flow

Flow Area Ratio 0.33076 0.37956
(Free Flow/Frontal)

-1I- -i -I)

cm (in.- ) cm (in.

Surface Area/Volume 2.621 (6.6571 8.6256 (21.401)

Fin Area/Volume - ( - ) 5.801 (l.734

Plate Area/Volume 2.621 (6.657) 2.625 (6.667)

Hydraulic Diameter 0.50483 cm (0.19875 in.) 0.18020 cm (0.07094 in.)

Entry loss 0.5 velocity head -

Turning Loss (M1odular only) 1.5 velocity head

Exit Loss 1.0 velocity head

Tube

ID = 0.50483 cm (0.19875 in.)

Wall = 0.0254 cm (0.010 in.)

Density = 8.026 g/cm 3  (0.290 lb m/in.3) (stainless steel)

Conductivity = 6.84 Joule/m.sec-k °  (12.8 Btu/hr.ft.R)

Fin

11.81 (30/in.) - nickel chrome clad copper

cm

Length = 0.762 mm (0.03 in.) (Diaf/OD = 1.27)

Thickness = 0.0762 mm (0.003 in.)

Density 8.553 g/cm
3  (0.309 lbrm/in.3

Conductivity 53.46 Joule/m-sec-k °  (100.0 Btu/hr •ft -R*)

Spacing

Transverse = 1.1 cm (0.433 in.) T/OD = 1.98

Longitudinal 5.5 cm (0.0217 in.) 8T/OD = 0.99
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A comparison of the modular and helical design concepts is shown on Table 8-6.

The helical design concept was selected over the modular design concept due to

the following attributes:

0 More reliable due to the large reduction in the number of tubes,
therefore, tube joints

0 More compact and easier to package due to the smaller frontal
area

0 Better flow distribution due to the elimination of inner pass
manifolding

0 Reduction in maf;

Thermal transients should pose no problems since the helical heat exchanger

would grow uniformly.

The helical design concept has the disadvantages that complete module replace-

ment is necessary if a major failure occurred, and the cross flow side pressure

drop is slightly higher than the pressure drop on the module design concept.

This increase in pressure drop would cause the pump power of the helical design

to be slightly more than that required for the modular design.

8.2.1.2 CRITICAL DESIGN FEATURES

The helical heat exchanger design concept introduces several non-conventional

fabrication and assembly features. The tubes must be precoiled and individually

threaded into the assembly and then brazed to the headers. Because of the geo-

metric method of tube penetration into the headers, the headers must be split,

and the tube holes drilled from the inside. This split header arrangement does

facilitate baffling and porting of the tubes to achieve equal flow distribution.

There are no other critical design features associated with the helical heat

exchanger design concept. However, a method of supporting the finned tubes

(primarily at the larger radii) to meet the shock load requirements would re-

quire some design and development effort.

?8-18
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8.2.2 RECUPERATOR EVALUATION

In the year 1 Compact Closed Cycle Brayton System Feasibility Study both tubular

and plate-fin recuperator constructions were investigated. Both types of construc-

tion have high ratings for this application and are very close in their overall

rating. The shell and tube type was selected, for inclusion in the CCCBS Design

Concept for further evaluations, based upon its slightly higher rankings in the

areas of malfunction suitability and technology base.

The recuperator initially found acceptance in the large European industrial open

and closed cycle gas turbines, introduced about thirty years ago. The recuperator

was essentially a supplement to the cycle to provide reasonable specific fuel

consumptions with the low component efficiencies of that era. These recuperators,

of mainly tubular construction, were conservatively designed and have demonstrated

a high degree of reliability and in many cases, have run virtually maintenance

free for over 100,000 hours of operation (References 1 and 2).

8.2.2.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The requirement for close-couple integration of the heat exchangers and turbo-

machinery into one compact package results from system requirements to minimize

containment dimensions, and therefore total system weight and volume, and also

from the desire to minimize connecting piping in order to provide high reliability.

Compactness is required regardless of the energy source. In addition, an impor-

tant design consideration of the CCCBS powerplant is the containment vessel which

for safety reasons must completely surround a nuclear system. This vessel is

heavy, surrounds the turbomachinery, heat exchangers and other components, and

thus constrains the sizing of the power conversion assembly. For the CCCBS, the

turbomachinery and the primary loop heat exchangers (precooler, intercooler and

recuperator) have been integrated into a single compact assembly. Two parallel

redundant assemblies are required in some applications. The recuperator is

placed in an annular region around the free power turbine and the recuperator

frontal area then determines the diameter of the turbomachinery/heat exchanger

module. This module diameter then determines the containment vessel diameter.

The recuperator frontal area has a significant effect on powerplant weight and

volume. If the recuperator outer annular diameter is increased one inch, the

8-20
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I containment volume increases by 160 cubic feet and the weight increases by about

5900 pounds. As long as the recuperator overall length is less than 96 inches

I the containment vessel and turbomachinery/heat exchanger vessel weight and dimen-

sions are not affected, since the vessel length is then determined by the turbo-

machinery length.

A plot of the range of surface compactness (area density per unit of volume) for

I tubular surface geometries is shown in Figure 8-4. Plain tubular surfaces used

in recuperators for large industrial and marine gas turbines had compactness

I values in the range of 30 to 80 ft2/ft3 (Reference 3). The current large plain

tubular recuperators built for closed cycle helium gas turbine plants have com-

I pactness values in the order of 100 ft2/ft3 (Reference 4). Compact tubular

geometries used for lightweight recuperative gas turbines for helicopter applica-

tion have surface compactness values of about 400 ft2/ft3 (Reference 2). Refer-

ence 5 describes a very compact tubular recuperator surface with a compactness

value of almost 700 ft2/ft3. The expected range of compactness for this CCCBS

I application is from 150 to 250 ft2/ft3 (tube diameter 0.15 to 0.10 inch). Stain-

less steel (AlSl 304L) tubular recuperator specimens, in the range of interest

I(outer diameter 0.3 cm (0.118 in) and a 0.01 cm (0.004 in) thickness), have been

assembled, brazed and tested (Reference 6). The brazing alloy used in that work

I has a composition of 13% chromium, 10% phosphorus, balance nickel (AWS A 5.8,

BNi-7). This brazing alloy has been successfully used for service temperatures

as high as 700 C (1292°F) and has relative low cost. These recuperator specimens

were thermal fatigue tested. The test consisted of 1000 thermal cycles where

each cycle consisted of increasing the temperature from 200 (392) to 500 C (932oF)

Iin two minutes and then soaking at this temperature for 10 minutes then cooling

back to 200 C in two minutes. During these tests the recuperator was pressurized

to 506 kPa (73.5 psi). No leakage in the pressure tests and no failures of the

brazed joints in the thermal fatigue tests were observed.

Usually tubular designs are assembled into drilled header plates, however, the

tubes can be designed to integrally form the header at the tube ends. The join-

ing process can be done either using welding or brazing techniques. Typical end

seals for tubular heat exchangers are shown in Figure 8-5. In the lightweight
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tubular recuperators developed for aircraft gas turbines, compact geometries

and small tube diameters are utilized, and this virtually necessitates brazing

the assembly together. Extremely lightweight designs can be achieved by utilizing

very compact geometries, in which the tube ends are expanded into the form of

hexagons and brazed together to form the header (Reference 2).

Since the recuperator cross sectional (frontal) area has a significant effect

on powerplant weight and volume, the aF,.roach of the tube and shell concept was

to minimize the frontal area. For a given helium flow rate, effectiveness and

pressure loss, it was shown (Year 1 Report Appendix B) that the frontal area is

proportional to the square root of the ratio of the friction factor to Colburn mod-

ulus. This characteristic is shown in Figure 8-6. With a small relative roughness

the frontal area minimizes at about a Reynolds Number of 15,000. Utilizing the

Colburn factor evaluated at a Reynolds Number of 15,000 the tube diameter is a

function of tube length and heat exchanger effectiveness. With an effective tube

length of 70 inches and an effectiveness range of 0.8 to 0.9 the required tube

diameter ranges from 0.080 to 0.180 inch. Based on the above, a tube ID of 0.100

inch and OD of 0.120 inch was selected for the design shell and tube recuperator

concept. Using the above tube diameters, the tube and shell recuperator geometry

was determined and is shown in Table 8-7 for a heat exchanger effectiveness of

0.84 with an overall heat transfer margin of 20% to allow for flow maldistribution.

Figure 8-7 shows a schematic drawing of the shell and tube design approach. The

flow configuration is that of a counterflow heat exchanger with the turbine ex-

haust helium flowing in the tubes and with the compressor exit helium flowing on

the shell side. The recuperator is composed of 7 modules which are each approxi-

mately 16.36 inches in diameter. Each module contains about 10,700 tubes with an

outer diameter of 0.120 inch and 0.010 inch thickness.

The tubes are formed at their ends into a hexagonal section. The tube ends are

furnace brazed together. The tube bundle is also brazed at the ends to an exter-

nal cylinder and a cold end ring. Filler pieces are used to fill the gaps at the

tube and cylinder interface. No tube sheet is required in this arrangement since

each tube carries the local axial tension force.

1
I
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TABLE 8-7

SHELL AND TUBE RECUPERATOR GEOMETRY

(One 70,000 HP Turbo-Unit)

Tube ID-inch 0.100

Tube 00-inch 0.120

Pitch to OD ratio 1.20

Effective Length-inches 70.0

Number of tubes/module 10700

Number of Modules 7
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The tube module is free to expand and contract due to the floating end ring.

O-rings are used to seal the floating cold end ring. The modules are located

and sealed on the hot end by bolted flanges. This arrangement eliminates the

need for tube sheets with their numerous drilled holes.

The tubes are wire wrapped along the central portion of the tube (Figure 8-7)

to maintain the proper tube spacing and to give tube support. A wire lead to

tube outer diameter ratio of 40 produces a stable condition such that fluidelastic

vibration will not occur while producing an acceptable increase in shell side

pressure drop of 8.4 percent.

8.2.2.2 CRITICAL DESIGN FEATURES

The shell and tube recuperator design concept could be considered non-conventional

by an industrial heat exchanger designer only in respect to the tube size, however

an aerospace heat exchanger designer would consider the design conventional. The

conceptual design would require some design and development effort to confirm

that the heat exchangers meet the Navy's shock load requirements.
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8.3 TURBOMACHINERY

8.3.1 FIRST STAGE TURBINE

During the first year effort, a first stage high pressure turbine inlet

temperature of 1671 F had been used in the CCCBS program in order to build upon

the results of earlier Westinghouse studies performed for similar design

Iconditions and configuration. During the second year the first stage rotor blade

airfoil area distribution has been refined to reduce centrifugal stresses at

the blade root and allow the turbine inlet temperature to be increased to

927 C (1700 0F) while maintaining 10,000 hour life capability at full power.

Since some Navy applications can have a duty cycle approximating 25%, the CCLBS

Ievaluations must also recognize that the total operating time to meet the top
level requirement of 10,000 effective full power hours (EFPH) may be as high

as 40,000 hours. The turbine inlet temperature is therefore scheduled to

reduce linearly to 8990C (1650 0F) at 25% power to achieve the required life.

IThe plant overall thermal efficiency remains essentially constant over this

power range. In addition, the extended root portion of the blade, between

the airfoil root section and the disc rim, has been defined in greater

detail to provide an initial design basis for further thermal and stress

evaluation.I
Blade Airfoil Refinement

IThe blade airfoil sections developed by Westinghouse Combustion Turbine Sys-

tems Division and contained in Appendix C of reference 7 are illustrated in
Figures 1 to ll of Appendix B. Two lines have been added to each figure to
show the width for a Zweifel coefficient of .8 calculated from the inlet and

Ioutlet angles given at the top of each figure. Table 1 of Appendix B contains

the calculation of the section widths (b).

As discussed on pages 4-76 through 4-80 of reference 7, the blade design

employed airfoil section widths at the tip less than (and at the root

Igreater than) those given by Zweifel's criterion. The section widths

approached those for a Zweifel coefficient of .8 at a blade radius of about

1/3 blade height inward from the tip. This was done in order to reduce

centrifugal stress at the root while maintaining section widths reasonably

Iclose to ideal over most of the blade height. Figure 12 of Appendix B

!
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illustrates the blade width distribution from root to tip. The solid lines

define the blade design of reference 1 and reveal a linear variation in width

from root to tip. The chain - dotted lines show the "ideal" width distri-

bution corresponding to a Zweifel coefficient of .8.

Also shown on Figure 12 is a modified profile (dotted line) which employs

a non-linear variation of section width with blade height. The departure

of this modified profile from the Zweifel = .8 profile was limited to an

amount judged to result in an efficiency compromise no more severe than that

of the linear profile employed in the reference 1 design. In the modified

profile, the section widths approached those for a Zweifel coefficient of .8

at mid blade height.

Centrifugal stresses were calculated for the modified blade profile and these

are given in Table 2 Appendix B . A material density value of 8.4 g/cc

(.305 lb/in. 3) was assumed in the basic calculation to be consistent with

the value used in the reference 7 Appendix C analysis. Also given in

Table 2 are the somewhat lower values corresponding to the less dense IN 100

material which has a density of 7.75 g/cc (.28 lb/in. 3). As can be seen

by reference to Table 2, the assumption was made that the section areas

reduced in proportion to the squares of their widths.

3
The centrifugal stress, for a density of 8.4 g/cc (.305 lb/in. ), resulting

at the root of the modified blade is reduced to 122 MPa (17,694 psi)

from the value of 137 MPa (19,874 psi) calculated for the reference 1

blade. The corresponding centrifugal stress at the root of the modified

blade using the IN 100 density of 7.75 g/cc (.28 lb/in.) is 112 MPa (16,243 psi).

Judging from the materials data given in Figure 4.23 (Page 4-50) of reference 7

the modified blade should have a life potential of 10,000 hours at 927°0C

(17000F) turbine inlet temperature.

This judgment tends to be confirmed by the testing performed to date at AESD

on blade materials in ultra pure helium. An IN 100 sample, tested at 110 MPa
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1 (16,000 psi) and 9270C (17000 F) survived for 9452 hours. The equivalent

temperature for 10,000 hour life at this stress, using a Larson-Miller

(T(20 + log t) relation between temperature in OR (T) and life in hours Ct)
is 925°C (16980 F). The 1.20C (20F) difference between this value and the

I 9270C (17000F) turbine inlet temperature is less than the temperature drop

through the first stage nozzle vanes 220C (390 F). Thus, the IN 100 test

sample performance to date represents a margin of approximately 210C (370 F)

of excess capability at 927 0C (17000 F) turbine inlet temperature for 10,000

I hours.

Obviously, such predictions, based on a single test, cannot be made with any
precision. However, the ultra high purity testing currently underway at

AESD is the most pertinent test data available at the present time. It is

possible that future testing, to be performed in contaminated helium environ-

ments may result in performance degradation but it is suspected that any degrada-

tion experienced will not be severe.

It is therefore concluded that some minor refinement of the blade width distri-
bution profile such as that described can reduce the centrifugal stress at

the root sufficiently to provide 10,000 hour life capability at 9270C (17000F)

U Iturbine inlet temperature judging from the limited long term in-helium test

data available to date.I
Blade Root Definition

I The blade root design used in the Westinghouse Power Generation System

stress analysis model is illustrated in Figure 4.31 (Page 4-81) of reference 7.

I As mentioned in reference 7, the geometry was not optimized in any way and

merely provided sufficient input to the stress analysis program. No

I provision was made in the model for achieving adequate sealing between

the extended root shanks. Also, the firtree fixing shown in Figure 4.31

of reference 7 was a schematic representation only and is probably somewhat

marginal in its small radial dimensions.

I In order to provide a basis for a critical evaluation of the blade root

and disc attachment, the blade root design illustrated in Figures 13, 14 and

15 of Appendix B was devined.
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I i ture 13 show% Lthe blIa de p lat fori at 17. 36 cm (6.8355 in.) radi us super-

imposed on the root sec tion profil1e . The dotted lines on the drawl nq show

the exitided root sectionl.

Flqjure 14 shows the blade root des i qn as viewed alonq the axis of the turbine.

Thet proposed dlesiI n has been super imposed on thev reference 1 avsuied model ~or-

coliVenletie arid (ase of- colilmri sonl

Fig~ure lb shows the blade root des ign viewed normal to the blade stacki I line

in the tangential direction.

Refer i 'i to V i qure 1 3, the extended root. sect ion , shown dotted , prov id(es funll

Width ea 1i nt. be tween bM1ade roo ts t'ore anrd a ft. of the narrow web memb er. 1 het

res.ul t. nq I -beam shiape cont tees irnl:reased sectionl Mouluis to tihe extended root

sect ion anrd effects e fficijellt trans ter of stress from blade to extended root

The cross-sectional area of the ex(tend(ed1 root shank ( .826 cmL) (0.128 in.' )is
roughly comnparabl e to that of the re ference I assumed model ( .774 cm'

I he blIade ron t dles i (lit ill us t.ea ted i n F i qjures 1 3 . 14 and 1 5 o f Append i x 1,

provides; tire i niti.1al des i qn h'; is for- e's timla tiln t he thermal ('end itions of

the blade root andi disc. The scale, used in the ti qui-es is approximahtely

7.5 times full siue(.

A prel iminuary scopinq stress analysis (if the disc arid bladv at tachment has

been per formred anrd t he perti nent %tvst res sos are (livyen in Tabl 1 ' of Append i 1;

Thes stresses% wil be sub Mject od to furt lien' exam i flat i on when t hir t hevria I

condiIt io(ri; at th iii andS 3I( blade roo t. have been devel1opedi. Alt houqh flit'e

con tel fnqal 1stresses in the e xtended root (19!h .4 MI'a ) (M.,337 psi) arnd t i trev

(208.4 M11a) (30,215 psi) are hiqhior than the Value at the blade root sect ion

(11,) MPa ) (16.24.3 psli) it is expected that they will be f-ound to bet aCi eptable

at the lower rueto t.. 1 1 mlra turu', eXp1c ted ill the roo t r'o(iion.
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8.3.2 POWER TURBINE
As discussed in Section 7.0 two new Dower turbines, an eicht staue 9,000 rpm

machine for generator drive application and a 15 stage 3600 rpm direct mechanical

drive turbine have been defined to replace the 12 stage 6000 rpm first and

second definition design. The new designs were derived by a simple scaling

process from the earlier 6000 rpm design, maintaining similar values of

load and flow coefficient.

Load and flow coefficients had been deliberately chosen to be higher than

optimum from an efficiency standpoint to achieve compactness. However, the

compromise in efficiency ( <2%) was judged to be acceptable.

The 6000 rpm power turbine was hitherto not developed to the same degree

as the high pressure turbine, the first stage rotor blading of which was

defined and evaluated in some detail in the first year program. During the

second year, however, the last stage of the power turbine has been evaluated

in further detail by Westinghouse Combustion Turbine Systems Division. This

evaluation was based on the earlier 6000 rpm 12 stage design and the results

extrapolated to the new 9000 rpm and 3600 rpm designs.

From the aerodynamic standpoint, the distinguishing features of the low

pressure turbine are the high stage load coefficients - A h/stage
2

in the order of 3.5 to 4.5 at the mean diameter, and U2/2g J

the small axial blade widths, approximately 3/4 inch. These are due on the

one hand to the large number of stages associated with the use of helium and,

on the other, to the need for compactness in axial length.

Thus it was necessary to trade with respect to the front and back end, to

arrive at a reasonable choice of hub reaction and exit swirl in the last

stage. A variation in load coefficient, at the mean diameter, of from 3.91

in the 1st stage to 3.32 in the last stage was selected. This in in line

with load coefficients at the hub section of 4.69 in the 1st stage and 4.38

in the last. The exit swirl is 12.0 and 9.3 degrees and, in this stage,

the reaction is .072 and .389 at the hub and tip.
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The flow path, velocity triangles and boundary conditions for the last stage

are defined by the tables and sketches contained in Appendix 3-1. Note that

the velocity triangle calculation is in line with free vortex SRE. This

is approximate, but is adequate for the preliminary draft of the stator and

rotor blade.

As previously noted, the very short axial widths have a notable effect on the

blade designs. The blade number is inversely related to pitching and axial

width as -

no - (S/W)-1  x W-I

where S/W is specified, for preliminary purposes, by the Zweifel coefficient

and the velocity triangles. Thus for given conditions, and an acceptable

Zweifel coefficient, the number is inversely related to the width. As shown

by the tables for the 12 stator vane and rotor blade, there are 116 stator

vanes corresponding to approximately 2 cm (0.8 inch) axial width and 140 rotor

blades corresponding to approximately 2.3 cm (0.9 inch) axial width. This

very large number of blades +ends to increase the blockage associated with

the thickness of the trailing edge. The 0.4 mm (0.015 in.) trailing edge

thickness corresponds to approximately 5% blockage in the rotor and stator

blade row. Though 0.4 mm (.015 in.) thicknesses may appear very small, with

such very small blade widths they are probably required.

Blade section data for the stator vane and for the rotor blade are contained

in Appendix C. In each case, these include a tabulation of bladinq data, the

computer printout of the blade coordinates together with geometric and

mechanical data for a number of radius positions, blade section sketches,

surface velocity plots, and streamline plots.

Referring to the velocity diagrams for the stator vanes, the suction surface

diffusion is somewhat higher than desirable at the 37.8 cm (14.9 inch), tip

radius position. This is due to the low solidity, corresponding to a

Zweifel coefficient of 0.89 versus 0.76 at hub, and to the lower acceleration

at the tip. Here the ratio of exit to inlet velocity is 1.96 compared to

2.34 at the hub. (See velocity triangles). Also note that the surface
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I diffusion would be much less severe in the trailing edge region ( .6 M/WIDTH

1.) if the machine number were higher, due to the beneficial effect of the

I compressibility in this region. (The flow is essentially incompressible,

approximately 1676 m/s (5500 fps) acoustic velocity. These comments also

I apply to the velocity diagrams for the rotor blade. The solidity corresponds

to Zweifel coefficients of 0.90 and 0.86 at the hub and tip respectively.

The exit to inlet velocity ratios are 1.10 and 1.88 respectively at the hub
and tip.

I The high suction surface diffusion is associated with the severity of the

design and could be reduced to a limited extent by increasing the solidity

(W/S) but as -

W/S - (number of blades) * W

this would call for an increase in the number of blades and/or the widths

I of the blades. However, increasing the number of blades would tend to increase

the blockage. Improvement could also be made by modifying the velocity

triangles to increase the acceleration, particularly at the stator tip and

rotor hub, by reducing the load coefficient. This would probably give

greater improvement than the furegoing change in solidity, but would call for

I an increase in the number of stages. While some improvement could also be

made by modifying the blade sections, the gain would be small.I
In a more detailed design using controlled vortex (instead of the free vortex

RE assumed) it would be possible to improve the velocity triangles,

particularly in the region of the rotor hub. This would reduce the diffusion

at the hub of the rotor blade.

It is probable that the total efficiency of the 12 stage turbine would be

I Ion the order of 88-90 percent, depending on the extent of optimization and

manufacturing refinement. Generally this is in line with radial clearances

I on the order of 0.002 mm/mm tip dia., 0.38 mm (0.015) trailing edge

thickness and 750-1000 nm (30-40 P in) surface finish.

-
I
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A comparison of the stress parameters with those for the last stage of W251X

reveals that the disc and blade stresses are low. (See tabulation of niechani-

cal data at the end of Appendix C.) The blade centrifugal stress is propor-

tional to N2 A which is 70.5 x 106 compared to 562.0 x 106 in the W251X. The

disc stress depends in large part on the rim speed and is 183 m/s 602(ps) ver-

sus 271 m/s (890 fps) in the W251X. On the other hand, due to the short axial

widths it appears that the bending stress is generally higher than in Westing-
house Combustion Turbine Systems Division designs. The maximum bending stress
is approximately 69 MPa (10,000 psi) in the rotor blade and probably less than

138 MPa (20,000 psi) in the stator vanes depending on how they are secured by

the shrouds.

Eight Stage 9000 RPM Turbine

An examination was made of the last stage of the eight stage, 9000 rpm turbine.

This was to determine the change in the blading design with respect to the

12 stage, 6000 rpm turbine.

As shown by the flow path sketch contained in Appendix 0, the mean radius

was set at 27 cm (10.62 in.) to give the same mean radius load coefficients

as in the 12 stage design. As the blade heights are the same, 5.8 cm

(2.3 in.) in the 1st and last stage, the flow coefficient is also roughly

the same. The only notable change is in the hub to tip radius ratio. In the

last stage the ratio is .724 compared to .772 in the 12 stage. Due to this

change the load coefficient at the hub position is slightly higher, 4.77

versus 4.38 in the case of the last stage.

Referring to the velocity triangles (Appendix 3-2) the angles are roughly the

same, in fact the only notable difference is in the increase in exhaust swirl

(about 2 degrees more swirl) and the slightly lower reaction at the hub

(0.4 versus .07). Also the exhaust velocity is about 25% higher.

Thus, if the blade widths are the same, the rotor and stator blades will be

almost exactly the same as in the 12 stage. Note however that the blade

centrifugal stress will be higher in ratio of N2A = 127.7 x 106 to NA =

70.5 x10 6 (but still less than a quarter of the 562 x 106 W251X value),
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f the bending stress will be somewhat higher, and it will be more difficult to

mount the blades in the smaller radius disc.I
15 Stage - 3600 RPM Turbine

i Similarly a design for 3600 rpm, with 15 stages, would have nearly the same

stator and stator blades assuming equal blade widths. The mechanical stresses

I would be lower and it would be easier to mount the rotor blades in larger

radius discs. Due to the higher radius ratio, the aerodynamic loading would

be less severe at the rotor hub. Also the exhaust velocity would be lower.

I

I

i
I
I

"I
I
I
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8.3.3 FIRST COMPRESSOR STAGE

The compressor designs defined for the first and second definition CCCBS concepts

generated in the first year program were derived from earlier designs developed

by Westinghouse Combustion Turbines Division in the MGCR program. (Reference 8.

The MGCR (Marine Gas Cooled Reactor) program was funded by the Maritime Administration

during the early 1960's and employed a direct cycle gas cooled reactor/gas

turbine cycle using helium as the working fluid. The MGCR compressor data were

adapted to the CCCBS requirements by assuming L P/P per stage to be proportional

to the square of the mean blade speed and inversely proportional to the average

gas temperature through the compressor. Flow coefficient was assumed to be

0.5, similar to the MGCR designs. While this scaling process was considered

appropriate for the initial design concept development and was believed to

provide a sound initial basis for component sizing, some greater assurance of the

compressor design basis was sought in the second year program. To this end a

design study of the low pressure compressor first stage has been performed by

Westinghouse Combustion Turbine Systems Division compressor design personnel.

The resulting first stage design is slightly smaller in diameter and greater

in length than the earlier design but is easily accommodated in the CCCBS

plant arrangement without requiring any overall length increase. The required

number of L.P. compressor stages (14) is unchanged, confirming the general

validity of the earlier design. The details of the redesigned first stage

are discussed in the following paragraphs:

Stage Ae,-odynamic Selections

The stage aerodynamics are based on a symmetric velocity diagram at the mean

blade height and free vortex tangential velocity distribution radially. These

assumptions are consistent with the results used to optimize the "MGCR" high

pressure compressor.

The selection of hub to tip diameter ratio, and the maximum 'wall loading factor",

which places a limit on the blade and vane aerodynamic loading, is a compromise

between stage efficiency, stage work, and blade and disc stresses. The

followinq desiqn selections were made:
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Flow Coefficient at Mean 0.55

Maximum Diffusion Factor 0.40

Inlet Hub to Tip Diameter Ratio 0.80

Inlet Blockage Factor 0.98

The basic assumptions used to complete the stage study were as follows:

Shaft RPM 18000
Fluid State Points at Inlet

Flow 58.1 kg/s (127.9 lbs/sec)

Temperature 311 K (560 OR)

Pressure 3.13 MPa (454 psia)I
Stage Design

The design selections above result in a stage with 50 percent reaction at the mean

blade height and constant axial velocity radially. To identify the stage work,

I blade and vane diffusion factor was chosen at the ma-imum of 0.4. The solidity

of both blade and vane was initially chosen as 1.00, based on NACA 2-D cascade

test data.

Iteration between the above aerodynamic design and sufficient mechanical design

Iwas done for a satisfactory overall stage configuration. To achieve this, the

blade "load build-up" criteria and blade material selections were made to

jdetermine blade chords and preliminary disc shape.
Blade "Load Build-Up" 1.00

Blade Material (12% Chrom Steel) AISI 403

Load build-up is defined as the ratio of actual magnification factor to allowable

magnification factor. Minimum allowable magnification factor is derived from a

I Westinghouse design curve versus blade harmonic. Actual magnification factor

is defined as the ratio of material fatigue strength to blade vibratory stress

times a factor of safety of 1.75. High cycle fatigue strength as a function of

mean stress, in this case centrifugal plus gas bending stress, was taken from

Westinghouse materials property data.

I
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The blade which evolves from this process has a chord which is tapered

14 percent from hub to tip, and a thickness/chord which is also tapered from

hub to tip. The blade and vane design section geometries are tabulated on

Table 8-2. Section profiles and section coordinates were developed from a

circular arc mean line with W65 thickness distribution and are included in

Appendix E.

Blade gas bending and centrifugal stress result in a total steady stress of

215 MPa (31,200 psi) at the blade base section of which 134 MPa (19,401 psi)

is due to centrifugal force.

Tabulated on Table 8-9 is a summary of the important stress levels and overall

stage design characteristics. The hub and tip radii tabulated in Table 8-8 for both

blade and vane are equal. In fact, there would be some wall taper. If a constant

hub diameter were chosen, blade grouping could be employed. If a constant mean

diameter were chosen, the number of stages could be minimized. In either case

the axial velocity would be held constant thru the compressor.

The overall compressor efficiency will be a function of both the individual

stage efficiency and the compressor leaving loss. The performance for the

first stage predicts an efficiency of 0.920. Based on a compressor polytropic

efficiency of 0.920 and a leaving loss of 4 percent an 0.870 compressor

efficiency results.

8
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ITABLE 8-8

IBLADE AND VANE SECTION GEOMETRIES

I
NUMBER OF BLADES/ROW 49

NUMBER OF VANES/ROW 48

STAGE WIDTH 2.300 Inches
AXIAL CLEARANCES 0.125 Inches

BLADE HUB CF STRESS 19400 psi

BLADE HUB GAS BENDING STRESS 11800 psi

BLADE FREQUENCY (0.025 Root Extension) 2429 cps

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I 84



TABLE 8-9

BLADE STRESSES

BLADE DESIGN SECTION GEOMETRY

RADIUS CHORD CAMBER STAGGER SOLIDITY T/C

7.163 1.134 32.63 25.35 1.235 .160

8.058 1.050 23.28 37.89 1.016 .095

8.954 0.972 17.09 46.67 0.847 .030

VANE DESIGN SECTION GEOMETRY

RADIUS CHORD CAMBER STAGGER SOLIDITY T/C

7.163 1.094 23.50 41.09 1.167 .100

8.058 1.094 23.50 37.78 1.037 .100

8.954 1.094 23.50 34.91 0.933 .100
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8.3.4 CRITICAL SPEED ANALYSIS

The critical speed analysis of the 70,000 hp CCCBS for the second year was

Ibased on the Year 1 Second Definition, with variations of the power turbine
staging and operating speeds to reflect the thinking and changing criteria

I of the second year of study.

Initially the critical speed analysis was conducted for the engine as defined

I at the end of Year 1 excpet that the power turbine was changed from the first

year design of 12 stages, 66.04 cm (26 in.) mean diameter and 6000 rpm to

8 stages, 53.92 cm (21.23 in.) mean diameter and 9000 rpm. In lieu of inertia

properties of the individual rotor disks, which were not available, the swept

Ivolume of the blades was considered to be 30 percent dense as compared to the

shaft materials. The original blade width (axial) was used, and the interstage

(axial) spacing was increased such that the reduced number of stages occupied

the same shaft length.

Subsequently, analysis was conducted on two other versions of the power

turbine. One analysis was made of a 9000 rpm, 8-stage turbine with the same

mean diameter 66.04 cm (26.0 in.) as the original 6000-rpm turbine and blade

I heights reduced to 0.80 of the original 6000-rpm turbine. The second analysis

was made of a 15 stage, 3600-rpm turbine.I
The initial analysis of the CCCBS engine with the 8-stage, 9000-rpm power

Iturbine was based upon the assumption that hydrodynamic foil type gas bearings

would be used to support the various rotor spools of the engine. AiResearch

experience has shown a tendency of foil type gas bearings to exhibit negative

whirl ratio characteristics and, consequently, the analysis included negative

as well as positive whirl consideration. As the study progressed and shock

Iloads were defined and a relatively heavy 3600-rpm power turbine was added
to the analysis, the decision was made to recommend the use of resiliently

mounted hydrostatic solid geometry pad type gas bearings. The analysis

performed is general in structure and applies equally to foil and pad type gas

bearings, although, one type tends to exhibit negative whirl tendencies and

the other, positive whirl tendencies. The only significant consideration is

that given to the relative bearing stiffness of each type of bearing.

I
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Generally, the pad type gas bearing would have a higher stiffness and would

require more accurate control of that stiffness to avoid conflict between

first and second critical speeds and the rotor operating speed.

The analyses were performed using an established and reliable computer program

developed over many years of turbomachiner! design. The mass and stiffness

models for the CCCBS engine as originally :onceived for the 9000-rpm power

turbine variations are shown in Figures 8-8 through 8-11.

8.3.4.1 LOW AND HIGH PRESSURE SPOOLS

The initial analysis of the engine with the 9000-rpm reduced mean diameter

power turbine indicated that the low-pressure (LP) compressor spool and the

high-pressure (HP) compressor/turbine spool would operate too near the first

bending mode. For reference purposes, a bearing spring rate of 350,252 N/cm

(200,000 lb f/in) was selected as being representative of foil-type gas

bearings in this class of turbomachinery. It has been found to be good

practice to operate turbomachinery with at least a 40 percent margin below

the first bending critical speed. Using this reference, it can be seen from

Figures 8-12 through 8-15 that the LP and HP spools as originally designed

operate between 6 and 21 percent away from the first bending criticals. Of

particular significance is the HP spool which operates 12 percent above the

first bending critical when a negative whirl ratio is considered. It should

be noted that negative whirl ratios result in lower bending critical speeds

and this whirl phenomena is occasionally observed with the use of foil-type

gas bearings but not with pad-type gas bearings.

The LP and HP spools were modified by stiffening the shafts and lightening

their ends. It was also discovered that the disk-like portions of the shafts

connecting the bearing journals and the larger center blading sections were

more flexible than their flexural rigidities (El) would indicate. The effect

of this disk bending on the critical speeds was significant and was accounted

for by including rotational springs of the proper stiffness in shaft models

at the various disk locations. The modifications to the LP-spool included

increasing the shaft wall thickness to 1.91 cm (0.75 in.), removing material
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I

I from the inside of the bearing journals, and increasing material at the

junctions of the center and end sections of the shaft to reduce the disk

flexibility at these points. The HP-spool was modified by removing material

from the inside of the bearing journals and thickening the wall of the center

I section to 2.54 cm (1.0 in.). The mass models of the modified spools are

shown in Figures 8-16 and 8-17. The effect of these modifications is shown

I in Figures 8-18 through 8-21. For negative whirl ratios, the LP-spool has an

operational speed margin 48 percent below the first bending critical, while

the HP-spool has a margin of 42 percent. Positive whirl ratios provide

margins of 81 and 93 percent for the LP and HP spools, respectively.

8.3.4.2 POWER TURBINES

The critical speed analysis of the 53.9 cm (21.23 in.) mean diameter 9000-rpm

power turbine and the 66.04 (26.0 in.) mean diameter 9000-rpm power turbines

indicated good margin between the operating and the first bending critical

I speeds. The least margin was 75 percent for the smaller power turbine and 62

percent for the larger power turbine operating with a negative whirl ratio.

Positive whirl ratios provided 137 and 134 percent margin for the two turbines.

The critical speed margins for the two turbines over a range of bearing

stiffnesses of 17,512.6 N/cm to 1,751,268.0 N/cm (10,000 to 1,000,000 lbf/in.)

are shown in Figures 8-22 through 8-25.

I Some applications of the CCCBS engine require a variable-speed power turbine.

In those applications, it is desirable to have a low bearing spring rate so

that the operating range of the turbine can be as broad as possible without

encountering sustained operation at one or both of the rigid body critical

speeds. For example, in Figure 8-22 a bearing stiffness of 350,252 N/cm

(200,000 lbf/in.) would produce first and second rigid body criticals of

1 3,200 and 5,000 rpm.

It would be good practice to avoid prolonged power turbine operation at or near

these speeds so as to minimize bearing loads and rotor runout. If the bearing

spring rate were to be reduced to 175,126 N/cm (100,000 lbf/in.), the first

I and rigid body criticals would also be reduced to 2,100 and 3,500 rpm, thereby

I
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permitting a larger operating range above 3,500 rpm where the turbine could be

operated without high bearing loads and shaft runout. The disadvantages of

the softer spring rates would be increased static and dynamic off-center

operation of the power turbine shaft, seals, and aerodynamic components. The

static off-center condition could be compensated by deliberate eccentricity

designed into the bearing mounts.

A critical speed analysis of the 98.55 cm mean diameter (38.80-in.) 15-stage

3600-rpm power turbine as shown in Figure 7.4 was performed.

The mass and stiffness model for the original configuration is shown in

Figure 8-26. The critical speeds were established for both positive and

negative whirl over a bearing stiffness range of 1.7513 N/cm (10,000 lbf/in.).

Since a margin of 40 percent above operating and 25 percent below operating is

desired for successful shaft operation, the 17 percent margin is considered

unacceptable. It is noted that the critical speeds determined for the positive

whirl condition, as shown in Figure 8-27, are acceptable for first bending

critical margin above the operating speed, but unacceptable for margin between

the second rigid body critical and operating speed.

A preliminary determination of the static journal bearing loads for the

origine! configuration indicated that the rear overhung 17.78 cm dia. (7.00

in.) journal bearing would be grossly overloaded and that a larger diameter

bearing would be required. An increase in bearing diameter at the rear

journal was also desirable from the standpoint of increasing the stiffness

of the power turbine rotating group and increasing the margin between the

first bending critical and operating speed for both positive and negative

whirl modes.

In order to improve the critical speed margins and provide adequate bearing

load capacity, the shaft geometry was changed by making its ends hollow,

and enlarging its diameter in the region of the rear bearing. The modified

mass and stiffness model is shown in Figure 8-29 and the resulting critical

speed relationships are shown in Figures 8-30 and 8-31.
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I

I Sufficient margin between the first bending critical and operating speed is

provided by the modified design for both positive and negative whirl modes;

however, the first and second rigid body critical speeds have been

correspondingly raised so that only bearing spring stiffnesses of 175,126

1 N/cm ( 100,000 lbf/in.) and below would provide adequate margin if the rotor

were to operate above both rigid body criticals. A relatively low spring rate

of 175,126 N/cm ( 100,000 lbf/in.) is not desirable on the 3600 rpm power

turbine due to excessive rotor sag of 8.34 mm (0.033 in.) resulting from the

static load of 14,612 N (3285 lb f) on the overhung bearing. Any attempt to

operate the rotor system with bearing stiffnesses above 175,126 N/cm

(100,000 lbf/in.) introduces other problems related to rotor unbalance.

As an example, bearing loads due to rotor unbalance of an assumed 0.0254 mm

c.g. eccentricity (0.001 in.) are shown in Figure 8-32. The loads are

g plotted as a function of bearing stiffness, and it is apparent that dynamic

loads rapidly exceed acceptable levels above 175,126 N/cm (100,000 lbf/in.)

bearing stiffness. Although it would be desirable to operate the rotor

system with bearing stiffnesses of 1.75 MN/cm (1 x 106 lbf/in.) and a

correspondingly small rotor sag of 0.08 mm (0.003 in.), it would be impossible

I to drive the rotor through the first rigid body critical without causing a

failure of the bearings due to overlaod.I
The seemingly impossible task of successfully mounting the current 3600 rpm

power turbine design on gas bearings is not as negative as it first appears.

The trade-offs of critical speeds, bearing load capacity, rotor sag, and

rotor unbalance can be resolved by design change and an extensive analysis

coupled with innovation. For example, the rotor sag can be greatly reduced

by using a stiff mechanical bearing mount and designing the gas bearing with

a thick gas film with a relatively soft initial stiffness that increases

nonlinearly to limit the overall rotor displacement during passage through

criticals. This option would, of course, increase the use of hydrostatic

gas and would be one of the system trade-offs that would be investigated

during detail design.

I
I
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The physical characteristics of the 3600-rpm power turbine as modified

to provide first bending critical speed margin and adequate load capacity

are listed below:

Rotor weight 1825 Kg (4015 lbf)

Polar moment of inertia 21,127 cm-N-sec
(1870 in.-lbf-sec)

C.G. location 143.66 cm

(56.36 in. from front end of shaft)

i Static bearing loads

Front 332.27 kg (731 lbf)

F Rear 1492.73 kg (3285 lbf)

*Dynamic bearing loads

Front 175.0 kg (385 lbf)

Rear 52.27 kg (115 lbf)

i *Based upon 3600 rpm, 0.25 mm (0.001 in.) eccentricity and

175,126 N/cm (100,000 lbf/in.) stiffness.

I

I
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8.4 AUXILIARY SYSTEM LOLNIIICATION

8.4.1 GAS BEARING AUXILIARIES

The hydrostatic gjas bearingIs selected for, thle CCCTS enqi ne r-equire d source oit

pr-essueii.2ed qa s for star ttup, opera tion , and shutdown of three s pool1s or r-otat -

ng gr-oups. The bear-ings have been designed to oper-ate over thle normal S teady

state power r'ange and rotor, speeds by supplying helium glas from thle di scharget

of thre CCCBS engine high pressure compressor. Under, these conditions,. the bear-

ings requLir-e Only a heli1umn pressur-e contr-ol and no extetrna 1SOurce of pre-s sur--

iZ ed he 1 i LIMn. However, startup and :hutdown modes o f the eog in eg ire a

external source of pressur-ized hel i um that is independent of' the speed of preos-

sur-e level of thle cl1osed 100o) CCCBS cog i ne . Su itabl1e coot rolIs thait plrov ide

for automa tic changeover, between the start/stop hel iurn hydrosta tic Supply an1d

thle pr-essurized gas from the engline high pressure compr-essor, constitute a major-

development of the system.

In addi tion to thle normal star't/stop hel iurn supply, all eimrgcicy system should

be cons ider-ed to pr-ov ide hydros tat ic gjas ini the event, that I he start -st op system

should fatil or an cog ine condition should devel op that would regni re a r~apid

stop of the cog inc. A Silai I high pressure hel ium tcenk in conjunction withi a

mechanlical or- hel iumn br~akingq systemn for' thle CTCCS ev'gi ne rotors coul1d pr-ov ide,

the r-eq u ired emerglency fea tores.

A suggtested external hydros t atic gjas sy ten suitabl1e for- thle CCLA)S culle 1 o

:4 ,hown in figur-e S-33.

Thre sc hema tic shows the CCCB, cog ine r'Ootr arrangeeinrt. and c.as bear' i og S. I tc h

hearing is individual ly supplijed with hydrostatic tie] iu.m gas fromr ci ther- of

two sour~ces . ltiorigq nor'ma 1 ope'ra tionl of the CCCBS eng(ine, thre hvdros talt i c a

moipply is ftrnis hed by bl red ti rum t he hi grpesueco i coillpt'e5 oot' I hr'uuo

a contr-ol valve and vego I ri or ito the' respect.(J WI111 yeM benns.Dntgnra t

stop oper'aIt ion,* the hydr'stat it q,]. i. "111p] Tied an1d coiltrtoll ed froml a hi h

press ur'e storagle tanuk thi'outilsparai pyiewma t al ly aictuated valves and r-eg -

1 ator-s that. (ire font ionam inu thet eventI ot 1,.1 luric ionl or- lossc of elcc t ri cal

powder to thle 110?'iila con r-o~lL 1 A fiI ll '' t'?lO wkltt Te otor- brake woold be ma4de

durn q uig elrrienr . toil. ' 1 1' .i I C ;It .toil of thet rot ors bel ore( tilie

hiq(h pressuret hydr-ostit it It dI t( r hI iL nt)sah e low p''sie
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All hydrostatic gas supply controls would be integrated with the CCCBS control

system.

A tentative sizing of the high pressure hydrostatic gas compressor was made on

the basis of the calculated maximum flows to the bearings with the engine at

rated speed. The compressor would be required to deliver approximately I Kg/sec

(2.20 lb/sec) at a differential pressure of at least 2068 KPa (300 psi) in order

to maintain steady state operation without depleting the hydrostatic gas storage

tank. This compressor could be reduced significantly in size if the externally

supplied hydrostatic gas were to be supplied only at engine speeds below 70%

where the aerodynamic thrust loads are minimum and thrust bearings could be

operated at reduced differential pressures.
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I8.4.2 HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM

The CCCBS uses sea water as an ultimate heat sink. A representative flow diagram

is shown in Figure 8-34. The system shown is for a nuclear heat source, where

some means of shield cooling are needed, and an emergency cooling capacity is

gneeded to remove the plant decay heat when the power conversion units are shut

down. Basically, an intermediate water cooling loop is used to connect the pre-

cooler and intercooler in each power conversion unit to a sea water heat exchanger.

Each separate power conversion unit uses its' own intermediate cooling water loop,

and the valving is arranged in such a manner to allow either sea water heat ex-

I changer to act as the ultimate heat sink for both power conversion loops. This

allows the CCCBS to continue operating up to about a 50% power level, as described

in Section 3.4.1 on the operating characteristics of the precooler and intercooler,

with a failure of one intermediate cooling water loop.

For the performance evaluation of the CCCBS, a counterflow heat exchanger arrange-

ment was used. For a sea water inlet temperature of 30
0C (850 F), the sea water

exit temperature was about 47C (110
0 F), and the intermediate water loop temper-

atures were 70'C (1580F) at the inlet and 35C (950F) at the exit. This resulted

i in a heat exchanger effectiveness of 87%, which is practically achieveable with

standard water heat exchanger design practice. A sea water fouling factor of

S11,500 watts/m 2-K (2000 BTU/hr-ft2-OF) was used (References 1 and 2), a value

widely used in industry.

IConstant speed pumps are used in both the sea water and intermediate cooling water
loops. This results in essentially constant water flows on both sides of the sea

Iwater heat exchanger.

A water treatment system is shown in Figure 8-34. At the initial design phase,

it was felt that some special water treatment facility would be needed to remove

I any impurities that might form in the coolant loop. However, at present it would

appear that a large development effort would not need to be undertaken. Present

jcommerical pressurized water reactors use demineralized water treated with sodium
dichromate in the main coolant loops. This coolant is left in the loops for the

life of the plant, and only treated makeup water is added to compensate for any

leakage. In addition, many parts of the PWR coolant loops are constructeI of

carbon steel, unlike the stainless steel used in the precoolers and intercooler

I
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Ii

3 and the copper-nickel-alloy (Reference 1) used in the sea water heat exchanqer.

Based on these facts, it would appear that the water treatment can largely draw

upon the data base developed in the PWR program, and a great deal of additional

effort would not be needed.

8.4.3 CONTROLS

One of the primary requirements is to provide fully automatic and stable control
over the range from 25 to 100 percent of full power. Throttle ramprates up to 10

percent per second were set as a desired goal. In addition, automatic control

of the plant startup and shutdown is to be provided. Both automatic and manual

control capability is to be provided at local control stations to allow for plant

manageability under all forseeable circumstances. Wherever feasible, the control

and protection system shall make maximum practical use of diverse redundancy of

sensors to maximize the system reliability.

For the CCCBS, the method of control decided upon was the use of a combination of

helium inventory control and heat source outlet temperature contrGl. The inventory

control schematic is shown in Figure 6.1. The variations in power demand are ad-

justed by means of a two pressure level storage system in order to handle the re-

quired normal operating power range. This system allows the pressure level to he

varied without using auxiliary comp-essors. If the power is to be reduced, the

level is reduced by tapping helium from the HP compressor into the storage reser-

voirs which are filled one after the other until the required pressure level is

attained. To raise the power (pressure) level, helium flows from the reservoirs

into the loops upstream of the precoolers. The control of the heat source outlet

temperature would be dependent on the type of heat source used. For a nuclear

power plant, thE outlet temperature is controlled by using reactivity control

drums. For a fossil fired heat source, the temperature is controlled ty means

of adjusting the fuel firing rate.

A block diagram of the control concept for the CCCBS is shown in Figure 8-35. The

specific of the inputs would be dependent on the application of the CCCBS. How-

ever, the controller blocks shown would be the basic ones that would be needed

regardless of the application of the CCCBS.
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The control method would be as follows: from an input throttle position demand

(OW), the associated heat source outlet temperature demand (T1) and power turbine

speed demand (ND) can be obtained. These temperature and speed relationships

would be obtained from the operating range state points for the plant. For

the present CCCBS configuration, the heat source outlet temperature demand would

vary linearly from 944 0C (17300F) at full power down t) 916'C (1680'F) at a 252,

of full power throttle position. The power speed demand would depend on the

Ioperatiig mode of the power turbine. For constant speed turbine operation, the

speed demand would be constant over the load range. For variable speed turbine

I operation, the speed demand would vary roughly as the cube root of the throttle

position (or net output power):

SND = C1 + C2 (QD)I/3

where CI = idle speed of the power turbine

I The heat source outlet temperature demand is then compared against the measured

outlet temperature (TM). The resulting error signal is used as an input to the

I controller on the heat source outlet temperature. The temperature controller

used would depend on the heat source selected for the CCCBS.1
The speed of the two power turbines (NIM and N2M) would be measured and averaged.

This average turbine speed (NAVE) would then be compared against the demand speed,

generating a speed error (Ne):

N e N D  NAVE

I A proportional-integral controller has been initially defined to obtain the demand

inventory control valve position. This could require some means of controller

compensation to improve the response of the plant:

0 D = K1 (Ne + K 2  Ne dt)
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This valve demand can then be used as the position signal for the helium inventory

valve actuators. The rate of change of the valve stem position of the inventory

valves could then be based on the difference between the actual ( c ) and the demand

(eD ) positions.

do c -
dt Kc (eD eC)

The two-level inventory storage system requires some means of switching from using

one reservoir to another. At present, the selection logic uses a measurement of

the pressure differential between the turbomachinery and the helium reservoirs in

conjunction with a signal based on the control valve position demand. For example,

when increasing power from a 25% throttle position, the demand control valve posi-

tion would be positive. This would mean that helium flow must be added to the tur-

bomachinery, thus limiting the choice of the control valves to either CV2 or CV4

shown on Figure 6.1. Based on the pressure differential between both reservoirs

and the helium inlet side of the precooler, CV4 would have the lower value, and

would be therefore begin opening and allow helium flow from the low pressure res-

ervoir to the precooler inlet. Eventually, a point will be reached when the pres-

sure differential decreases to some set value. At this time, the selector logic

will begin opening CV2, and the high pressure reservoir will be used for the he-

lium inventory supply. At the same time, the selector logic will ramp CV2 closed

at the maximum slew rate to avoid bypassing helium from the high pressure reser-

voir directly to the low pressure reservoir.

Besides the normal control system mention avove, additional plant protection

systems would be needed to protect the plant integrity during certain malfunctions.

For example, a loss of cooling water flow would require an immediate plant shut-

down. Also, temperature sensors would be needed at certain locations through the

plant to avoid over temperaturing of any components and to alert the operators of

a possible plant off-normal condition. If the need dictates, these temperature

sensors could be tied into the plant protection system to allow for the automatic

shutdown of the plant.

There is one type of malfunction that would appear to require an additional control

system besides the ones mentioned. On a loss of load on only one power turbine,

it would be desirable that the plant could continue operating on the remaining
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I unit. This would prevent the initiation of the overspeed protection method that

would function for a complete loss of load on both power turbines (heat source

Ishutdown coupled to a rapid dump of the turbomachinery helium to the reservoir

bottles). To allow for one unit operation, the addition of a bypass system is

I! necessary. A possible valve arrangement is shown in Figure 8-13. Upon receipt

of an overspeed signal, the bypass valves in the affected power conversion unit

would open. For example, a loss of load in Loop A shown in Figure 8-36 would cause

the opening of valves CVl and CV3. For the proposed CCCBS configuration, as shown

in Figure 3-1, these two valves are actually a single assembly acted upon by a

- common controller. When the power turbine bypass (CVl for the assumed affected

Loop A) is opened, the pressure difference across the power turbine is decreased

causing the helium temperature into the recuperators to increase. By adding

relatively cool hPlium from the high pressure compressor (CV3) to the hot gas from

the power turbine and power turbine bypass, thermal shocking of the recuperators

can be avoided. Opening the power turbine bypass also increases the pressure

* difference across the high pressure turbine (increases power to the compressors)

* so that the opening of the compressor bypass valves also increases flow through

the compressors to absorb the increased power available from the high pressure

turbines, thereby preventing overspeed of the turbo-compressor shafts. Both the

power turbine and turbo-compressor shafts will begin to ramp down in speed and a

steady-state will be reached with the one power conversion unit stopped and iso-

lated from the rest of the plant (due to the check valve in that loop), and the

plant continuing to operate on just the other power conversion unit.

Based upon previous experience with the startup of a number of nuclear rocket en-

gines, the CCCBS startup should not present any major technical difficulties. For

a nuclear heat source, control of startup is assumed to be automated to provide

maximum protection for the system against undesirable transients and to reduce re-

quirements to the operator. The controls developed in the NERVA program provide

direct input to design philosophy of the CCCBS controls. During the NERVA XE-

Prime engine tests, the engine was repeatedly started with startup automatically

controlled. Twenty temperature controlled autostarts were made, successfully dem-

onstrating that nuclear instrumentation is not required in the engine control system

(Ref. 3) (it is required, however, in the diagnostic and safety systems). For

the CCCBS, one candidate sequerce of operations using temperature autostart is

'as follows:
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I

1. Nuclear startup begins when the plant operator initiates a
control drum rotation on a programmed time-based, position-
control program. The rotation rates as a function of position
are chosen by the operator on the basis of core and reflector
temperature measurements and previous operating characteristics.

2. When the power has increased to a level sufficient to provide
significant sensible reactor heat output, as verified by an
increase in reactor material temperature, the drum control is
transferred to in-core material temperature control.

3. In-core material temperature raised according to schedule to
a level where the turbomachinery can self-sustain.

4. Turbomachinery started with electric or pneumatic starters
followed by transfer of reactor control to reactor exit
temperature control mode.

5. The control system would have output demand circuitry and
would provide a reactor exit temperature demand signal
(between 0 and 20% power).

Depending upon startup requirements and system design, alternate control sequences

may be selected using other system parameters including nuclear power and/or com-

puted period.

While the above scheme is primarily for a nuclear powered system, there does not

appear to any reason why a similar startup strategy could not be used for a fossil

fired heat source.

r

I
I
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9.0 MATERIALS TESTING AND EVALUATION

I9.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the proposed closed cycle Brayton system, the highest combination of stress

and temperature occurs in the first row turbine blades. First stage stator

vanes and blades are expected to operate at elevated temperatures for a system

life in the range of 10,000 to 40,000 hours. The working fluid is an inert gas,

helium, with equilibrium concentrations of various impurities. Based on past

helium turbine design technology, from the Westinghouse closed Brayton turbo-

machinery development with the United States Maritime Administration,(1,2) and

Ibased on expected materials properties, it has been concluded that a turbine
inlet temperature on the order of 927 0C (17000 F) pushes but does not exceed

the state-of-the-art for uncooled turbine blades and stators in inert gas.

This conclusion regarding materials capability, was based on engineerinq

extrapolation of materials properties data obtained in inert gas at lower

Itemperatures and on properties data at comparable temperature in air for
shorter test time periods. However, to demonstrate material performance

Ifeasibility, additional material testing at or near expected service condi-

tions was necessary to confirm materials properties and to provide baseline

data for the feasibility evaluation.

Historically, superalloy alloy development has been aimed at problems asso-

ciated with aviation and land gas turbines where thermal, fatigue hot corrosion,

and oxidation are the primary factors which limit component life. While creep-

Irupture behavior is an important design consideration in such systems, hot

component life is limited to a large degree by materials compatibility with

Icombustion products, including fuel impurities such as sulfur compounds and

catalytic agents, vanadium pentoxide, from fuel processing. In the case of

I CCCBS turbine components, creep behavior is expected to be a primary design

consideration. Minor amounts of active contaminants in the inert workinq

fluid are expected to produce surface reactions which may or may not influence

creep behavior.

I
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units are illustrated schematically in Figure 9-1 and are pictured in figure

9-2. Ultra-high vacuum creep test operation of these units is described in

detail elsewhere(7) The cogent system characteristics which made these units

ideally suited for ultra-high-purity helium atmospheric testing are:

I * The all metal system construction utilizes crushable copper
gasket seals which permits evacuation to pressures below 1 x 10- 7

torr while the entire system is baked at 204'C (400'F). This
operation removes adsorbed moisture and gases from all internal
surfaces.

1 . The specimen is heated by radiation from a split tantalum
resistance heating element insulated by tantalum radiation
shields. Tantalum at temperatures above 538'C (1000°F) is
an active "getter" of oxygen, thus the test specimen is
exposed to an environment with a very low oxygen level.

* The specimen is deadweight loaded internally by weights
i contained in the system. External loads are transmitted to

the specimen through a stainless steel bellow seal.

e Specimen strain is measured optically directly off the gage
section. This feature plus deadweight loading eliminates
systematic error.!

9.2.1.2 HELIUM GAS ANALYSIS

Helium gas used for the creep testing atmosphere was Matheson Purity 99.9()1",.

min. helium. Gas analysis was conducted using a one liter sample bottle which

was attached to the system through a bakeable valve. The sample bottle, which

was baked out tinder dynamic vacuum conditions, was permitted to equilibrate

with the static helium environment within the test chamber. The helium in the

sample bottle was analyzed using a concentration technique developed at the

Westinghouse Research and Development Center(8 9 ). The helium in the sample

I bottle is drawn through a liquid helium cooled freezeout trap which condenses

out and effectively concentrates all gaseous impurities. The preconcentrated

I trapped gases are then warmed to room temperature. The resulting (las pressure
in the cryolenic trap with a known volume is measured. The gases are then

I expanded into the inlet system of a mass spectrometer and analyzed quantita
t i veIY. I)etermination of water level is gual it ati ye due to the limited "i,:e

of the gas sample and difficulties which are inherent in the quant i tat i ye

!
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analysis of water in the low ppm range. In all cases no distinction could be

made between sample moisture level and mass spectrometer background which

varied from the high ppb to the very low ppm level.

9.2.1.3 TEST PROCEDURE

A suitably prepared and thermocoupled test specimen was inserted into the test

chamber shown previously in Figure 9-1. The grips were attached to the upper

support member and weight train by means of pinned joints. The thermocouple leads

were fed to the outside by means of a ceramic feedthrough assembly. Extreme care

was exercised during loading of the system to prevent the introduction of any

foreign matter, such as dirt, oil, etc., which would compromise system operation.

Personnel handled all hardware inside the vacuum envelope with lint-free gloves.

After the necessary internal connections were made, the bell jar was put in

place, all openings sealed, and the system evacuated. Pumpdown from atmospheric

pressure was accomplished by means of a turbo-molecular pump to eliminate the

possibility of contamination due to backstreaming of oil from the mechanical

or diffusion pumps which employ organic pumping media. When the system pressure

reached 1 x 10- 5 torr the sputter ion pump was energized. After sufficient time

to allow for pump outgassing and pump startup, the system was isolated from the

turbo-molecular pump. After the ion pump startup, the system pressure decreased

rapidly and after approximately one hour, was less than 1 x 10-6 torr. At that

time the system was leak checked. After it was determined that the system was

leak free, the system was baked to remove the adsorbed gas moisture from the

walls of the test chamber. This was accomplished by enclosing the vacuum system

within a two piece portable oven. The ion pump contains its own internal heater.

Both pressure and temperature are used to control the amount of heat input during

bakeout. During the initial portion of bakeout, a system pressure upper limit

of 1 x 10-6 torr regulated the power input to the bakeout heaters. After re-

moval of the major adsorbed gas load, the maximum temperature of the wall of

the vacuum envelope is limited to approximately 204'C (400'F) to 260'C (500'F)

by thermostats attached to the exterior surface of the vacuum system. After a

bakeout of 12 - 24 hours, the system was cooled to room temperature and the bake-

out oven removed. The system pressure after bakeout at room temperature was less
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than 5 x 10-10 torr. At this point, the helium backfill system, illustrated in

Figure 9-3, was attached to the test chamber through a bakeable microvalve. All

lines were stainless steel, and all connections were made using crushable copper

gasketed flanges. The gas lines and gas sampling bottle were fitted with trace

I heating tapes. The backfilling procedure consisted of attaching the fill lines

to the evacuated test chamber, connecting the turbo-molecular pump to the system,

and placing a gas sample bottle in the system. The lines between the helium

supply bottle and the test chamber were heated along with the gas sample bottle

to 149°C (300°F) while being evacuated by the turbo-molecular. A two to three
-6

hour bakeout was accomplished at a pressure of 1 x 10-  torr or less, prior to

release of the helium from the supply bottle into the backfill system and into

the test chamber. The test chamber was filled to a pressure of 0.95 atmospheres.

The gas sampling bottle valve was closed and the sample was removed for analysis.I
Gas samples were taken at the beginning and at the conclusion of a creep test.

Typical analytical results are reported in Table 9-1. Hydrogen was the most

prominent active gas with concentration levels which varied from initial values

of 0.35 ppm to maximum values as high as 4.0 at the end of testing. All other

active gases were either not detected or were present in levels which were

consistently less than 1.0 ppm.I
The test specimen was heated to temperature; and once stabilized, the weight

I was applied. When internal loading was utilized, the weight was supported

through a bellows assembly. A partial load of several hundred psi was main-

tained on the specimen at all times. As soon as the test temperature was

reached and thermal equilibrium established, the total load was applied to the

specimen by retracting the support platform. Measurements were made of the

specimen gage length to establish the vo at temperature. Periodically during

the test duration in charge in Y, A0, was measured to establish the time-

elongation curve.

I Creep strain was determined by direct measurement of the separation of fiducial

scratches applied to the extremes of the uniform gage section of the test speci-

l imen. The separation of the fiducial marks was followed by a horizontal telescope

- which is moved vertically by a 12.7 micron (0.050 inch) pitch precision

SI
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Figure 9-3. Schematic Diagram of Ultra-High Purity Helium Creep Test
Unit with Helium Charging and Vacuum Evacuation Units in Place
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n TABLE 9-1

TYPICAL HELIUM GAS ANALYSIS

i Typical He Analysis (ppm)

H2  02 N2  CO CO2  THC ArI
Final 1.0 0.04 0.9 ND 0.2 0.04 1.4

Initial 0.3 ND 0.07 ND 0.2 0.04 0.01

Initial 0.5 0.1 0.2 ND 0.4 0.10 0.01

Final 4.0 ND ND 1.3 0.2 0.05 0.1

Initial 2.2 ND ND 0.1 2.3 0.2 0.1I
Final analyses were taken for tests run for >1000 hours. It must be noted
that reported values at or below the 1 ppm level are at the limits of
detectability and most likely represent background levels of the sampling
and analytical equipment.

I
ND - Not Detected

i THC - Total Hydrocarbons

I
I
I
I
I
I
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micrometer screw and nut assembly. The readings are made with a vertical

reference scale and 100 part drum equipped with a 10 part vernier. The

instrument can be read to 0.01 microns (0.000050 inch).

Helium gas samples were also taken during arid/or at the conclusion of the creep

test. The helium backfill system (Figure 9-3) was reconnected to the test chamber

and prepared as previously described. The test chamber valve was opened to allow

the helium from the test system to enter the sample bottle. Sufficient time was

allowed to permit pressure equilibration between the test chamber and sample

bottle volume. After closing the valves to the test chamber and the sample

bottle, the bottle was removed for analysis.

9.2.2 SIMULATED CCCBS HELIUM

Creep-rupture testing in simulated CCCBS helium working fluid was carried out

in five lever arm test units equipped with a specially designed simulated

CCCBS helium working fluid environmental supply system.

9.2.2.1 CREEP TEST FACILITIES

Creep testing in the simulated Compact Closed Cycle Brayton System (CCCBS)

environment was performed in five creep units. Two units are displayed in

Figure 9-4. Each unit consisted of a resistance wound radiation heater mounted

so that the specimen was in the center of the hot zone. The creep chamber was a

clear quartz tube with pyrex fused at each end; several transition zones separ-

ated the 100% quartz from the 100% pyrex. Crushable copper gasket seals were

used in the metal-to-metal interfaces. The glass-to-metal seals were kovar.

The thermocouple leads were introduced into the system through conventional

vacuum feedthroughs. This permitted evacuation to pressures below 1 x 10
- 5

torr while the system was baked at 260 to 315'C (500 to 600°F). During baking

absorbed moisture and gases from internal surfaces were removed. The specimen

was deadweight loaded externally by way of a lever system; the load was trans-

mitted to the specimen through a bellow seal. Molybdenum grips were used to

hold the specimens in the hot zone. Strain was measured by a dial gage detecting

lever arm motion. This measurement included deflections in the entire load train.

This led to large indicated primary creep strains. However, secondary creep
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rate and rupture life were unaffected. Optical extensometers were also uted to

measure strain. However, difficulties in discerning fudicial marks on the speci-

men gage section caused this method of strain measurement to be less reliable.

9.2.2.2 TEST PROCEDURES

Extreme care was exercised during the preparation of the system to prevent the

introduction of any foreign matter that could affect the operation of the system.

Lint-free gloves were worn when internal parts were handled.

Thermocouples were attached to the test specimen at three places along the gage

length. The specimen was connected to the load train by means of either button

head of threaded joints. This assembly was then placed inside the quartz tube.

The thermocouple leads were led out of the tube by way of a ceramic feedthrough

assembly. The quartz tube was attached to the frame of the creep machine, and

the load train was connected to the loading apparatus. The load train emerged

from the tube through a bellow seal and was connected to the load by means of a

threaded joint.

Evacuation of the creep chamber was accomplished by a mechanical and diffusion
5 -6pump. The pressure was reduced to 1 x 10 5 to 1 x 10-  torr. The system was

checked for leaks. Once it was determined that the system had no leaks, the

chamber was baked to remove adsorbed gases and moisture from the internal

surfaces. This was accomplished by heating the chamber to 260 to 316'C (500

to 600°F) and then cooling to room temperature.

The test chamber was made a part of the impure helium loop. The test speLimen

was heated to temperature, and once thermal equilibrium was established, the

load was applied by means of a lever assembly. Periodically during the creep

test the change in length, Aq, was measured by a dial gage. To determine the

strain-time curve, 2o was taken to be the length of the gage section at room

temperature.

9.2.2.3 SIMULATED CCCBS HELIUM ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY SYSTEM

Figure 9-5 is a schematic of the impure helium loop creating the CCCB enviroll-

ment. In the actual system, five creep-chambers were arranged in parallel. For

9-12
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simplicity, only one is shown in the figure. A full flow purification system

was utilized to remove all impurities from the recirculating helium. The desired

levels of each impurity species in the helium was attained by an injection system

prior to distribution of the helium gas to the test chambers. In this way, the

species and concentration levels were precisely controlled.

The purification section if the loop consisted of a copper oxide bed operating

at 371'C (700°F). The be( was filled with copper ribbon which was oxidized to

CuO at 649°C (12000F) by passing air through the bed. The CuO bed operating

at 371'C (700'F) removed CO and H2 by the following reaction:

CO + CuO Cu + CO2

H2 + CuO - Cu + H2 0

After passing through the CuO bed, the helium gas was permitted to cool to ambient

temperature prior to passing through a type 5A molecular sieve bed. The molecu-

lar sieve bed which was maintained at ambient temperature removed CO2 and H20

by adsorption. Following the molecular sieve bed was a silica-gel trap cooled

by a refrigeration system to - 40OC(-40F). The silica gel trap removed N2,

CH4 and traces of CO, CO2 and H20 from the helium gas stream. The final step in

the purification process was a titanium sponge bed operating at a temperature

of 649°C (1200'F). Titanium is an active "getter" of oxygen at elevated tempera-

tures. The calculated equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen over titanium at

1200°F is < 1 x 10- 4 atmospheres. The oxygen level in the helium under flow

conditions of 5 liters-per-minute through the titanium sponge bed was well

below the limits of detectability.

The continuous injection of the impurity gases was accomplished through micro-

flow rate needle valves. The gases were supplied by cylinders of high purity

CO, CH4 , and H2. In parallel to the impurity injection line was an oxalic

acid bed to supply moisture to the carrier gas as required to maintain the

desired level in the recirculating helium. The impurity injection system was

isolated by two "normally closed" solenoid operated valves in the event of an

electrical ou-age. This possibility was minimized as the system electrical

power was supplied through an uninterruptable power supply (UPS). Accumulators
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were used to smooth out pressure surges in the loop and to serve as a mixing

chamber for blending impurities in the helium carrier gas. Quartz wool was

included in the supply side accumulator for this purpose.

Helium was circulated by means of stainless steel bellows pump operating with

an output pressure of 28 psig and a suction pressure of 5 psig. Helium flow

was maintained at 5 liters per minute with a one liter per minute flow through

each test chamber.

9.2.2.4 HELIUM GAS ANALYSIS

The identity and concentration level of impurities in the simulated CCCBS helium

working fluid test environment was determined by a Varian Aerograph gas chroma-

tograph, Model 2732. This instrument utilizes a helium ionization detector which

makes it ideally suited for analyzing trace impurities in inert gases. A 457 cm

(15 ft) 13 X MS column operating at 121°C (250'F) was used to separate the

impurity constituents in the gas sample being analyzed. Calibration curves for

H2, CO and CH4 were generated using helium doped with individual impurity species

in the range of interest. The calibration curves were rechecked using a single

helium source containing all of the impurity species at concentrations within

the ranges of interest for each impurity species. This helium gas source was

used to periodically check the calibration of the gas chromatograph during loop

operations. Sampling lines permitted the helium stream to be analyzed after

passing through the purification system, after the impurity injection system

and after passing through the test chambers.

The moisture content of the recirculating helium was monitored by means of

sensors located in the gas stream after the purification and impurity injection

systems and prior to and after passing through the test chambers. The sensors

were part of a Pannametric hygrometer and are essentially aluminum oxide capaci-

tors. Water molecules adsorbed on the oxide structure in equilibrium with

moisture in the gas stream determines the conductivity of the oxide capacitor.

The impedance of the circuit thus providing a direct measurement of the water

vapor partial pressure in the helium gas stream.

I
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I
i Impurity levels are more difficult to assess but are of less

importance than the ratios which determine oxidation and carbur-
izing potentials. Estimates have been made for power reactor
operation and recommendations made for compatibility testing
of primary circuit materials.

Based on information developed as a result of the review, Everette recommended

the following impurity levels for test loops supplying simulated systems environ-

ment for testing of high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTR) materials used in

direct cycle gas turbines.

______ Micron-Atmospheres Tatmos

H2 H20 CO CO CH4

HTR-GT 500 1.5 50 (1) 50

*The CO level should be allowed to find its own level in the loop through the

water hift reaction.

The H2/H20 ratio is 333:1, CO/CO2 ratio is 50:1, and the H2/CH4 ratio is also

10:1. Other material test programs, which are currently in progress or planned,

are listed along with the impurity levels for the simulated reactor helium

environment.

SIMULATED REACTOR HELIUM COMPOSITION OF
VARIOUS MATERIALS TEST PROGRAMS

___ _ ~ Atmos.
H 2  H20 _CO CO2  CH 4-- F Ref.-

VHTR Materials Test
Program: I

G.E. DCHT-NPH 400 2 40 20 11

CIIR - Oslo (Dragon)
1972 - 74 50 - 100 0.5-3 25-50 1 3 - 8 10, 12
Fiat - Italy
After 1974 500 1.5 50 1 50

Tokai Research Lab 190- 220 2 - 4 90 110 2 - 3 5 6 13
Jaeri, Japan

General Atomics 1500 50 450 - 50 14

ORNL 275 10 15 - 25 15

KFA, Germany 500 1.5 15 20 16, 17I
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Based on the review of the data of Everette and the composition of simulated

reactor helium used in other materials test programs around the world, it was

concluded that the CCCBS materials test environment would operate in the

following impurity ranges:

H2 - 400 to 500 p atmos.

H20 - 1 to 3 P atmos.

CO - 40 to 50 p atmos.

CO2 - permitted to establish equilibrium levels

CH4 - 40 to 50 i atmos.

9.3 ALLOY SELECTION, PROCUREMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION

9.3.1 ALLOY SELECTION

The alloys selected for the initial phase of the materials testing program are

listed in Table 9-2. The first three alloys were selected on the basis of their

commercial status and their particular applicability to the Compact Closed

Brayton System requirements. Alloys 713LC, INlO0 and MAR-M509 are commercially

available alloys which have been used extensively in gas turbine applications

over the past 10 to 15 years. Their history of metallurgical development and

mechanical behavior is well documented. Thermal stability as determined by

microstructural behavior on thermal exposure at elevated temperature is also

well known and recorded. Alloy 713LC is one of a few nickel-base superalloys

which does not contain cobalt as an intentional alloying addition. There are

applications where cobalt is an objectionable alloying addition, and its presence

is undesirable. IN1O0 is a "workhorse" turbine blade material designed to have

a relatively low density combined with excellent creep re';istance up to 1038°C

(19000F). The alloy has been successfully cast and utilized in a variety of

shapes from turbine blades, vanes, and nozzles to integrdl wheels. Cobalt

alloys are generally used as vanes, nozzles and other static hot structures



I

I

I TABLE 9-2

I SELECTED ALLOYS AND NOMINAL COMPOSITIONS

I DENSITY COMPOSITION
ALLOY (lbs/in 3  (wt. %)

1. Alloy 713LC 0.289 Ni-12Cr-4.5Mo-2Cb-5.9AI-O.6Ti-0.05C

2. INlOO 0.280 Ni-lOCr-15Co-3Mo-4.7Ti-5.5Al-O.9V-O.18C

3. MAR-M509 0.320 Co-23.5Cr-lONi-7.OW-3.5Ta-O.2Ti-0.5Zr-0.6C

4. MA 754 0.300 Ni-2OCr-O.5Ti-0.3A]-O.6Y203-0.05C

5. TZM 0.368 Mo-O.5Ti-O.O8Zr-O.02C

I
I
I
I
I

•I

i
I
I
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because of their excellent hot corrosion (sulfidization) resistance. Cobalt

alloys, however, are not generally used for rotating parts due to their lower

creep and oxidation resistance compared to nickel-base alloys. MAR-M509 has

good creep strength, resistance to thermal stressing, and resistance to crack

propagation. The alloy can be used in the as-cast condition; no heat treatment

is required. It can be successfully welded and joined both to itself and to

many dissimilar metals by conventional techniques.

MA 754 is a recently developed nickel-chromium alloy produced by mechanical

alloying which uniformly disperses yttrium oxide for dispersion strengthening

at temperatures to the alloy is melting point. MA 754 exhibits excellent stress-

rupture properties which are equivalent to or superior to cast alloys. MA 754

is currently being used as vanes in gas-turbine engines where high temperature

strength is required. The superior creep-rupture properties of MA 754 provides

high temperature growth potential for CCCBS turbine components.

TZM, a molybdenum-base alloy, is a refractory metal alloy which has demonstrated

compatibility with inert gases at elevated temperatures and has superior creep

strength at 982°C (1800'F) and above. TZM provides system growth to higher

temperature capability.

9.3.2 PROCUREMENT

Alloy 713LC, INlO0 and MAR-M509 were obtained as "as-cast" creep specimens from

Jet Shapes, Inc., of Rockleigh, NJ. Alloy 713LC was purchased according to a

Westinghouse specification, since no formal published specification for the

alloy could be found in the open literature. The specification was modeled

after AMS 5391 for alloy 713C. The only difference being a lower carbon level,

0.05 percent for the LC version vs 0.12 percent for the "C" alloy designation.

INlO0 specimens were cast according to AMS 5397 and MAR-M509 to a Pratt and

Whitney specification, PWA 647E. Cast specimens were examined by x-ray analysis

to insure sound porosity-free gage sections.

MA754 test material was procured from Huntington Alloys as solution annealed

bar stock 8.9 cm x 3.2 cm by 12.7 cm (3-1, in. x 1-. in. by 5 in. long). No

9-20
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specification exists at this time for this material. A Huntington data sheet

supplied with the material indicated the solution annealing heat treatment to be

I hour at 1316°C (24000F) followed by air cooling.

The TZM test specimens were machined from forged and stress relieved material

which was part of a NASA sponsored creep test program. Processing information

and chemical analysis were supplied by TRW, Cleveland, OH, the contractor to

NASA . The TZM alloy was obtained from Climax Molybdenum of Michigan (now

AMAX) in the form of 27.9 cm (11 inch) diameter disc forging. The materi3l was

I vacuum arc-melted to 29.2 cm (ll- in.) diameter ingot, extruded to a 15.9 cm

(6- in.) diameter, then upset forged to final size at 1204°C (2200'F) after

Iheating to 1482°C (2700'F). The material was then stress relieved one hour at

1482°C (2700°F). Creep specimens were cut in a radial direction from the forged

Idisc with the gage section parallel to the wrought microstructure. Chemical

analyses of the test materials are given in Table 9-3.

19.3.2.1 MICROSTRUCTURE OF STARTING MATERIAL

The microstructures of the starting materials are shown in Figures 9-6, 9-7,

9-8, 9-9 and 9-10. Cross sections of the specimen gage sections of alloy 713LC

and INlO0 are shown to give an indication of the typical as-cast grain size.

The microstructures shown at higher magnification a-e typical of cast superalloys.

Alloy 713LC displays a dentritic type appearance. The low carbon modification

of Alloy 713 resulted from desire to improve low temperature ductility by re-

ducing massive MC formation during solidification. The resulting microstructure

is relatively clean with some M2 3C6 located at the grain boundaries. MC and M2 3C6

are carbide phases which precipitate from the matrix and have a pronounced effect

on mechanical properties. The microstructure of INlO0 contains nodular gamma

prime, y', an intermetallic compound primarily Ni3Al, throughout the matrix,

white appearing particles, along with MC and M23C6 carbide phases. The MAR-M509

alloy is a cobalt-base alloy which contains M2 3C6 and MC phases. Tantalum,

titanium and zirconium tend to dominate the monocarbide, MC. The M2 3C6 tends

to form massive blocks in the interdendritic zones and at the grain boundaries.

The MA 754 alloy displayed a microstructure typical of oxide-dispersion

strengthened material. In the transverse direction grains are irregular, while

I
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Figure 9-9. Microstructure of MA 754
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in the longitudinal direction (parallel to working direction) the micro-

structure exhibited a large grain aspect ratio with interlocking grain boundaries

pinned by finely dispersed Y203.

The TZM alloy exhibits a wrought microstructure with no evidence of recrystalliza-

tion as a result of the stress relieve anneal. The test specimen blanks were

cut parallel to the radii of "pancake" forging and thus exhibit a high aspect

ratio wrought structure which resulted from the upset forging operation.

9.3.2.2 TEST SPECIMEN GEOMETRY

The creep-rupture test speci.;en geometries, which were used, are shown graph-

ically in Figure 9-11. Actual test specimens are shown in Figure 9-12. The

cast materials, Alloy 713LC, INlO0 and MAR-M509, were received as cast-to-size

specimens. The specimens had a nominal 0.64 cm (1/4 inch) diameter gage section

3.2 cm (l-1 inch) long with -13 threaded ends. The as-cast specimens were

machined to produce a round, uniform diameter along the gage length as shown by

specimen 2 in Figure 9-12. These specimens were used for the air tests because

the cross-sectional area was compatible with the load capacity of the lever arm

test machines. For the deadweight loaded tests in ultra-high purity helium,

the cross-sectional area of the gage section was reduced to a diameter of

4 mm (0.160 inch) as illustrated by specimen 1 in Figure 9-12. The gage

diameter for each material was adjusted to accommodate the physical volume of the

load required to achieve the desired stress levels and remain within the equip-

ment limitations. Double shoulder-type creep specimens with differing gage

diameters were used for the MA 754 and TZM materials as shown by specimens 3

and 4 in Figure 9-12. The MA 754 specimen gage diameter was 4.6 mm (0.180 inch),

and the TZM specimen diameter was 2.5 mm (0.1 inch).

9.2.2.3 TENSILE PROPERTIES OF TEST MATERIALS

In order to more completely characterize the creep-rupture test materials, a

limited number of tensile tests were conducted. The number of tensile tests con-

ducted was dependent upon the availability of extra test specimens. The results

are given in Table 9-4 along with test data from the alloy developer or other

available services. Tests were conducted at room temperature and at 927°C
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~1.25

1.45

2.55
3.05

MODIFIED CAST f
SPECIMEN
CONFIGURATION FOR
UHP-He TESTING

.125R

.160 DIA.

DOUBLE SHOULDER
SPECIMEN CONFIGURATION
FOR MA 754 AND TZM .235
UHP-He TESTING

1.00 -

1.125
L 1 .375
L2

A TZM 0.100

A MA 7r4 0.179

L1  TZM 1.25

L1  MA 754 1.45

L2  TZM 2.00

L2  MA 754 2.25

Figure 9-11. Creep-Rupture Specimen Geometries for Various Test flaterials
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3
I 2

1. Ultra-high purity helium test specimen for as-cast
Alloy 713LC, INIO and MAR-M509 material.

2. Air test specimens for as-cast alloy 713LC, INl00
and MAR-M509.

3. MA 754 creep-rupture test specimen.

4. TZM creep-rupture test specimen.

I

Figure 9-12. Photographs of Creep-Rupture Test Specimens
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(17000F) and at other elevated temperatures where possible. No tensile tests

of TZM alloy were conducted.

9.4 CREEP-RUPTURE TEST RESULTS AND EVALUATION

Creep-rupture testing of five selected turbine materials was conducted in

ultra-high purity helium and simulated CCCBS helium working fluid environment.

Supplementary creep-rupture tests were also conducted in static air for Alloy

713LC, INOO, MAR-M509 and MA754. The test data generated during this program

are listed in Table 9-5. A total of 40,035 test hours were accumulated in air,

76,583 hours in ultra-high purity helium, and 11,350 hours in a dynamic simulated

CCCBS helium working fluid. Termination of the program by the customer prevented

completion of the tests involving the dynamic simulated CCCBS helium working fluid

environment. Test results for each alloy are described and evaluated individually

in the following discussions.

9.4.1 ALLOY 713LC

Four creep-rupture tests of Alloy 713LC were conducted in ultra-high purity

helium for a total of 5733 test hours. Test times ranged in duration from 269

to 3182 hours. Four air tests at corresponding stress levels were also con-

ducted. One test in the dynamic simulated CCCBS environment was conducted at a

stress of 117 MPa (17 ksi). The test results, rupture life vs stress level,

are plotted in Figure 9-13. In order to provide a basis for comparison, a com-

puter printout of creep-rupture data for Alloy 713LC was obtained from the

Mechanical Property Data Center (MPDC), Traverse City, Michigan. The MPDC is

a DOD supported materials information center. The Alloy 713LC printout contained

data for 831 creep-rupture tests, which were carried out in air in the temperature

range 732 to 1204'C (1350 to 2200'F). The data were gathered primaryly from

government-sponsored programs. Of the 831 creep-rupture test results reported,

507 were carried out a 982°C (1800'F) at a stress level of 152 Mpa (22 ksi).

These test conditions are apparently used for heat qualification. Only three

tests of 1O,O00 hours were reported, and they were conducted at 816'C (1500'F)

or lower. Sixteen creep-rupture tests of areater than 1000 hours were reported.

These data illustrate the dearth of long-term hioh temperature creep-rupture

data available in the open literature for a widely used, relatively old, com-

mercial superalloy.
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i The solid reference curve in Figure 9-13 was generated from a Larson-Miller

plot of the MPDC data. Logarithmic curve fit and linear regression analysis

I were used to produce a best-fit curve for 61 data points representing the rupture

life of Alloy 713LC in the stress range 86 to 207 MPa (12.5 to 30 ksi) and test

temperatures in the range 871 to 982 0C (1600 to 18000F). The air, ultra-high

purity helium, and the CCCBS environment test data for material evaluated on

this program compare favorably with the reference curve. At the 138 MPa (20 ksi)

stress level, four tests were conducted, two under each environmental condition.

The actual creep-rupture curves are shown in Figure 9-14. The specimens tested

i in ultra-high purity helium exhibited rupture times ranging from 269 to 755 hours

with fracture strains of 6.4 and 8.0 percent, respectively. The two air tests

had rupture times of 397 and 623 hours with slightly higher fracture strains of

10.4 and 9.6 percent. At the lower stress levels, Figures 9-15 and 9-16, the

Iultra-high purity helium tests exhibited significantly longer rupture times com-
pared to tests conducted in air. The test results for both environmental

I conditions, however, fall within a reasonable scatter band, Insufficient test

data prevent definitive conclusions to be drawn, although a trend to improved

rupture life of Alloy 713LC in ultra-high purity helium appears as a possibility.

Additional tests preferably at times of 10,000 hours or longer, are required to

definitely establish the validity of the observed trend. The one simulated CCCBS

! helium workinq fluid environmental test had a rupture life of 1268 hours at a

stress level of 117 MPa (17 ksi). This data point fell on the reference curve.IL
One additional comment regarding the stress-rupture behavior of Alloy 713LC

i relevant to CCCBS requirements involves the projected stress required to give a

10,000 hour rupture life. Initial data published by INCO in which a limited

number of rupture tests of less than 3500 hours, indicated an extrapolated rupture

I life of 10,000 hours at a stress of slightly higher than 103 MPa (15 ksi) at

927 0C (17000F)(1 9). Data from MPDC involving many more test results indicate that

the extrapolated 10,000 hour rupture life may be closer to 83 MPa (12 ksi) at

927 0C (17000 F). Actual creep-rupture behavior for long-term tests greater than a

few thousand hours may be affected by air oxidation resulting in a reduced stress

for 10,000 hour life.

I
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9.4.2 ALLOY IN1O0

A total of 12 IN100 creep-rupture tests were conducted including six in air,

three in UHP-He, and three in CCCBS helium working fluid environment. One test

in the CCCBS helium environment was in progress at the completion of the report

period. The rupture life data are given in Figure 9-18. The reference curve

was generated from a Larson-Miller plot of data received from the Mechanical

Property Data Center. As pointed out in the discussion of Alloy 713LC, the

number of long-term tests conducted at temperatures above 871'C (1600°F) was

very limited. Of the 573 reported test results, only 22 tests of greater than

1000 hours were reported. There were no test results in the 871 to 982 0C

(1600 to 1800'F) test temperature range greater than 4700 hours. A total of

52 data points were used to develop a Larson-Miller curve from which the reference

curve in Figure 9-18 was produced. The air data show excellent correlation with

the reference data. Creep-rupture curves for tests conducted at 207 MPa (30 ksi)

and 172 MPa (25 ksi) are shown in Figures 9-19 and 9-20. Creep-curves for tests

conducted at 155 MPa (22.5 ksi) in air and UHP-He are shown in Figure 9-21.

The rupture life in UHP-He was significantly higher than the air test results.

Fracture strain was also significantly higher for UHP-He test, 16 vs 7.2 percent.

At the 110 MPa (16 ksi) stress level, as shown in Figure 9-23, results were

similar. The UHP-He test displayed significantly greater rupture life and

moderately greater fracture strain. The rupture life of the two UHP-He tests

that were completed exhibited rupture life that was significantly greater than

the reference data base and for the air data generated from test specimens

from the sam heat of material. Whether the behavior is a real environmental

effect remains to be determined. One test involving the simulated CCCBS helium

working fluid environment was completed; a second was still in progress at the

end of the report period. The completed simulated CCCBS helium test was con-

ducted at a stress level of 124 MPa (18 ksi). The creep-rupture curve for this

test is shown in Figure 9-22, along with results for an air test at the same stress

level. Rupture life and fracture strain for both tests were comparable. The

CCCBS helium test, however, exhibited transition to third-stage creep at a much

earlier time compared to the air test. This behavior may or may not be the

result of environmental influence. Additional tests would be required to resolve

this anomalous behavior.
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It should bE noted that the reference curve in Figure 9-18 derived from MPDC

data varies from other published data regarding the expected stress to produce

10,000 hour rupture life at 927°C (1700°F)(2 0). The extrapolated stress to

produce a 10,000 hour rupture life at 927 0C (17000F) is approximately 83 MPa

(12 ksi).

9.4.3 ALLOY MAR-M509

A total of five creep-rupture tests of Alloy MAR-M509 were conducted, three in

air and two in UHP-He. All tests were completed, and the data are shown in

Figure 9-24. The reference curve was produced from MPDC data and represented

90 creep-rupture tests in the temperature range 871 to 1093°C (1600 to 2000 0F).

The longest test time reported was 3220 hours at 982°C (1800°F) at 70 MPa (10 ksi).

The remainder of the reported tests were carried out at higher stress levels for

test times of less than 800 hours in duration. The creep-rupture curves for the

five tests reported here are given in Figures 9-25, 9-26 and 9-27. The air test

curves exhibit an apparent strain on loading which was due to the method of

strain measurement. Lever arm motion was measured with a dial gage, thus the

total motion of the load train was included in the initial loading. In the

UHP-He test, strain was measured directly off the gage section of the test

specimen optically, therefore extraneous motion of the load train was not in-

cluded in the strain on loading. The air data for this particular heat of

MAR-M509 compares quite well with the MPDC derived curve. The curves in Figures

9-26 and 9-27 which illustrate creep behavior at a stress of 103 and 83 MPa

(15 and 12.5 ksi), respectively, indicate a possible beneficial influence of the

UHP-He test environment compared to air. At a stress of 103 MPa (15 ksi), the

rupture life of each is essentially identical; however, the initiation of third

stage creep occurs much later in the UHP-He test environment. At a stress level

of 86 MPa (12.5 ksi), the secondary creep rate for the UHP-He test environment

was 2.0 x 10-4 percent/hr whereas the secondary creep rate for the air test was

1.0 x l0- 3 , a factor of five greater. While the limited data preclude conclusive

proof as to the beneficial influence of UHP-He test environment over air, it can

be stated that the UHP-He test environment does not produce a gross deleterious

effect on the creep-rupture behavior of MAR-M509. MAR-M509 was not tested in

the dynamic simulated CCCBS helium working fluid environment.

I
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9.4.4 ALLOY MA754

A total of eight creep-rupture tests of MA754 were conducted, two in air, two

UHP-He, and four in simulated CCCBS helium working fluid. The creep-rupture life

data are given in Figure 9-28. The reference curve was produced from rupture

life data at 1093 0C (2000°F) published by INCO (2 2 ). A Larson-Miller plot of the

INCO data was used to obtain the reference curve in Figure 9-28. Creep curves

are presented in Figures 9-29 through 9-31. Air tests were conducted at 152 and

138 MPa (22 and 20 ksi) stress levels. The 152 MPa (22 ksi) failed in the

threaded portion of the specimen after 2100 hours while the 138 MPa (20 ksi) test

fialed after 15,712 hours. Both air test results agreed quite well with the

reference curve. The two UHP-He tests were conducted at the same stress levels.

The test at 152 MPa (22 ksi) was halted by a malfunctioning controller which over-

temptured the specimen after 8751 hours. The test at 138 MPa (20 ksi) was stopped

after 17,626 hours. Both specimens when halted exhibited no measurable strain.

The 138 MPa (20 ksi) air test failed with 12 percent fracture strain and also

produced three percent strain after 15,440 hours and 1.0 percent strain after

3480 hours. A potential effect of test environment is indicated. Four tests

were conducted in the dynamic simulated CCCBS helium working fluid environment

at stress ranging from 152 to 165 MPa (22 to 24 ksi). One test at 152 MPa

(22 ksi) was still in progress at the end of the report period. While recog-

nizing the short time duration of the CCCBS environmental creep-rupture tests,

there appears to be no gross deleterious influence of the CCCBS test environment

on the creep-rupture life of MA754 for those tests that were completed.

9.4.5 ALLOY TZM

A total of four TZM creep-rupture tests were conducted. Three were completed,

and the fourth was stopped after 781C hours. The creep-rupture life test data

are given in Figure 9-32 and the creep curves for the completed tests are

presented in Figure 9-33. The reference curve in Figure 9-32 was produced by

the extrapolation of shorter term test results for stress relieved TZM generated

at higher stress levels and temperatures under ultra-high vacuum test condi-

tions(22). No tests of TZM were conducted in air due to the incompatibility

of molybdenum with oxygen at temperatures above 300*C (600'F). The UHP-He test
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I results show good agreement with the reference curve, indicating that the UHP-He

test environment was comparable to an ultra-high vacuum of I x 10-8 torr or

Ibetter. TZM was not tested in the dynamic simulated CCCBS helium working fluid

environment.I
9.4.6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

I Creep-rupture data obtained from the Mechanical Property Data
Center for the three relatively standard gas turbine superalloys,
713LC, INlOO and MAR-M509, confirmed the dearth of published
creep-rupture data that exists for materials at temperatures
above 871'C (1600°F) and for test times greater than 1000 hours.

0 The air test data at 927 0C (17000F) for Alloys 713LC, INlOO
and MAR-M509 indicate that the materials evaluated in this
program were typical of commercially available heats of the
respective alloys. Air test data for MA754 appeared to agree

I with the limited available data supplied by the producer of
the alloy.

0 The ultra-high purity helium environmental creep-rupture test
results indicated that all five materials were not adversely
affected by the ultra-high purity helium test environment.
Creep-rupture life times at 927°C (1700'F) were comparable
to or exceeded life times for material tested in air. The
TZM alloy being a refractory metal alloy was not tested in
air due to reactivity with oxygen. TZM creep-rupture life

I data was comparable to extrapolated data obtained under
ultra-high vacuum test conditions.

I * Limited creep-rupture data obtained in a dynamic simulated
helium working fluid containing 400 to 500 micro-atmospheres
hydrogen, 40 - 50 micro-atmospheres carbon dioxide, 40 - 50
micro-atmospheres methane and I to 3 micro-atmospheres-
moistures, at a test temperature of 927°C (1700'F) for three
alloys, 713LC, INIO0 and MA754, indicated no effect of the test
environment on material rupture life for times up to 4000 hours.

One test was conducted for Alloy 713LC, two for INlOO, and
four for MA754. Test times were less than 4000 hours, thus
proof of compatibility for times greater than 10,000 hours
was not obtained.

9.5 RECOMMENDED MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE CCCBS

As a result of the initial effort carried out under this feasibility study and

the results that were derived, the following materials development program is

recommended.

I
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* Complete creep-rupture evaluation of initially selected turbine
materials in simulated CCCBS helium working fluid. This series
of creep-rupture tests was not completed as planned due to the
reduction in scope of the feasibility study. A limited number of
short-term tests were carried out involving two of the five mate-
rials under investigation. While gross degradation in the creep-
rupture behavior of these materials was not observed, longer term
tests of 10,000 hours or more is required to confirm compatibility
with the CCCBS helium working fluid.

* Expand creep-rupture test program to include test temperatures
in the range 815 to 982 0C (1500 to 18000F) to fully characterize
material behavior at "off design" conditions. Stresses at the
turbine blade root are expected to be much higher while tempera-
tures are lower than those expected in the airfoil section of
the blade.

* Expand creep-rupture test program to include newly developed
turbine blade materials in the evaluation process. The MATE
program (Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines) sponsored by
NASA-LRC has identified a number of potential blade materials
with increased creep-rupture strength in the temperature range
of interest for the CCCBS. These materials are currently being
evaluated for use in aviation gas turbine engines. These newly
developed materials offer the same performance advantages to
the CCCBS provided compatibility with the helium working fluid
can be demonstrated.

Investigate the effects of simulated CCCBS helium working fluid
environment on fracture mechanic properties (crack growth rate), and
low and high cycle fatigue behavior of selected turbine materials,
These properties are particularly sensitive to surface conditions,
thus any modification of the surface of structural components as
a result of long-term thermal exposure to a CCCBS working fluid
environment could result in a significant departure from expected
behavior. These potential effects which cannot be inferred from
creep-rupture behavior must be evaluated separately in order to
completely characterize structural material behavior in the CCCBS
operating environment.

Investigate the effects of variations in individual contaminant
levels in simulated CCCBS helium working fluid environment on
corrosion and creep-rupture behavior of selected turbine materials.
During "startup" and "shutdown" operations and at other times
during the life of the CCCBS, it is not inconceivable that the
level of impurity in the helium working fluid may diverge signifi-
cantly from steady state levels. The impact of these "off design"
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conditions on material mechanical property behavior must be
investigated and characterized. This can be best accomplished
by a systematic study of the effect of variations in concentra-
tion of individual and combinations of impurity species on the
corrosion and mechanical behavior of selected candidate structural
materials. A systematic study would provide a fundamental under-
standing of the gas-metal interactions involved and thus permit
materials behavior to be predicted should actual large CCCBS
working fluid composition vary from the anticipated composition.

* Conduct alloy optimization research directed specifically toward
inert gas environment applications. As stated previously, super
alloy development for gas turbine applications has been motivated
by the needs of the aviation and land based gas turbine industry.
The primary concern in these applications is compatibility with
combustion products; i.e., resistance to oxidation and hot corro-
sion. The more benign CCCBS helium working fluid should permit a
trade-off in alloy composition to meet the requirements of the
CCCBS. The alloy optimization study should first look at modifi-
cation of existing alloys systems for use in the CCCBS environment.
However, a full-scale alloy development program beginning with a
fundamentally new alloy base may be required. This requirement
should become evident in the modification study of existing alloys.

S Generation of Design Data

- Once a reference material has been selected for each
CCCBS critical component, based on preliminary evaluations
listed above, a testing program to generate statistical design
data is required. This program can be carried out in conjunc-
tion with the detailed design phase and is intended to provide
material design limitations under normal operating conditions
and under faulted or off design conditions.
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I

APPENDIX A

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
I!

The finite element model global axes assumed in this study are shown in Figure

A-2 and are X (fore and aft), Y (horizontal, perpendicular to X), and Z (verti-

cal). The shaft axes of the pair of turbomachinery are symmetric about the X

axis. The turbomachinery shafts, housing, and outer casings are modeled along

a single axis as pipe and mass elements. Nodes 3 to 12 of Figure A-1 include

the shafts and rotary masses. Nodes 13 to 21 and 34 include the shaft housing

and stationary masses. Nodes 22 to 33 include the outer casing and masses of

the precooler, intercooler, recuperator, and generator. The pair of turbo-

machinery have rigid coupling from the housing to the pedestal. These rigid

elements are along the Y-axis of Figure 4-2. The flexibilities of the six

degrees of freedom for the pedestal are spring constants modeled at the origin

of the XYZ coordinate system shown on Figure A-2. Flow pipes come out of the

turbomachinery housing and connect to the reactor vessel lower head as shown

by nodes 41, 42, 141, and 142. The axes of the pair of turbomachinery are per-

pendicular to the paper at nodes 28 and 128. The six degrees of freedom for

the reactor vessel lower bulkhead are modeled as springs between nodes 42 and

43 and 142 and 143. The reactor vessel, containment, and internals are shown

by the modeling on Figure A-1, where nodes 43 and 54 are all along the Z-axis

of Figure A-2. In Figure A-l, the reactor internals are comprised of nodes 44

to 49; the vessel is nodes 43, 44, 50, 51, and 52; and the reactor containment

is modeled with nodes 53 and 54. This is the basic description of the reference

design. The modified design for which some mode shapes are shown on Figures

A-5, A-6, and A-7 eliminates the pedestal and the reactor and containment. The

modified design is the pair of turbomachinery hanging from its flow pipes con-

nected to the reactor lower head, which is assumed fixed at the flange of the

lower head.

A-1
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The model boundary conditions are:

UX1  UY 1 = UZ 1 = X 1 = WY1 = WZ1 = 0

UX33 UY33 UZ33 A 33 = wY33 = wZ33 0

UX3  = UX21

uY5  UY6  = UY19, UZ5  = UZ = UZ9

UX9  = UX10 , UY9  = UY.o = UY1 5, UZ9  UZ1 o = UZ15

UX1 2  = UX1 3, UY12  = UY1 3 , UZ12  = UZ13

UY1 7  UY2 7 , UZ17  = UZ27

UY18  UY29, UZ18  = UZ29

UY22  UY34, UZ22  = UZ34

Ux52  - UX53, UY22  UY53

UX 54  =UY 54  UZ = X54  = WY54  = WZ54 0

where UAb and wAb denote displacement and rotation in the A direction for node

b, respectively.

The values of the material properties at temperature are taken from Reference (1).
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Figure A-1. Schematic of the Finite Element Model
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TABLE B-i

Calculate blade width for Zweifel coefficient of .8 for airfoil sections developed

by Westinghouse Gas Turbine Division computer.

Pitch Inlet Outlet Sin 2 b/tz 2.5 Sin 2 2
(t)2 A
2R Angle Angle Cot Cot (Cot l + Cot A

Radiu 113 16 (Co 2)4Co Width2 1 2 2 Z 8 (b)

8.4435 0.469 70.46 29.13 0.3549 1.7944 0.237 1.27346 0.5973

8.2827 0.461 66.43 30.14 0.4363 1.7223 0.252 1.36 0.627

8.1219 0.452 63.09 30.87 0.5075 1.6729 0.263 1.4336 0.648

7.9611 0.4427 60.31 31.34 0.57 1.642 0.271 1.499 0.663

7.8003 0.4337 57.96 31.63 0.627 1.624 0.275 1.548 0.671

7.6395 0.4248 55.96 31.76 0.676 1.615 0.277 1.587 0.674

7.4787 0.4158 54.24 31.77 0.720 1.614 0.277 1.616 0.672

7.3179 0.4069 52.76 31.64 0.760 1.623 0.275 1.638 0.667

7.1571 0.398 51.46 31.4 0.8 1,638 0.271 1.652 0.657

6.9963 0.389 50.33 31.11 0.829 1,657 0.267 1.659 0.6d6

6.8355 0.38 49.32 30.79 0.860 1.678 0.262 1.662 0.632
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TABLE B-2

CENTRIFUGAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR MODIFIED WIDTH PROFILE (DOTTED LINE)I
I

Assume airfoil shapes are scaled from computed sections of TNR 233 and that section
area is adjusted in proportion to width squared.

18852 Assume p = 0.305 18,000 RPM = 1885 rads/sec

2 -9196

AREA WIDTH ADJUSTED ADJUSTED Centrifugal force (ibY Centr. Cent,.
FROM FROM WIDTH AREA area x R x .305 Stress Stress

%AjIUS TNR 233 TNR 233 (DOTTED LINE) AREA AR XR x 9186 Ysi) (psi)
at h

AIRFOIL dens, ty

8.4435 0.0320 0.51 0.51 0.0320 0.03455 0.1608 8.3631 I 1 .28,3, 5
8.2827 0.0385 0.55 0.54 0.0371 0.031630 130 3,504 3,216
8.1219 0.0456 0.60 0.57 0.0412 003915 0.1608 8.2023 145 275 6,675 6,128
7.9611 0.0532 0.65 0.605 0.0461 004365 0.1608 8.0415 158 433 9,393 8,623
7.8003 0.0615 0.7 0.64 0.0514 004875 0.1608 7.8807 173 606 11,790 10,824

7.6395 0.0704 0.74 0.67 0.0577 0.05455 0.1608 7.7199 190 796 13:795 12,664
7.4787 0.0798 0.79 0.72 0.0663 0062 0.1608 7.5591 211 1007 15,189 13,944
7.3179 0.0899 0.84 0.776 0.0767 00715 0.1608 7.3983 239 1246 16,245 14,9127.1571 0.1005 0.89 0.84 0.0895 0.0831 0.1*608 7.2375 271 1517 16,950 15,5606.9963 0.11180 0.9 0.90 0.1061 0.0978 0.1608 7.0767 312 1829 17,238 15,8256.8355 0.1236 0.98 0.98 0.1236 0.1148 0.1608 6.9159 358 2187 17,694 16,243

PLATFORM

6.8355 0.3797 0.3761 0.1305 6.7702 932
6.705 0.3725 3119 8,373 7,687

EXTENDEL ROOT

6.705 0.128 24,367 22,370
6.350 0.128 Measured 0.128 0.355 6.5275 832 3951 30,867 28,337

AVG. CENT. AT OUTER FILLET IN BLADE ROOT (UNFACTOREO)

0.12 (if 0.15 x .8 dimensions 3951 32,925 30.226
of P.4-81 of TNR 233 are
retained)

/ 2 x I x 6.110
DISC RIM / T..-. x 0.8

6.380 0.272 x x x 6.2d5 0.278 0.270 6.245 1315 5266 19,360 17,7736.110 -- ITT- -I.-", ... ..

AVG RADIAL STRESS AT RIM 6.11 R x 0.8 T

AVG CENt. AT INNER FILLET IN DISC (UNFACTORED)

AREA 0.8 x 0.2 SCALING MOO!FIED 0.160 5266 32,912 30,215
SKETCH P.4-[i TNR 233
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ITABLE C-I

STAGE DATA - 12 STAGE

i HUB MEAN TIP

- radius - in 11.50 13.20 14.90

n - rpm 6000.

u - fps 602.1 691.2 780.2

I H - Btu/pm 31.723 31.723 31.723

H/(u 2 2 gj) 4.382 3.325 2.610

Ve = gjH/u - fps 1319.0 1149.2 1018.0

~W3 2 _-W2 2

W32- W22 072 .261 .389

W32-W22 +V22  .7I
w - pm/S 124.

Tt, inlet - OR 1463.1 1463.1 1463.1

pt, inlet - psia 501.86 501.86 501.86

pt, exit - psia 478.0 478.0 478.0

T rotor blade -OF 986. 988. 990,

i
I
I

I

II
I



TABLE C-2

BLADING DATA - 12 STATOR VANE

HUB MEAN TIP

- radius 11.50 13.20 14.90

a , - flow angles -24.82, 67.13 -22.04, 64.16 -19.79, 61.34

W - axial width .706 .810 .914

s - pitch .623 .7150 .8071

n - no. vanes 116.

- zweifel coefficient .755 .828 .889

inlet blade angle -24.6 -22.3 -20.2

arc cos o/s - blade angle .2271 .2974 .3720

T - trailing edge thickness .015 .015 .015

T/O - blockage .068 .052 .040

UCT - uncovered turning 10.3 - 12.8

Bow .19 - .24

A - cross-sectional area .0973 .1110 .1246

NOTE - All blading dimensions In inches and deg.
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IRSTAT HELIUM TURBINE- WEDN.ESDAY 03 76
0 PCTOPENING PCI,wIDTM T'RL)AT 3UNFACE RADIUS a 14.900VAO 

I4, 
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HOLE 
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v 
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Figure C-5.
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i RADIUS= 12.3500

o INLET ANGLE= 66.58
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-~12STRT HELIUM TURBINE- WEDNESORT 03 78
RRDIUS= 13.2000
INLET RNGLE= 67.73
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INLET RNGLE= 69.80
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Figure C-10.
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TABLE C-3

BLADTNG DATA - 12 ROTOR BLADE

HUB MEAN TIP

R - radius 11.50 13.20 14.90

i 2, - flow angles 49.99, -54.30 35.44, -56.98 16.80, -59.41

W - axial width 1.005 .9104 .8025

S - pitch .5161 .5924 .6687

n - no. blades 140.

zweifel coefficient .903 .870 .860

- blade inlet angle 47.8 41.7 19.6

arc cos o/s - blade angle -56.24 -58.47 -60.70

0 - throat .2868 .3098 .3273

T - trailing edge thickness .015 .015 .015

T/O - blockage .052 .055 .046

UCT - uncovered turning 17.1 17.9 9°2

Bow .42 .48 035

A - cross-sectional area .1532 .1264 .0860

NOTE - All blading dimensions in inches and deg.

_- __ _ ___ ___C -11.71A
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V00 .0145 Y 017 MIN8 .07 3 010M 00 '007000501
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DATES OS/0117

MONDAY MAY Ol 76

Y PCT.OPENING PCT.wIDTm THROAT SURFACE RAOU8 a 
1
4,

9 0 0

FRO4 ToE, LENGTN t4OLE 9 MULE Y P40LE 0

-,4R43 *,Ooi2 09548 0,0000 1,1605 0,0000 090000 0.0000
.3394 -,266 6960 .1057 .9ba2 0.0000 0,0000 o0.U00
6.2546 -. 1387 8564 .2115 ?936 0,0000 0.0000 OOu0
0.1697 *,0218 *56g ,17a ,6486 0,0000 0,0000 0,0ou0
.,089 ,0678 B0b5 46230 .525 0,0000 0,0000 O,OUUO
'0000 '1309 ,7919 .5287 .19m 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
*0?50 '154 '7880 .6210 .3361 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
.151 '1797 ,7963 ,7?72 ,2589 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
.220 .1738 6201 6115 .1826 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
,3025 '1473 631 .9057 .1026 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
'3761 '0996 9203 1,0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 OV000
-,4243 -,6923 0,0000 1,0092 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
o.3394 *.3525 .3569 o694 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
.,2S6 -.,2334 ,3940 ,7460 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000

..19? -. 1362 43A1 '6189 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000

..069 -. 0010 ,oe98 o505 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000
'0000 -. 0083 '09.2 '4055 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
'0756 ,0217 25174 *3233 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
.1513 DO439 ,5322 .2so 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000
.2269 ,0535 ,5d4 .1667 0,0000 019000 0,0000
,3025 *055S ,555 ,0930 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
'5762 ,0516 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 o00000 0,0000

CIRCLE PARAMETERS R L X L Y L' R P X R y R
6TA L 2b,9290 .0076 -. 46? w,4657 '0301 '3479 ,O846

9EYA R 70,436b X GAGING *,1609 Y GAGING -. 0112
;AGING .327206 PITCH .6710 0P '469429 SIN-1 0/P 29.3030

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES TANoANG .407579 STAGGER 34,20295i
AREA '096016 M X -,000004 M y -. 000001 I X ,003462
I Y ,001790 1 kY '0021s? 1 MIN ,000306 I MAX .00425
I. V 2282.9168?1 F x 1167,025553 F Xv 1030,S79401 A4PMA 30,520973
A0R I X .003442 BAR I v .001790 BAR I XY ,002157 MAX THICK .13649
C MIN LE -. 157799 C MAX LE .33509 C MIN YE o.151536 C MAX TE -. 606001
I MIN LE -. 001940 1 MAX LE .010721 Z MIN It -,001993 Z MAX TE -. 006t2b

C MIN 8 083377 C MAX 6 ,150625 1 MIN a '003671 Z MAX S ,0261
SAR a -.000403 BAR C -. 000567 OAR 0 '000715 CHURD .9757%4
SAW 1 -,000047 BAR Y .000010 ,000272 OWN7 ,80da86

Figure C-17.
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Figure C-19.
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Figure C-20.
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RRDIUS= 14.0500
INLET ANGLE= 6.36

-~OUTLET ANGLE= 30.56
NO.OF BLROES= 140.
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Figure C-21.
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Figure C-22.
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TABLE C-4

MECHANICAL DATA

HELIUM TURBINE W251X
12 ROT BLADE 4 ROT BLADE

Rhub - in. 11.5 17.65

Rtip - in. 14.9 32.92

blade height - in. 3.4 15.27

- rpm 6000. 5778.

uhub - fps 602.1 890.

utip - fps 780.2 1660.

Aannular - f2 1.958 16.85

N2 A * 10- 6  70.5 562.
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APPENDIX D

9000 RPM TURBINE
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j l/r=0 - 46-796, 4.770
r -. 724

71400 Shp

H -71400./lu4 Pvn/14 l4-148Ehpi(BtujsEc)u. 406.97 BTU/PIfl

Hs~a vg -50.872 BTU/P-m

FLOW PATH - 8c-tc~s- 9000 rPrn
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Figure D-1.
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LIST 100-1ln

0 0l rn R E A D C , v r, 1 , E; 2P : F I ,
Oil" 0ATIAn. 3 7 1 , 1 '4.325,1'4,.,4QI 0OIp READ TlLIt .rI T2.L2rC2TI.L3.C.,S, , FR
0O13p nATA .1 fI.1.134&.32.6 ,.O0,.0.21,2A.,.0,.72,1.fl92Ny5."7,

11njl n CATO 1. nl1,20c, ",.p q

L RI 27-MAQ-?F 13:?s

TEYT 110p.0?5..050

AREA a ARFA M AREA T on~ll DATA .Ol)4367.5,l27.Q#18Onn..9,,.090.UQ

.1*3.f'. 7.07Q2IE-2 1.Q1574E-2 * RM

CTCMA CF FQFn HARMONIC ALt MAO tRl! P7-MAP-7 13:2A

10-(.p 4T. 8.32907 2.0765?

FORpCF T FORC P STMA VIR STGMA TOT AREA R AREA M AREA T

?8Q.1A2 29,QDR 11784. 3 I I1.3 .13Q6R 7.7921E-2 1.Q974-2

ACT MAG LR'I AR MEAN STOMA CF FRED HARMONIC ALL MA
2.Rqn7 Q'00-;4 1.7D)71 1Q376.Q 2363.7 7.R87O 7.P196

3 1 .(1,; q7? T, FOCE T FORCE P SIGMA VIP SIGMA TOT
2q.918R2 25,008 117F14.4 31161.3

C/P INTTS 9i
TEYT 110#0.0.025 ACT MAG LRU AR MEAN

00110 DATA .094367.9P127.9,1800l,14.325,14,.025.4L 2.RQA7 °8075qS 1.70971

p H CHORD MEAN' rORD TIP CHORD HO.PLADF

LAU 27 MAR-7A 13:27 1.1-4 1.0 .072 4q

C/P 11NIT 4
1 *BYE

AREA R AREA M AREA T CP UNITS: 27.0

.139068 7.P7921E-2 1.0I9,7'4F? CON'FCT TIME: 0o:09

SIGMA CF FRED HARMONIC ALL MAG
19376.Q 2429.23 R.na743 3,0"5

FORCE T FORCE P SIGMA VIR SIGMA TOT

2q.tPIP2 25.906 11-R4.4 71'61.? 7, \~~

ACT MAr LRI AR MEAN

" CHORD MEAN CHORD TIP CHORD NO. LADES
S1.134 1.05 ,0o1, 4Q

C/P UNITS 4

*

I
Figure E-3.
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11" R. P97tRIT STAR FINAL C4RO$

P0CGa&
M 

m"a1ST * LN £gU OVN IC ANALYSIS FOR tCCBS 6PC FIRST STAGE FINAL C0O#08

~A

'Q OF 00 1'I0u? DtA

*AXjWjm 4U W0 f ITEATIOms mO

INDCATOR FL 82V[N$O&R 64YER C44CJLATION a a
!%wZCATP FOR STREAMLINE CmU*ACrf*IL8CS a 0

ICu S[R0YOF 001.0 TO SI O'ViJtO I ,|

%Pm 6Ca:O ;00 11PUT3 9CMU a I

INDIC% R UIJOT a 0*RISS.JSR FTO OUPU~T a 00

ER 4~T ~NCONV I ED a ,ooo

970VAW4L?1. ADJUISTMEN4T PACTUR .1000
ACCELERATION DUE TO ORAVIrf 31.1760
JOUJLE$ IDIJZALII.? 776.1100;AS CONSTAIT a 356,0000
rLE ANCE FOR ITERATIVE SOLIJ11O .0oo

4tI
M
&?1C VISCOSITY OF GAS a OO000000

LI t DIMENSION SC44LN ACTOR 1 11,0000

cpa 0,
001 0 1,0000

C , 0 ,0000
CPS O

cps a o
eta a oSoooo

POINTS TO BE COMPUTED
POINT 40, SPIED FACTOR FLO" RATI ac. FLOW 0 RATIO tI FACTOR LUS3 FACTOR

I 18000.0000 ia7*o,00 0,00000 00.0000 1.0000 1,5000

Figure E-4.
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ANNUJLUS GEOMEtTRY SP9CIPIC61ION

STATION AaIAL COORDINATE "Us CASING STATION COOL I AG C 04)1LP4G

NUMBSER ON CINTENLINE RADIUS RADIUS ANGLE FLOW ILNP

1 10.00000 7.16300 8,9%400 0,0000 0,0000 0,000
211,00000 7,16300 8.95400 0,0000 0.0000 Q000ilS11,06000 Y 716300 5105800 0,0000 0,0000 0,000

4 13.0as00 7,14300 6,93000 0,0000 0,0000 0,000
S 13,1000 7,16300 5,91800 0,0000 0,0000 0,000

6 o,o7soo 1.16300 6,9SQ00 0,0000 0,0000 0,000
7 i5,00000 Y,,JajO 8,91000 0,0000 0,0000 0,000

STATION T04ER14ODYNA-41C DATA

STATION I 'OATAv I NYERPEO NMACNUO

RAIS SLOCAS(0.O0tJO

RAISTOTAJ TOTAL NIL
TEMPERATURE PRESDUlt ANGLC

6,0154) S60,000 146000 0,00

I ST ATIOf. I FOLLOOS A BLADE PLRFORRING TYlUS
Nw.091 NLOSSSI NDAIAP 3 NIERP6O NPUCMvO NMACMD0 NWREFP 0 NREUB I

BLOCKADER .0100 SPIED9 0.0 NDRK DONE FACTOR91,0000 STAY LIJIS MLYLII,00

REY FACT MJLR1,0000

RADIUS 07004K DIL0BS BLOCK.AGE Loss mULT GEC LUSS

7,1630 506.000 0.00000 0.0000 1,0000 0.0000
S00S0 809.600 0,00000 0,0000 1,0000 0,0000
11,9sm0 404,700 0,00000 0,0000 1,0000 0,0000

STATIO14 3 PaLLOINS A SLADELESS INTERVAL
BLOCKA;Em. 0110

STATION a POLLOPS A SLADE DESCRIBED By T'4E FOLLOOING
NOAIAp 3 NTIR091 NPUNCkel NMACAISO NLREVP1u I ARCSO
ZANOUO JFOROPO IPTOANDO 10EV.! NPLADEW 89 IbLa'
SLOCKAGE6 .0ZO0 SPEED. 1.0 ODRA DONE PAC OR21,0000
TLOSSEI.0000 5NAPE 1,000 DEAls 090000

RADIUS CASBER STAMPE SOLIDITY T/C AIC NJ ANGLE 02 ANGLE LOG,
0
ULT &00,Dtv%.

1330 32130 25.350 I.2350 ,1600 ,1000 0,000 0,000 1,0000 0,000t)

:,0oo a3.250 3:,690 1.10 '9o 10 :00 000 1,0000 0.000D

8.slo t700 667 Gao 030 500 0,000 0,000 1,0000 0,0000

SLOCKAGIF ,0RSO

STATION 6 POLLONS A BLADE DESCRIBED BY INE FULLONING
NOAY&6 3 NTERPSI NPUNCMPt WMACIIP0 N6REPI I TORC61
IANOUO 1?04.4.0 IPTRAN*O lOEVOl NALADEO AS8 IlLS'
SLOCKAG(P .0)00 *PlEDX 0,0 "OAK DONE PACIOR111,0000

YLOBSSI,OOO SHAPER. 1.000 0000. 0.0000

RADIUS CAPSEN STAGGER SOLI4DITY T/C A/C NJ ANGLE MR ANGOLE LOS,MULI A00.0tVN-

Y,1030 23.s00 41,00 I.Ibo .1000 ,5000 0,000 00000 1,0000 0.0000

5,0se0 13.s00 17.750 1,0170 '1000 1S000 0.000 0,000 1,0000 0,000.

5,0100 23,400 )***to .9310 12000 95000 0,000 0,000 1,0000 0,0000

STATION 7 FOLLOW$ A BLAMEES INTERVAL
SLOCKADEa. 0300

STATION 7 DEFINES A DIFFUSER INLET
DIFFUSER lffkICIENtY 0.0000

I to las 0 a 127,90000

2 I3 12 0 a 117,90000

3 1 1 27,00000

al 42 127,00000

1 0 0 1 127,90000

B0 0 0 2 117,90000



PRINTOUT Of RSULTS Fop POINT I

ITERATION 7

TATIlON 0 CP0.242000 GAMMAoO,6603 G6A83RSA.O000 FLU*@ 117.9000

PLOw DESCRIPTION

ITS' ADI US *...VELOCITIES.... .PRE[ ES. TENPERATURES MACM wANGLEI... NAIUS RMO.VM A01A
L3I MERED TANGEN TOTAL TOTAL STATIC TOTAL STATIC No, OWI L IT7'LN Of CURV LENGT

0 7.1630 68S.4 0.0 655,4 4S4.00 43582 560.0 S5S2, .2028 0.00 '51 0,0 203,09S 10.000

2 1.381? 68S.0 0.0 85,0 09,00 436.92 80.00 512.0 .2026 0.00 .RO 0.0 203.098 10,000
3 ?,7439 68S. 0.0 b8s6 45000 3g8.s 660,0 SS. .1026 0.00 isO 0'0 a03,101 1O.OrO

a .1081 6S.4 0'0 68860 8S0OO 38.92 60,0 S52.4 .2028 0.00 -o0 0,0 203.102 00,000
15,0 8 545 6 .8 0,0 688S, 050,00 835.52 680,0 613. ,2018 0,00 *,20 0.0 ao).10 10,iJCo'
6 i.7913 665.Q 0'0 885'a G54,00 435,52 680.0 552,4' 2028 0,00 -,0) 0.0 203,097 10.00U

7 5.9S90 685. 0.0 68S'o 06oO0 438,83 6o0,0 652." 2028 0OO0 -,51 0,0 203.094 0O.OU0

STATION R CPIt.282000 GAMNAmIl,6S03 GASRIS4 b0000 FLOW* 127,5999

FLOW DESCRIPTION

STRO RADIUS ... VELOCITIES...* -PRESSURE$- TEMPERATURES MAC" t.ANGL6S... RADIUS Rmu-U- AXIAL

LINE MERID TANGEN TOTAL TOTAL STATIC TOTAL 8TATIC NO, 04IRL 8TRNLN Of CURV LENG1

1 7.0720 700.2 606,0 83,S 454,00 030.05 $60,0 188.0 .3b185886,2 .38 .223.0 208,988 11,000
2 7,38? 69913 492S 8M,3 456,00 830,O S60,0 S06, 1S4O 3.b .30 -303.1 200.860 11.000

3 ,7073 685, 48.3 Ob1,1 04000 431,28 060.0 $08.6 .2497 33.83 Is5 .802.6 208.900 11,00v
0 5.1080 696,0 04.0 682.9 46.00 431.8? 960.0 S48.9 .2462 32.61 -01 .10935.8 205.01 11.000
S .,$531 898.9 028.8 520.0 4114,00 3Z.37 960.0 S09,2 .2033 31,53 -. 16 878.8 205.275 11.000
8 8,702 899,a all.? 5l0., 858.00 032,78 $60.0 609,0 '2409 30,50 31 300,6 aySSul 11.000
I 8,90S0 700.0 001,1 808,8 0SQ,00 032.9 60.0 9.6 .2399 30,06 -.38 2231, 205,T51 11,00

PRFORMANCE Or MACNE

STR .... INLET TMROGN TATION ....... ........ STATION TO STATIO........ ....... BLADE LOADINGS-...

LINE PRESSURE DELTA T EFFICIENCIES PRtS~wt8 DELTA T EFFICIENCIES AVERAGE AXIAL I.,E'
ATIO ON 1 21N POLY RATIO ON 7 ISEN POLY RADIUS

1 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 7,2663S -361,81 1003,

2 ,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 00000 0,0000 0,0000 75s582 -306,09 10C.,
3 00000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 1,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 7.92 8 -332,16 I0.34,

1.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 5,2810 .317,71 1003,8

6 1,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 1,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 8.b132 -30$,32 1O00"t

* 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 1.0000 0,0000 0,0000 000000 I,88885 .296,5s t00o.t

1 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,00000 0,00 O'(

1,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 1,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 INTEGRATED VALUE&

INTEGRATED TOTAL TEMPS AT SLADE INLET

ABSOLUTE * 560.00 RELATIVE a 60,00

PERFOR ANCE OF $LADING

5T79 RADIUS RELATIVE AN;L RELATIVE MAC0 RELATIVE VELOCITY OMEGA INLET REL TOTAL Ul STAT PRES S0P:

LINE OUTLET INLET OUTLET NO, IN OUT INLET OUTLET INLET PRESSURE TEMP. RISE COEF

1 7,0709O 0.000 35.622 .2025 ,2S6S W8,37 83,114 0.0000 058.00 S60.0 0.0 -PST$ Slt

2 7.36871 0.000 31.16 1018 194600 685.38 85S.? 0.0000 49U.00 S60.0 0,0 *.166 ,30.

3 7.70732 0,000 33,829 '2025 2 '9? 685,39 580,02 0.0000 505,00 S60.0 0,0 .. ou 019

0 5,10805 0.000 32.05 'Oz .?Ube 886,39 829.S 0.0000 018O0 S60.0 0.0 -. 458 *oU

S 6,86309 0,000 30,s61 '2088 '8031 8S,39 819.99 0,0000 060,00 S80, 0,0 *-82 .. 0i

6 8,40$ 0,000 30,960 .028 '2409 661.38 612.1) 0.0000 04.00 50,0 Oo -. O39 0. 0t
I $,$#S0S 0,000 30,081 'E028 '2399 881,38 808.78 0.0000 454,00 S60,0 0,0 *,307 V.13

FiqureE-.
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576730 3 c:pmo.2otooo GAMNAI,8801 66563568,0000 PLO"@ 117,8999

FLOW DECRIPTION

SYR" RADIUS ... VELOCITIES.... *pmguuuais. TEMPERATURES MAC" .A'Eist ... RAD3IUS ANO0.96 AXIAL
LINE M1010 1ANIE TOTAL TOTAL $TATIC TOTAL STATIC No, OIRL ITRMLN OP CURV LI6OTM

1 7,164 702.6 105.1 585,2 656,00 6119b 560.0 546.0 .3570 35.12 IS5 .9271.8 205,806 12.000
a 7.3726 702.0 491,1 657,4 656.00 630.38 180.0 166. 8158? 31.06, .83 1667.. 105661 12.000
3 7,7492 102,6 68.466, 6 56,00 431.10 180,0 So6.5 .8508 33,6 .13 973.2 205,925 Ii'00v

* 661060 703.0 487,0 633.0 046,00 631.89 580,0 SUS*S .207) 32,65 .03 739.9 206,188 12,000
S 6.6111 703.3 410,9 633,0 454,00 633,16 680,0 3690 .2605 31.3. .,04 6to,? 20670~ 12.000
6 5,7605 703.3 612.9 615'686,00 632,80 580,0 We9s 14480 3cost '.21 )251,6 106,830 12,000
7 *9980 T03.S 40S,3:oo;:q 414,80 432,70:580,0: , Sea,# 6ac 19,95 0025 9871,6 106,73$ 12,000

STREAMLI I

$1@ 41.783 CAMS 38,606 &Ice.30 $$coo INS AC 5001C$ *.349 "too .278@ IMPS 0,000 ORFm 9.59 LUVAs *I
DID 0,010 Mice .731 0N6 U0.00 DEVO 6.77 0 0 .360 6665 .0330 NMRB 0,000 WTPI 0,000 leNm .315 P a V433
Cle.11.777 S1 0 16.830 DP 1 .396 OP a .399 C149-11.410 56 8 10,560 CMOS 1,133 MIVO 2.07*006

D 43,SOS CAN 30S LiCN ,s5OO INC6 -,Ol MIRP 2874u jRFO 0.000 ORFs 9,31 DVAR

STREAMLINE

8t 6868 M 2,3 C/Set.0619 T/cs .1173 A/Cm .5000 16CS .027 Mies .3069 IMFO 0,000 OMPs 6,59 0665 .1
DID .002 Mice .793 ON a 0.00 OEWa 8.70 D a ,383 DNAS. .0312 0AMRe 0.000 NT09 0.000 lENs ,307 0 a O03.

Cle'10.430 S1 S 11.436 OP 8 .401 OP a .393 CM6u10,90 a 9,303 COs 1.075 MRE 2,151.08

S TMEAMLINE 6

$to 69,67 CAMS 22,619 C/618p,067 7Cs .091 A/C$ @5000 INC$ 9.226 Mies 3121 IMPO 0.000 cre 7'75 OVAN I1
DDm -.016 Mice .800 O6 a 0,00 DCve 7,66 a a .373 OMNm ,0307 .6Mm 0.000 hTPO 0.000 lmk* @897 m p Q030
eta 00,067 aI m 10.320 O a .396 OP 5 .330 cmesiII,7o IN a 6.560 CMOS 1,065 METS 2,211.00

SYMEAMLINC S

Big 52,026 Came 30.578 t/oss.337C 08 A/CS .5000 INCV; 0.071 MiMs .338 MNFO 0000 ORPW 7,30 OVAP SC
DI. 0.007 Mice .603 DO a 0,00 01Cm 7.23 0 a .386 MMm .0299 56Mp 0,000 "TOO 0,000 0Chm .29S a * 01
CO "*68 61 8 3,886 OP 0 308 OP S .372 C-P.11990 50 1 7,756 CMOn 1,01a METE 2,251.08

STREAMLINE 6

$to 56,116 CAMS 16.338 Ciao6757/m,02 A/C$ ,5000 16Cm *.163 MIMS .3506 IMPS 0,000 OMFP 851 OvAm i2
Ole 66020 Mica .806 O a 0.00 DIV@ 8,80 D a .357 66ms 0029S "was 0,000 "755 0.000 I'ks ,886 . S .029
C18 .8.735 It 8 7,203 OP 8 .379 OP 9 .361 CM.02.147 SM P 7,120 CMOS .958 MEYS 301.0906

STREAMLINE ?

Its 155,130 CAN* 07,266 C/8695 A/C .01 /Cm *5000 INCm e,280 OMS .362S IMPS 0.000 DOPP 6.18 0665 ,l
to. 0.037 Mice 0810 DO a 0,00 DIV@ 6.30 0 ..351 ON5 ,029S WNMm 0.000 O7PO 0.000 leNs .883 a a Ol2Q

Colo '8,077 SI 6 8,567 DO .575 OP a ,355 CM012,191 IN S 86650 CRM .074 MEVS a,321.08

STATION 6 CPStolo2000 WBAvMAo,8503 GAS06308,0000 FLOWN 127,9050

S7MM RADIUS ...'61LDC17116.." -PRESSURE$- TEMOERATURES MACH.. ANGL1S... RADIUS6 RM60.C AXIAL
LINE MERID 7*6916 TOTAL TOTAL STATIC TOTAL STATIC N0, "WIRL STNKL6 OP CUMYLI6T

71309 69'3 668 1126. 8161060,9 573,9 555.8 .1324 S1620 'To 60,3 208665 03,02b
1 7,3769 892.6 670,8 1112,3 652,17 441,42 576,1 556,2 13286 51,51 06 66,3 205.709 13,01'

3 ?,7S22 69468 631,6 1063,5 6862.381663 576.2 555,6 '3197 50,03 212 325.0 808,09S 13,025
6 6,00946892.3 791,4 1052,2 662,07 665,51 574,a 558.6 .3102 66,6 goo 0063,3 306803 13,015
5 68503 607,0 789,5 1036,1 652.79 067,06 576'5 557,2 .3059 67.03 '.00 -3866. 101654 03.002
8 6,7770 895,8 763,6 1016,6 461,07 66) 570,7 553,0 .2990 6.,92 *.66 *74.4 208639 13,0t5

7 59386 62.5 730,5 10008.8 662,91 666,36 576,7 556,6 .1962 46.53 *.70 .60,2 207,903 03,01S

Figure E-7.
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3 TAN ;;:IN6E? T4ROJGM ST;TIO........ *.....TATION TO STATION .... .... BLADE LOAIN 0B..
LINE t RSSRE 0 LT T I FFICIE~CE PRSSURE 02LIA I EFFICIENCIES AVERAGE AXIAL TNL

RATIO ON I ISEN POLV RATIO ON T 1SEN POLY RADI4US

1 I.0613 .0209 .9666 00661 180613 '0140 '9666 .9668 7,?1667 4S9,741 ?TO'S
2 .0620 O0ise .9617 44661 1,0630 '0152 .9bS7 .96bl 7,S&Zb9 S)9,63 763.6
3 1,062 .01541 '9631 9636 1,06t5 '0154 '0611 .9636 7.929&9 656.95 7660.

a 1.0616 '0253 qsq95 *9600 180616 .0213 .9195 .9b00 5.27964 719.71 797.0f
s 1,063a .0260 .9177 v9163 1.0636 .0?60 O9S77 ,9162 6,61071 8261.61 633,7

6 1,065(t .0262 'O109 '9110 1,0636 '012 q9509 *9sSAI 08665 666.5) 61b,b
7 1.0637 '0262 .9130 09136 1,0637 .0161 .q1so .9536 0.00000 0.00 0.0

1,0627 '0356 '9601 *9606 160617 S0216 '9603 .9606 INTEGRATED VALVES

INTEGRATED TOTAL ItEPS AT BLADE INL.ET
ABSOLUTE 9 560,00 RELATIVE a 167,76

PERFORMANCE OF BLADING

C SYR" RADIUS RELATIVE ALE RLIV MANRAT VE v0~CITY OMEGA INLET 01L TOTAL WE $TAT PRE5 ALOPf
L.INE OUTLET INLET OUTLET No, IN OUT INLET OUTLET INLET PRESSURE Temp. RISE COE$

1 7.18091 -01.130 .39.110 .2768 .2157 926,30 729,64 '0312 416,52 S1'1 1128,9 .361 2
2 7.37690 .03.483 o22.599 .1870 '2215 967.16 769.90 .0304 060,59 163,2 its&,$ .366 'jl'
3 7.7S121 *46.84 929.06? .5069 02$46 1026.67 796.71 00300 461.2 Us0,s tZ17,7 .30 .171
0 5,10937 -49.611 *14.615 '3221 ?4866 1065,06 603.39 .0302 669,94 S67,6 1273.0 .361 .07f,
S 6,65030 -51.953 *30.677 ,3366 .2630 1.100 692.77 .0302 674,62 170,0 1327.6 .153 .o.u
6 6,77699 .53,951 -02.384 ,3$46 .2772 1196.19 903.71 .0306 679.33 572,3 1170.Y .363 ..1

9
t

7 8.93609 .50,149 .66.166 w5s3 '2041 1181,88 961.79 .0309 661.71 51,0 1601,7 '319 -.2%

STATION S CPS.1430000 GArnAI,bbS03 G65RG386,0000 FLOWN 127,0931

FLOW DESCRIPTION

L74E ME I TiNOEN TOTAL TOTAL STATIC TOTAL STATIC NO, WHIRL STRMLN OF jURV EjT

1TRM RA 69I.S * 88.1 129.TIES1..1 439RE 2 57E.9 S53.4AURE .33C0 S.8ANB 6S.. RADIUS 87.066 AXIA

0 ,08633 714IS, 46,07 44, 70S7,2 S56.3 15104 08,81 ,16 139.9 107,112 13.25J
S6,49 99.6 769,5 1000,0 062,79 007,02 574,5 557,1 '3066 67,73 ..0B 142.S 209.41B 13,2sQ

6 9,74702,6 704,1 1023,6 062.07 408.29 S74,7 557,6 ,3014 *bob$ .,44 b1,9 210,71A 13.Zb0
7 3,9316 700.3 730,9 I011,0 462,91 006.81 174,7 558.3 '2988 06,06 ..73 36.3 211,299 13,250

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS P0P BLADE ROO 8ETOEEN STATIONS 5 AND 6 STATOR I

STREAMLINE 1

s1n 52,755 CAMS 234510 1/30110 TCS ,1*:;00 AiCm ,1Q0O INC* *,937 0414a .3360 IRF* 0.000 ORTU 7.17 L)vAS
DI. -.,S? PICO .811 Do a 0.00 DEV. 6,03 D a '189 OWNS .0361 "Mae 0,000 WTP. 0,000 166' ,326 0 a .03-
CIe .9.333 0I u 10.352 00 a 4346 Of a .390 CmeatOS666 SO 1 0,705 CR0. 1,094 REVS 2,1E+6

STREAMLINE 2

SIN 52,036 CAM. 23,S0PD 5,32 /. 10 A/Cm ,SOO0 INCD V,706 MIRS 39 IR~i 0 000 DXV. 7,79 0w.. ,
0I' *.042 mice .608 04 1 0,00 DEV. 7o96 0 1 .)as mMN9 80309 anm*: 

8
!:o03 "T: 0,000 Ip-p. 311; W a .

Cie -. 311 61 m 10,6 OP m .420 OF v .383 CMSntl.08I Sm a $,S09 CR0. 1,090 RET. 2,591.06

STREAMLINE 3

sin 50,616 CAN* 23,517 Chl0? /u,00A/C@ .1000 lIS O.S66 Mies .3199 IRV* 0,600 061. 7.06 L)VAS
Ole -. 037 mic6 .504 ON a 0.00 DEV. 7.02 0 a .379 0MNe O03?6 OMAN 0.000 MPRP 0,000 Imhp ,301 a CJ
Cie .9.443 3I a 10,661 DO a .400 OF p #371 CM..11,3m7 3M m 9,356 CR0. 1,090 PETS 2,33E.06

- Figure E-8.
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Ban 69.)64 cameU 83,620 Cl6,2,0501 Tics .2000 A/Ce $%COO INCO *.550 "IRS g3200 IPF* 09000 DM0. 7,92 UA .1!
0. *039 Mice .800 Om v 0,00 DEVe 6,00 3 S .374 MMN9 ,0310 ^M"0 0,000 NTPO 0.000 1^401.52 51& 3 1066 OOil6 FS 32C.)2.0 MS66l R.200 ES3 10

ITREAMLINE 

5

Its 46276 CAM* 23,602 Cish .9666 T/C. .000 £/#e ,5000 INC* -. 5 *NIM .30164 19 0,000 DRFw 8,01 OvAg 0O1

042 O Mice 79O6 O P 0,00 DEVN 802 0 .369 OMNS 80a93 aMRv 0.000 NTPI 0,000 1NN Seib 0 P oayl

.:8 It,5 a 811 0114 DOP 0 566 OF 9 o560 Cho-11.619 Sm i1 O.S6 CQDR 1.096 REYN 2.249#06 i

STREAMLINE

6. 47.23S C&w 2A,09 0 C/S. .lies T2C3 ,0000 ACSC & 9000 INC$ e.601 s RIM S401 IRO 0,00 Dol 6,11 OVA$ 9O'

D: 0 9O MIC0 .73 DO a 0.00 DV¥ 6.10 0 . .365 b MNS .0282 aMRs 0,000 NTPO 0000 I-N .267 * ,026
cIU .;,622 61 8 811*S OP 8 .362 OF u ,a . C$M 006 I 5 6301 CR0 1 .09 REV. 2,20 *.0

STREAMLINE 7

to 46.70, CAMS 23.053 C/i. , @ e3 T/C. .000 A/C9 .so00 INC. *.670 MIRS .1968 IRFP 0,000 DiP. ,11 OVA@ .0

In .6016 MiCe 793 ON 0 0,00 DEV. *ll o .362 .mNo .0176 am*@ 0.000 OT~P 0,000 INNS ,022 a .021CIO -9.649 31 6 |11,25 OP 0 3$87 OF a .3$1 M201 €Sm ,q 8 8.184D CRDv 1.094 REV$ 2,189006

STATION 6 CPI,1868000 SAMMA1.6650$ GASI38,0000 PLOws 1 7.9000

I P2.00 DESCRIPTION

5TSM IADIUO ....VLOCITIES.... -ReSSuE 8 TEMPERATURES MACN4 *ANGLES.. RADIUS RmU.VM AXIAL
LNE MERID TANGEN TOTAL STATIC TOTAL STATIC , SNIAL 6'RMLN OP CUNV oNTM

1 7,1899 676.5 610,6 SO,1 460.18 4S6,30 573.9 602.3 .293 37.27 ,16 .161,2 20,796 10.075

I 7,3662 662,0 S04,6 $0,1 060,73 016,60 16Tes1 561,6 98090 31,06 oil .011.0 201687 211,015
3 S7 O 660 7.3 462,4 639.7 481,06 4s7,05 97a,2 662,9 ,2461 3S,06 '20 ol96,6 8,70 10,075

* 6, 12 beg's 6s9s3 624,s 060,93 $06,30 S70.i 63,8 .2015 33.06 Is .3106 Z07,62, 14,975
S 1.4100 o96. o 0, o big's 081,73 6e6,92 51700 S603,s o2 T 279 S0OS .1SS7,8 R11,65 1,075
6 6,7713 700,2 034,8 624,2 061,99 419,37 57,7 56b3,7 014 11,00 .09 1869 212.o09 1.075
7 9,927 700,2 427,5 620.0 81o,97 09,61 S740,7 563,9 203 31.0 0.1 162,2 212,916 1.075

I
I

PERFORMANCE OF MACHINE

STOM *...mINLET TMROLGM STATON...... mm......eTATIDN TO STATION...... .... SLADE LOADINGS...
LIE NESLRE DELTA T PIINIS PESR ET T EFFICIENCIES AVERAGE AXIAL TANGI.'

RATIU ON T IN POLY RATIO ON T 1e[N POLY RADIUS

I 1,079 .0209 ,9141 .950 .9966 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 7,2 601 697.7 .7so.e
1.069 .0252 .9173 .9163 ,992S 2*0*103***8***9**aO 7,s6903 661.27 -7580

3 ,0697 .02S 2 ells .2 1,0026 -.0000 0000 0000 7,9335oo1 865?5 .7bO.
4 ,0693 CIS63 motto ,9121 e997e ,0000*t.oaeaa.eaea. 6,26077 09,6sb -767,
S 1,0621 .00 ,9232 4201 ,e9978 0*oo**************** 6,01156 611,60 -77q.3
6 1,016 .062 .9231 2 110 ,9960 00000.*****0.W***. * 6,0516 595,07 m700,
7 160616 .086 gals .914 ,9960 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,00000 0,00 o ,

1,0601 .0s: .9:09, 92: ,6Oaa ooo00*********0**e**a INTEGRATEO VALUES

INTEGRATED TOTAL TEMPS AT 96ADE 14LET
ABSOLUTE 0 $74,13 RELATIVE a |?7.33

PERFORMANCE OP SLAOI S

SOR RADIUS RELATIVE ANGLE RELATIVE MACN RELATIVE VELOCITY OMEGA INLET RIL TOTAL Ut STAT PRES 3LOPt

6LINE OUTLCT ILET OUTLET NOD IN OUT INLET OUTLET INLET PRESSURE TEMP. RISE COF

1 7,l6987 912616 17,870 .3340 .1093 85976 60,09 .0364 461,61 173,9 0,0 ,392 .311
8 ?,)@SRO 61,332 36,09 3293 1490 1110,62 609,21 o03si 462,27 S?70, 0,0 W360 .)Q1
3 .111601 0,069 5,06601 .39 11661 106604 639,76.S0329 6e.36 674,2 0.0 .3i . 3.1e
A 6,11193 45,61e 3,656 o310 o0sis 3061,90 82,32 .0311 402.07 $To,? 0.0 ,Is .21.I 6,6so0O 07,733 11,790 93060 o262e 1000,03 68,0S '0896 06l2? S0,5 0,0 ,3)I QGt
6 $,?Visa 66,1 1,00 e01: .2102SS 6 146,20 '0263 62,97 174.7 0,0 O320 *,14
1 8,91714 6,060 12,600 28966 o'0os 2015,02 820,03 0277 82,91 674.7 0,0 o31S .,)Il

Figure E-9.
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TTION 7 CPsI,313000 GAMMAsI,16103 6AIRUSS6.oOOO FLOWe 117,0991

PLOW 0ESCRIOTION

STR RAIOUS --. PVELOCITIESo-e -WRESSURE$. TEMPERATURE MACN --ANGLEIS.e RADIUS RHOOVM AXIAL
LINE IERID TANGEN TOTAL TOTAL STATIC TOTAL STATIC NO. WMIRL STRMLN Of CURV LENGTH

1 7.1999 673,7 116,6 967,9 460,2 41S , 63 173,9 S a6 *14S6 37,36 0,00 0,0 101,990 S1000
a ?03890 461I ,5 0,9 947,6 480,73 45b,18 578,1 964, l l 2s59 36,53 o0 0,0 20,384 15,000
I 7,7S92 6*7,1 468,3 639,S 481,09 457,67 570,2 961st @2461 35,07 ,*O' goo R011|1 Islooo4 9,1140 65s,3 459,2 81,9 080,93 656,31 170.1 113,1 3217 33,83 '07 O,0 208,025 t5,00

5 104.11 697,3 446,4 990 $N1,3 40,IF6 S O3. S 0 1a9 31,71 ,04 0,0 211,820 1,000
I 6,7716 700,9 043,6 610,6 461,99 4S19,34 S7,7 513,? 1816 3181 ,01 0,0 13,067 15,000
7 6,9271 700,0 47,1 810,6 061,97 019,SS 570,7 963,6 .103 310 0,00 0,0 212,973 15,000

PERFORMANCE O, -MACNINE

TOM --.... INLET THROUGH STATION..... *------ITATION TO STATION--- ....... LADi LOADIJN6S--.--
LINE PRESSURE DELTA t PREICSENCIEI PRU66URE DELTA t EFFICIENCIES AVERAGE AXIAL TANGL.

RATIO ON T ISEN POLY RATIO ON T lIEN POLY RADIUS

I 1,079 .0149 ,9141 .9510 ,9964 0,0000 0,0000 0,0006 7,36615 697,68 7649,13
a 01 ,0 o05a 9173 09181 ,9970 ,O0O00t000...*****.. 7,516909 161,17 .757,59
3 100597 ,0254 9920 b 9315 1,0026 .,0000 .0001 0O01 7,93007 653,68 .70,3s
4 5,0s3 ,uIS3 ,912 ,9121 .9976 00oo**************** 0,28116 629.48 -?.,2
5 1,011 01 .93 ,02 05 19971 *0000.**************** 6,61174 6110 -760001
6 O1,061 ,6026 9111 ,92i ,9900 ,0**************. * ,86118 195,11 -711,30
7 1,015 '0262 o9225 ,9134 .9950 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,00050 0,00 0,00

1,0601 ,0316 ,9209 .916 ,9976 ,I0OO**********. INTEGRATED VALUE@

INTEGRATED TOTAL TEMPS AT BLADE INLET

ASSOLUTE 8 S7,33 RELATIVE I 574.33

7 0 0 0 a t7,90000

AITH DIFFUSER MACHINE EFFICIENCY a ,9a09 MACNINE PRESSURE RATIU a 1,0601

THE SOLUTION ABOVE IS CONVERGED

*AOO**..... •W*OA* A.+.

Figure E-10.
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I
I
!

PHal I
ROI4R

gCCN: ROTOR

TIMSe 14,0.4 S DATE. 05tOg/

CNCOS ROTOR

TE. LIIT a 0,0000 CAMBER 32.6300 CHORD a 1.13s0 TWIST a 25.3500
COORDINATES *AXES AT L.E. ROTATED CODRD..AXES AT CG,
X$ ys XP yp RA pa xP p0,0000 toile 0,0000 ,00b2 Se V *eo3pO *,l798*0019 ,0147 -. 360 *.23763 .302 *..2705,0008 ,0237 .0198 -.b155 *,353 *.l91 -,ubS *,2797,020s ,0355 .0359 -,.0193 -.4293 ,2332 .3921 -. 763

:06 04 bc .0232 -.4142 -.2049 -.3626 .?6s5
0* 4O O ,. 010 ., $3 7 5 * * 1 D 9 8 *.39 6) *.0 2 4S1009 .0rO4 -.067 *.191O S * o *,1 -.30 97 -.1919

.12b ? .. 25 :*011 5 .0916 .0,03 -.2 . 29.3314 0 7 .3017 ,o109 .077 -. 0310.0 ,56 .1 .003 o -.2940 * e *1.23 ,006 7 oO
33s :1547 34998 -. 1701919

,::o : ,:::: *o.05 .0.317 35oo 007 7109 .196)

IMPa .0016.00 0 -.09Y 0 3 .01930

.60455 6
0  

.07 .0014 00075 .120b oaao; .065

.00030 ''iGLa . OF0 To '.7, 0018s

! ,l ~,767 1O 1 .J 3 .0102 .2161 o as . 5274 2 0R

O. 01 s 001 .0058 00 123 .0007 20l? 07 b0 e579s 1224

. V 6 0019e 1 1331 .00 00 05 6 '2133 :92 '2Fg 
ure94'

-I

I E-



"ATeo 05/08/701.4111
ROM.0
MaeI 8uI0

0

5EET I f. I R&DIwS a 7.163 R,1TTIJN. a 0.0000 LE;. %O.JO BLADES a 0, 3L.FCTI a 0.000 TyPt
81CT13N A4OLE 8 0,0000
INPUiT COORDINATES C0000.ABOLJT N U. ROTATED C0000.-N 0. FINAL CCJQRD..N 0. INOCA

x v I y X y 9 v
*.03no -.2835 -.,204 -.2608 -. 4264 -. 2608 -.4266 .,2608 0.0000
.. 0375 -.2b00 .. 279 -.2571 *.46279 *,2573 -. 4J79 -.R573 0,0000
-.tA353 -. 2491 -. 4257 -. 284 *,0257 -.2084 -.4257 -'R2080 0,0000
.. a293 0.2331 *,0197 -. 2305 *.4197 -,230S e.4197 -.2305 0.0000
..04142 -. 20119 *.U008 -. 2022 *.00 '.2022 *.4060 -.?oe2 0.0000
-.3967 ..1791 -.3872 -. 170A P.3872 -.1764l *.3672 **I7bm 0.OoCU,
*,3779 .1508 *.3bell *.1521 -. 3664 .1521 *.16616 -. 1521 0.00uc,
*.3375 ..1090 -.3279 -. 106b -.3279 *.I066 -.1279 -.1080 0,00u
..1940 -.0675 .*280. -. 0040 -.2844 -. 06168 *,leum -.0645 0.00cc,
*.2005 .0071 *.0909 .009a '.1909 '0098 '.1909 '0098 0.0000
..0998 .0703 -.0902 *0730 -. 0902 ,0730 -.0902 .0730 0.0000
.0075 .1206 .0171 '1234 .0171 .1234 .0171 .1234 0.0000
.12011 1570 .1300 'J597 32300 .1597 .1300 '1597 0.0000
.2361 '.03 .2o57 less8 .2a57 .1858 .?457 '1858 0.0000
.353b .2007 .3b32 .20j0 .3632 a2030 .3b32 d203 0,000
.0721 .2108 Ge817 .2138 .0817 .2138 48617 .2136 0.0000

*53I8 .2128 .5014 215b .5010 '20S8 .5610 .2156 0,0000
.5918 .2133 08012 '2160 .8012 .2160 .0012 Zlb80 0,0000
.430Z .2798 -.0208 -.2771 e.4206 *.2771 -. 4206 -.2771 0.0000i
*.4194 -.2805 -. 6098 -.2778 .. 6098 *.2778 -.4096 -.2778 0.000(1
.,4084 -.2707 -.39b8 *.a770 -. 39b8 -.2770 *.3968 -.27?0 4J.0000
-.3921 -.2763 -. 382S -.2735 *.562S -.2735 -.3825 0.2735 0,0000
*.3626 -.2805 *.3530 -.2b38 -.3S30 -.1818 -.3S30 *.2638 0,O00
*.33ag -.2550 -.3253 .2523 -.3253 -.2s23 -.3253 .2521 O.0OQUo
-.3083 -.2029 -.2987 *.2402 ..2987 -.202 -.2987 *.2402 0,0000
*.2567 -.2177 -.2471 -.als0 -.201 *,21S0 *.ag71 -.?ISO 0,0000
-.2087 -.1919 -.1971 *.1692 -.1971 *.1692 -.1971 -.1892 0,0000
-.0091 -.1003 -.0995 -.137b ..099S '.1176 '.0995 -.1376 0,0000
-.0130 -.0891 -.0034 -,0864 0.0034 -.0864 -.0034 -.080 0,0000
.0820 '.0366 .0918 -.0339 .0918 '.0339 .0918 -.0339 0.0000
'1788 ,0101 .18b3 '0211 .1883 .0211 .1883 '0211 0,0000
'270? .0710 .2838 .0748 .2638 '071A8 .2838 .0748 0.0000
.3755 .1221A .3851 1Z52 .3851 .1252 .3851 1252 0,0000
.4814 .0883 *0910 .1710 .0910 '1710 .0910 .1710 0.0000
,S381 .1897 sQS57 '1924 '5057 ,19ka SaS57 .1920 0.0000
.5922 .2094 *8018 .2121 .6018 ala21 .8018 .2121 0,0000

:10CLE PARAMETERS R L, X 6 Y L P 0 0 R V R
DElL 6 48.960 .0201 -.4076 .2578 .00241 'S992 i2037
$ETA 4 99.0890 0 GA61NG 0,0000 y GAGING 0,0000

^AGING 0,00000 OOC 0.000000 0P oooo t-ia, 000
4ECMqAZC&L PIDPEkTIE8 A8BOUT ORIGINAL AXES TAN,AN6 26.719510 STAGGER 15.550087
AREA .139084 " X -.001334 4 v -,000376 1 X 007638
1 Y .002112 1 IV '003661 I MIN .000303 1 MAX ,009QS3
F V 2859.002023 F X 702.898219 r KV 1275,412368 ALPH4A 26,563599
BAN I x .007828 BAN I Y .002131 BAR I RY .0036S8 MAX THICK .181457
C MIN~ LE -.078958 C MAX LE0 .81S19 C MIN YE -.066407 C MAX IT -. 479705
I NIN LE -.003842 2 MAX LE .010988 2 MIN TE -.00443S Z MAX Tt -.019703
c MIN 0 .105895 C MAX S -,042719 2 MIN. 8 00286S Z MAY a '.221173
DAN 8 *000473 BAR C .000041 BAR D .001037 CHORD0 1,13100
DAR X -.009593 8A0 Y -,00278 K ,000997 WIDTH 1,029283

Figure E-12.
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71114 ,44.5 DAYEG 05/05./?

CCCBS o(i1ok

IC'./'01404 a *0950 CAMBER a Z3.2800 014040 a 1.0800 TWIST ff 37,8900
T.E. LIMIT a 0.0000

I OORDI'46E& -AXES AT L*E*ROTAED CDORD,-A018 AT C.G.
.5 Y X8p t vs XP YP

*,00 0082 0,0000 -. 00410 -3619b -.317S -. 34410 .. 3248
.0038 *0064 .0067 -. O063 0.1486 *.3117 o.3372 -. 3225
'0109 .0116 *0)83 -,0063 0,30'62 -.3041 -. 3192 -.1160
.0233 .0206 .0292 -.0201 -.3407 -.2911 -. 3171 -.5117I.0.18 .03?0 .0565 -.0115 -.3275 **2667 *,29ub -,?960
*O7411 *01118 *0934 .011lb -.13140 -.2a34 *.?735 ..?796
'1000 '0499 '3100 -.0111 -.2901 -.2209 -.2520 -.26Z9
.I823 Oba62 .1627 -.0093 -.2887 *,1778 -.2122 ..2201
'20Q9 ,0758 .2151 *.0071 -.2312 .13sb -.1725 -.1952
.3112 *09as .3188 -.0025 -.1577 *.0s7s -.0939 -.1275S04180 '1012 *620 *00lb -.0781 *0149 -.0lo3 -,0.23
.8250 *1013 58250 *0057 *0057 '0807 .06169 .0052
.6317 .0925 b6203 .0103 00953 '1393 lia32 .0723
,7376 .0772 ,73du .0129 '1883 .1923 Z?237 .1383
.01627 .05bo '8373 00121 .2639 .2.10S .3069 .202
,9Q69 .0312 09431 .0076 .3617 eggs5 .3932 .263S

IAOEO .00792 048 -'ol91 100l 4040 6 7 S2

'7 .00791 .001b. 0001? 8 locas 000 Wdit, L.315 .8232

SECT!ION 2 RADIUJS ff 8,058 ROTATION 9 0,0000 DEG, NO,OF BLADES a 0, SL.PCTW a 0.0000 TYPE
SECTION ANGLE1 a 0,0000
INPUT1 C0090146118 CO40,A8ODI N D, ROTATED COORD..N 0. FINAL C0040.-. U. Te"WUAl

a.3:96 -. 3178 .. 3123 -.3127 .-41 -.3127 -.34#23 *,31j7? Q'Ouui.
#'3086 -.3227 .. 3610l -,10714 -.1141 -.1074 ..S011 -.5074100 o
v.34.2 -.3042 -.3368 -.299a -.136 *.2944 -.31186 -.t9qg9ku
v.340? -.2911 -. 3334 -. 2863 .334 *.Z863 -.3340 -.?863 0,0000
a.3a78 -.2667 -.3204 -,2618 .02041 -.2618 -.310" -abis 0,0000
o.3134 -,2434 -.30b0 -.238b -.3060 -.216b -.3060 -.2386 0,0000
o.2981 -.2209 -.2906 -.2160) ..aeoe -.2160 .,2906 -.2160 0,0000
w.2687 -.1775 -.2583 *.1727 .?583 -.17V7 -.2583 -.2727 0.000V
o.2112 -.1389 -.2239 *.1311 .. 0239 -,1311 -.2239 -.1311 0.O0oC
.,I877 -.0878 -.1503 -.0527 -.1503 &.03V7 -.1803 -.0527 0,0000j
*,0767 molaq .071.1 '0198 .,0714 '0198 *.0714 .0198 O,0j00

60087 D8c? .0130 ,0856 *0230 ,0856 .0130 '0856 ok6
.0983 .1393 '1026 .140 .2028 .1441 .1026 .14462 0,00(0

41883 .1923 .195b '1911 .2956 .1971 .1956 .1971 QOU
.2639 .2405 .2013 .2454 .9923 .2mS4 .2913 .26150 0,0000
.360 .284S .3891 .2891 '3691 '26f44 '3891 .2694 0,0000
.g3jS .3048 40389 .3096 '61389 .309b .6369 ,3096 0,0000
.0818 .3242 '4691 ,3?90 ,siS9l .3290 10691 .3290 0,0000
..3440 -. 3248 -. 3366 -. 3200 .,1366 -. 3200 -. 3366 -. 3200 0,00no

-,3372 -.3228 e.1299 -.3176 .,3299 *.3176 .3?99 -.3176 0,Ouuo
v.3292 -.Ste8 -. 3219 -. 3140 -. 5219 o.3140 e.3219 -. 1140 0,0000
w.3171 -. 1217 6*,398 o,3068 .,3098 -.3068 -.3096 -.3008 0.0000
.2.18f ..24bo -,?674 -. 291? .. 2874 -. Z912 -. 2071 -. 2912 0,OoOO
-. 2738 -. 2796 -. 2b62 .. 2747 -. 1662 -.Z7417 -.a6 -. 27471 0,0000
-'2S26 *,26Z9 -.245S -.2880 -.245S -.2s80 -.2085S -.2580 0,0000
-. 2122 -. 2291 .,2049 ..2eml .'.2009 -.2242 e.2069 -.221A2 0,04011
..1123 -. 1952 -.1650 -.1903 .1650 .1903 -.1650 -.140S 0,0.00
a.0931 -.1178 -.0859 -.1210 -.0859 -.1210 -,0859 -.1230 0,0000

-.0243 -.0611 -. 0070 ..05b~o -. 0070 -.056.1 *.0070 -. 05.4 O'.0000

,0644 .0052 .0718 0C101 .0718 .0101 *0728 .0101 0,0000o
.1432 .0723 105 .0771 .2508 ,0772 .%SOS ,07?2 0,f000
,2237 10393 .2310 jd#31 '2310 .2as2 .2320 .2001 0,0000

,069 '20a2 '3112 ioO0 '31N2 eoo7 .3141 $2070 0,0,00

'3931 z2b3s 4005 '2663 .600S 'eb83 ,uOOS $1651 0,0000
*6375 21933 '4a48 .2982 'Q446 'j981 ,66648 62981 0,0,00

'4627 3222 .4901 .3270 .4901 '3270 '4901 3270 0,0000

Figure E-13.
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CIRCLE VARAMETER$ R L X L R R R a a
BETA , 's0.7155 '0079 *,3ist -.3107 .0012 uses .17
BETA Q 11.2633 X GAGIG 0.0300 V GAGjI'& V.D00
;AGI%$ 0.0000o0 PITC O.0OOOO0 O/P 0.000000 BIN-1 O/P 0.000C
[ECa&I CA PQJPEPTIES A8JUT IRIGIVAL AXES TAN.AG 3FP'|684 6 STAGGER 37,869956

AREA .070500 . A -.000517 w 1 -.000341 I X .O02SU7
I ' ,0163S 1 SY .001074 1 *Ia '0000so I mjX *004067

F Y 12319.001942 F A 8035.60996] F Xv #699.097067 ALPHA 3B.714ieb
BaR I x .002504 BAR I V .001833 BAR I AT '001971 MAX THICK .099761
C MI Lf v.05382o C MAX LE .50594D C xR4 lE -,041004s C 04AX It *.4susb8
I MIN LE -.0009bO z wax LE .006975 Z 1I. E .,00111? Z MAX It ..008965
C "IN 0 ,060348 C MAX B -,03760 1 aa B 000524 Z MAX B -. 106104
BAR B ,000172 BAR C .000071 BAR 0 .000S2h CHORD 1,050020
BAR X .007339 BAR 1 -.004617 K .000155 aIDT- .0B3lae

TIME* 14.04.5 DATE& 0O/08/?
ON1

CCCS ROTOW

YMICK./CHORD 8 .0300 CAMBER a 7 ,0900 CMORD . *9720 TmIBT a 86,b700
T.E. LIMIT 8 0.0000

COORDINATES -AXES AT L.E. ROTATED COUPD..AXES AT C.G,
XS YS XA yP X3 IS XP YP

0.0000 *00146 0.0000 -. 0011 -279B -,3353 -.2779 -,3371
.00A3 00l .00?0 -OS2 .0014 *.2778 -.3310 *.2742 -.1335.0117 ,0O50 .012b -.0014 .,27U5 -,3?43 -. 2691 -.Je81
.0237 *0081 .02a9 -. 0010 *,28 8 *.3135 -,2610 -,3188
,00.7 .0133 .0493 .0005 -.?558 -. 9q1 .1, 3 -. 2999
,0719 '01?9 '0739 00Z3 -.2R45 *.2716 .229B ,B,209
.0901 .021 '0963 .0042 -. 2200 -. 2512 -,2144 -.24q
.1a47 .0294 .16e69 0079 -. 2009 e.2109 -. 1837 *,2240
,1933 .03S4 loss *0131 -. 720 -.o1713 -. 15? -. 5b8t
,290B .0A04 '29a" ,016 *,1110 -. 094 -. 0903 -. 1121
.3804 .0494 1309 2  0203 -. 0183 *.019B *.026S *."392
'Ao8O .0303 lJebO .0223 .0161 .0516 .0sto .032b
.Sajo .Ob9 e18s '0220 .0875 .1204 t1045 .1034
,b810 *0399 .8790 0211 .Is94 .1865 .17R3 .1728
.7182 .0298 .7770 .0168 .2335 .2602 .24a0 'aaos,8152 .018b 487a .009 .3097 .3118 3141 .3064
.923? .0068 .0231 .0051 .346 34LT 3SQq .3367
.720 .0003 ,9720 -.0003 ,38?9 3710 ,3883 *370S

CIRCL.E PLRA-ETERS
RL XL YL RR XR YR ALA YR XRR ywk

.0010 .001b .0002 .0003 .9717 .0000 -.27?9 -. 1349 )3879 .3106

PEC"ANICAL PRJPERTIEB ABOuT L.E. AXES
AREA ota11? IXo '00000? Oyy ,000,4S
Ixf .000010 114 .000001 ANGLE O I N, AXIS .6332

Figure E-14.
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I
I

DA E* 05/OS/?

OURi ROHR

MO 6CTIN 5 RADIUS a 0.954 RiTATIUN a O.OUG DE;. NU.UF BLADES a 0, SLFCTR a 0,0000 TYPt
SECTIJK ANGLE 3 0,0000
INPUT COORDINATES CODRD,ASOUT N 0, ROTATED COORDo-% D, FINAL COORD.N 0, 704RUAx xv y y

.,2798 .,3353 .,2;41 ..3291 .. 27I .1,329 ..2741 .,3298 0.0000

.,2776 o.3310 *,2721 .,3256 -. 2721 -,32s' *.2721 ..325/ 0.0000.02T 5 -. sem$ -.2bob -.Sig? -. 2bgs -.3167 -,2bbb .. 3157 O.OUOO
• .2685 -.3135 -.2628 -.3079 -. 2625 -.3079 -.2628 -. 3079 0.00000
• 02558 ..j9ja -.2SO! -.k86b -. 2501 -.2568 -.2501 -.2868 co.Ouuo

.,o45 -.2716 -,23b ,.2661 .23b 902661 -.2368 -.2661 0.0000S-.2290 -,212 -.2232 -.2456 -. 2232 -,2456 -. 2232 -. 2456 O.O00C-.2009 -. 2109 -. 1952 -.2oss -. 1952 -.2053 -,19S2 6020M3 OO00
0720 .,1713 -. 1663 -,1b51 001bbs 0,.107 -. 1663 -,1657 00 'j
: 1116 .00942 o,1059 -.0087 -. 1O59 -. 0887 -. 1059 0687 0,000ou

.,0483 -. 0198 ,0626 -,0143 .,0426 .00143 -,0426 -,01,63 0,Ooo
'0181 ,051 '0238 0571 .0236 ,057 .02358 0574 0,0000
.0875 11200 '0932 12bO '0912 *12bc '0932 e12b0 0,0000
*159 *1565 1651 .1921 ,1651 '1921 1k51 .1921 0,0000
.2335 2502 2392 .2555 2392 2556 2392 2556 0.0000
'3097 '3118 '3156 o3173 o3154 '3173 3156 .3173 0,0000
.3686 '3417 ,3543 .3472 0353 ,3472 *3563 .3472 0.0000
,3979 .3710 .3936 *3766 .3936 .3766 '3936 3766 0.0000
.2779 -,3371 -.27?22 -.331b *,2722 -. 3316 -.2722 -.3316 0.0000

.2742 -. 3335 .2b8S *,3279 .2k55 ,3279 *.2685 .32?9 0,000L
*.269| *.3281 -.2634 -.3225 -. 2634 -.3225 2634 -.32de OOU00
-. 2610 -. 3108 ,2b53 *.3132 -. 2553 -,3131 *.2553 -.3132 0,0000
.2453 ..2999 ,2396 -. 2943 .2396 ,2943 -,2396 -. 2963 OOUOO
*.2298 *,209 *.22411 .2753 .,2241 -.2753 *.2291 -,2753 0,0000
*.2144 .. 2619 -. 2087 -.2563 *.2087 *,2563 -. 2057 .. 2563 0,0000
.,1637 -. 2240 -. 1780 *,2185 *,1780 *.2255 -. 1780 -. 215 0,00o0
*.1528 -. 1664 *.101 *.1606 ,1671 *.1808 *.1471 -. 1608 0.0000
0.0903 -,1121 .,0866 ,106k ,086 -. 10be ,0646 -. 10bb 0,0000
S,0265 -,0392 *,0205 a.0336 -. 0205 .0336 -.0208 *.0336 O,0OO
.036 O26 ,001 '0382 ,0061 ,0382 ,0N61 .0382 0,0000

'1065 .103a ,1102 .1090 '1102 '1090 01102 ,1090 0,0000
.1723 .1728 .1700 ,1763 '1760 '1783 '1780 .1703 0,0000
,3261 305a ,3190 312203197 31ZO '31 ,20 0,0000

3 3357 ,3566 0343 .3566 ,3443 3566 :36U3 O00O

,1883 3705 .390 .320 .3290 .372 ,300 .371 OOU00I
CIRCLE PASAMETERS L X L V L R X R v R
BETA 6 56.5556 0016 -.2722 0.3296 0U03 ,39s6 3762
BETA a 128.1203 x GAGING 0,0000 V GAGING 0,000V
:AGING 0,000000 PITCH 0,000000 0/P 0,000000 85O1 U/P 0.0000
MECHANICAL PROPERTIE8 ABOUT ORIS4AL AXES ?ANAN6 66.760382 STAGGER 46.6699$6
SREA ,019039 U X -. 000109 " V -,000106 1 ,000435
I v ,00051 I IT ,000470 I MIN ,000002 I MAX ,000944

S210613.301259 F X 27696,09005 F xy 227360.276719 ALPHA 67,331311
IAN I x 0000435 BAR I V .000511 BAR I AT ,00069 MAX THICK ,029163

C MIN Lf -.030778 C MAX LE ,5Q3335 C 4IN TI -.024637 C MAX TE -02kb95
I "IN LE *.000063 Z MAX LE ,001737 Z MIN TE -.000089 Z MAX TE -,002211
C MIN S .021600 C MAX a *.034329 z KIN h 000000 z MAX S .1097u65
34A 8 00032 BSA C .000023 BAR 0 ,000103 CHORD ,972004
saw A -•005703 BAR Y -.005570 K .000006 WIDT .bb7724

I

I Figure E-15.
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:CCR3U 1.S )3 AT 3 5,8

:CCBS 37*7)Q

7.IC./COUQD a .1000 CAMBER a 23.5000 C4fJRD N 1.0940 Tw1ST 0 "11.0900
'*Ej .1'ImT 4 0.0000

C00Q lATE 'E3 AESA 7 E RO7AIED CORD..AX[ AT C,.
X8 3 3 OP P 68 OS 3 P YP

0.3000o *0 '1l6 U.0000 -. 004d3 -,3'12 -. 3507 -.3385 -. 3581
.0038 *0002 .0071 -. 0069 *.3445 *.5*sb *.1315 *.3556
.0112 .0108 .0161 -.0091 *.3427 -.3$b3 ..3232 -.351"
, 02,43 ,0224 80307 *.0113 -. 3380 .. 1224 -. 3109 *,3*sa
.0503 .0306 ,0591 -. 0130 -. 3262 -.2960 -.2802 *.3zb0
.0769 .01445 ,0072 -.0133 *.3126 *.2707 -.26b9 -.3076
, Ic j9 *353s 8 . I I Q9 -. 0130 *.2985 *.26602 *.21621 *.2894
.1563 *o692 .1699 -.0115 .2675s -. 1969 -.2058 -.2S20
.2132 .081b .22a41 *.0093 *234.3 -. 1534 -. 1661 *,.2 1 Q6
.3239 '0Q95 .332S -.0007 *.1626 *.0612 -.0677 -.1901
.a350 .1087 .4398 *,0006 -*0807 .0130 -.0095 -.066S
. S$A o . 1007 5 IA71 0 0..000 **. *08a0 a *.0 68 a A 0073
..)582 .0491 b65'Ab .0090 '086 .1523 .1961 .0819
ll70A? 0026 .7629 .0121 iss1? Zia%' ai.S7 .1555
.8782 .0005 .8722 .0118 ago?7 .2677 '3Cez 12271
.9667 .033,1 .9825 *0074 .300 .3108 39042 .2963
.I4 .*319 l.,100 .0038 .0512 JuZ3 a *4.30 .3300
.1- *30 12 1 . j 9 1 -. 30112 b42 *3bSQ .4837 *3b29

C1'1CLE PARA-ETE..3
IIL giL Y6 11.6 696 XR YL 1.44

*2jAQ .0189 *Jots Otis3 o. :2 '0003 -. 3359 *,34J79 *o820 .3631

''A~tC" ORDPE-ITIES 13jj? L..E. AXES
A-4EA J909"4 1og *0olbq ITT *005056
Io v *000077 1.1% .300067 LOOLE UF ml-. AX13 .8818

FcueE-16 .



I/

J DATlE 05/06/7

CCc8$ 6TAT06
s EC$TI J I ADIU5 s 7.163 jTATJ.JP a 0.0000 0E;. NU.O 8LADES 3 0, 8L.FCTu 0 0,0000 1yOL I

ESCT1Or. ANGLE a 0.0000
INPUT COORDINATES CJCJDAbJU N 0, Mt.TATt3 CLJORD.-N 0, FINAL COU6D.-N U, TMMUAI

X v I v K y X y

-. 3452 ..3507 *.337 8  .t3433 ,337 -.J453 ,3378 .11453 0.0000
..3665 -.3156 -. 3371 -. 3102 -. 3371 *.3602 -. 3371 -. 302 0,0000
0,342? -.3365 -.3353 -.3311 -,3353 -.3511 *.3353 -.3311 0,0000
-.338j .. 3224 -,330b -.3170 -. 330b -,Silo -. 310b -. 3170 OOU0
w.3262 -.2960 *.3188 -.2905 -.3185 -.2905 -.3180 -.2905 10000
-.3120 -. a707 ..305o -.2653 -.30546 -.2651 -. lOo .2653 .ou
I.?Qss -.2e62 -,Mt1 -,02609 .2911 -,2408 -.2911 -,2608 0.0000
-. 2675 .. 1989 -. o601 -. 1915 -. 2601 *.1935 -*.1bO -. 193S 0.0000

*.2343 -. 153a *.2270 ..Joao -. 2270 -. tm60 -. 2270 -. 1480 0,0000
-. 1626 -. 0672 -. 1552 -. 0618 -. 15S2 -. 0618 -,15se -. 0b68 0,0000

..0840 C0130 -.0?713 0181 -.0o713 0184 -.0773 ,0184 0.00o0
o000a .Obo .0068 '041e .oobe ,0916 .oo68 '0918 o.00o i0

,0 a 9 :1W13 .09?0 ,]S77 U9?0 ,1577 '0970 ,1577 0.0000
1837 .2121 '1910 IW O7 ,1910 ,alig '1910 '2179 0,0000

,2807 .207? .2881 .2731 02061 ,?731 '2681 .2711 0.0000
'13804 .3186 .3878 t3140 '3876 .3240 3)878 .3260 0.0uo

.4131? .3u23 .4386 .3477 06306 *3477 46386 '5677 0.0000
*oal2 .3650 *4S99 93704 '4699 *3704 ,4699 .3706 0,0000

.3385 .. 3583 -.3311 -. 3S20 -. 3311 -. 3529 .3311 .1529 0,0000
0331b2 -. 356 *.241 -.3502 -. 31m0 -,3506 *,301 -. 3502 0,0000

..323? o,35IQ -.3158 -034b0 -,31S& -. 3460 -.3158 -.3960 0t00O
-.3109 -. 334) -. 303S -,3380 -. 3035 -,3380 -,3035 -. 3380 0,00u0

-. 2669 -. 3078 -. 2595 -.31)24 .. 2595 -.302 -. 2595 -. 3024 O.OU0o
..2b.z ..2896 *.23 8 -.2839 , 2386 *,2839 *.2388 -. 2839 0.0000
.,2056 -.2520 .190a *,2bb -.1984 -,26bb -. 1986 -.2466 0.00u)

-. 1661 -. 214b -.157 -.2U92 .1567 *.2092 .1567 *.2092 0.0000
,087? -..101 -.0803 .. 1367 -.0803 -.130 -.0803 -. 1347 0.0000

-.0095 *,Ob5 -.0021 -,DbIO -.0021 -,0610 *.0021 ".0010 0.00o
I 06bu ,0073 '0758 .0126 *0750 '0128 *075 .0126 0,0000
.t1o .0519 J53. '0573 *1534 ,0873 ,153a *0873 0.00Uo
.2257 .1555 .2331 .1609 .2331 ,1609 Z2331 .1609 0,0000
'3082 .2271 '315b .2325 .3156 .235 '3156 ,2325 0.0000
.3962 .2963 *6016 .3017 ,4016 .3017 U6016 ,017 0,0000

06837 .3629 14911 .3683 06911 '3683 46011 .653 0,0000

CIRCLE PARAMETERS R4 L.04 Y L. R4 R4 X '4
$ETA L 37.3181 ,0OfQ -. 3295 .,3142 .0013 ,Q66 ,ibb7
&ETA R 119.3529 X GAIG 0.0000 V GAG14G 0.0000
$AG0N 0,000000 PITCO 0,000000 /P 0,000000 31N-1 O/P 0.0000
14C(4MAICAL PROPERTIED A80JT 6 RIG6 A. . AXES 766,T0 Q'1O920b2 81AGG.R 6,o1.q0ss
4661 ,08b576 4 X -. 000596 4 y -.000439 1 X ,00287

002308 1 Xv '002492 1 MIN '00007 I MAX ,005071
306.661359 F X 6762. 27632 F XY 729b,634596 64P.6 41,90623

OAR I X .002832 BAR I Y .002306 BR I IT .002488 MAX TMICK 109415
MN LE *O05655Q C MAX LE .610415 C 140 T[ -,04308? C MAX TL *,73251

Z MIN LE w.001232 Z MAX LE '008308 Z M1 TI -,001539 Z MAX TI *.010710
SM1N 6 .065698 C MAX a *.03696 M16 9 .001023 Z MAX 8 -. 13015b
SAM 9 000216 BAR C ,000104 BR D ,00070b CHUNO 1,09602Q

SAN X -. 007391 6AR Y -. O05663 9 000213 P1DTm .826079

I
I

Figure E-17.
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1 1 : " 0 . .. ) A l f $ 0 5 r ~l y

CCCS ST0T_;9

T -/Z *0 LPa8' 13 35) JI C' )Q g 1.09'.V T-25T a 37,7b O

CJ~t0T -.AXES AT L.1, ROTATED COOND,3..AXES AT C;
00 P P X S YV5 XpY9

0,0( r~sp 0.000D -,00J3 .,3610 '302 -.3S87 -. 3382
*OuSe 10O.92 .0071 *,(,coq **.33 -.12se -. 351" -.3359

*~i *io 0o2 *0091 -. 365 -.3102 ..14129 -.352?
.'2 *2 ~ *)0o -.0111 3560b -.30ij . 33v2 5.2 4A

"s 3~. .03,6 *0~qI .0IJC -3,026 .,2766 a"30bb - 308b5
*,709 . 0 U . .087Z .,0133 ~ 3d79 *.iS~z o.2043 -. 91
.2100 'C53. .1149 .. 150 -.31?l -.2250' -.2625 *,?71
*1543 Ob,9d *.99 -. 0115 -.2786 -.1831 0.2euo -. 2397
*21 32 , 0~ 9 *b22.Q -. 0093 -. 2428 -, 139b .. 17bi -,2001
.3e3q nT9gs .3.25 - .O0c 47 -, 16ci .. 0577 ... 095t, *.)349

35,~ ,lI( 87 Us3e -. 0cut -. 0635 .0179 .. 0113 -. 0b56
.5.1) *l 87 .51.7C *0S86 *00am 0863 *0t,87 'PCIQ
.t562 .09QI *%,Sqb .0M9 '098? .18 IiO Afa 10 .0733

* 7,07 '082b .1b29 *0121 .19sb 12015 *2313 ,1(022
k0~e2 .0tO's .07?? '0118 12957 *2510 53208 ,2089

.9,J67 .033 goes5 '00741 13981 .2961 Vlot- '2710
zoo .0176 1.0360 ,00)8*Si *28 .050 5602ou

.,', 00 12 1 .0938 .,0012 .5028 .33b$ So5 .503 3m"

*0 9 '0069 .0016 .0015 1 .09v7 '0003 *,35sla *.3279 .5022 ,3149

DAT2. 05/03/7

:CC 5 5 7 A .3C,
36r. 2 RADIUS a 8,05 NOTATION. 9 0.000C Df;, NJ3 BLADES a 0. 3L.FCR a 0,0000 TYPE

SECT13'. 0'NG6 a 0.0000
INU CODR00X%07C CXQ0.0SL)U N . ROTATE?6) C0[R'3. 0, FZNAL 00000..N 0. TO-P:)AOT

*.89 -.j302 -. 3572 -,3252 -,3512 -. 3252 *.3572 -. 3252 Q0G0
*,~9 -.325a ..3o2 *,IZQZ ."S50,2 -.3?DZ -.3bt82 -.320k2,0o
*.05 -.33b2 -.353e -.311? -,3535 -.3112 -.3538 -.311?2.0

s* .O4 .'3'.8e) - , 97 a -,3483 - ,20 7( .. 3Q83 - .297410 ~ .000o
**'' -.?7tbb -.3354 .2710 *.3351 *,2016 -.3351 -.216 0.000C

Ne 1' ?22 -. 3?L3 *,'2 -,3203 -. 2412 -. 3203 .. 24 U 0 . 00 V

: 3)22 -225b *,3D05 -.2236 .,3Q0u -.2236 -,3045 .2236 0.00u,
:a'6 *.t. :1831 .2Z709 -.1761 -,2109 -.1782 -,2709 -.1761 0.000

e.C26 . 3. -. ?351 -. 1.6 .*15 1 - I)"5 P.252 -*30 0a25(
*.358 -. C577 -.3505 -. 0350 -,is5 .52 7 3 -.1585 -,33327 0.0000

-. C32 *,339 ..C01 C*3e9 -. 352bi -,339 -. 3038 OZ239 0,0000
*.0044 * 33? -. 3321 '09327 t0321 09.327 01321 '.3 ). 0000
-.3302 lubb9 .10254 ,1519 '10259 -. 329 010259 *,359 0,000

*.4057 aso -. 3034 ?Soo3 -. 1034 j0 30398 .230 0.000VC
a 9 .29 -. 6106 -. 28l -,1o -.4058 Uil .27.8 *.1011 , OCO
-,2503 -.310' *.25. .32197 .2578 *,9 -. 2578 -. 287 0'00u0

-. 32C? -.3382 -. 3510 -. 3331 .223 -. 3331 -,~31 -. 2332 0.0000
-.314 .07 *2~ -,339 -33 .39 *,)435 ..1104 .. 708 -. 3309 0.00000

-.102~ -. 2Q4 -,0322 -. 1199 -. 0880 -. 194 -. 3225 -. 3199 0,000
-,.)I33 -. 0b@ ,C219P .,3038 .,2989 ,6 -. 0030..98 -. 30308 0,000c

*07 .21)19 -. 270b *,2869 .?766 -. 28, .. Z766 .Z86 0.0000
-.1505 .07&1? .2504 -.2697 -. 546 ..1691 -. Z562 ,o78? 00000
-.23' -. 2397 .2123 2?(7 -.2123 .2S7 -.2123 -.2347 0.000C
0.1?62 .2089j .. 3I Tu .19 .17b .149? ,170b o.29 0,OOOC D
.020,b -. 1310 *o183 .. 2780 -,083 280 .O63 70 0 .Qoo
-. 13 *3c'b51 *000 *3rio -,OObO *30b -.005b -. b0 0,000

Qb8 I .CL, o .22 *339o .0084 *339Dob .0706 00861 0,000c0

.1sos .0733 .1stFigure E-8 00 S2 75000

[iur -18.
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I CIECLI PARAMETERS w L 1.L x k
BEAL Vt b917 *oOFQ -~~7 -*6096

BETry . 1I.OUA GAGING 0 0000 Y GAG1IN6 0 OOL
;#G I G I.00y0 PIC. H 0.0O *0000 p ooo ,0 1I. O/P 0.0000
*41C ,A41CAL PRiPC R TIES ABEOUT ORIGINAL AXC A 4.AN('., i$.qe05 0 5TAG~(dj 37*7799sb

I v .0003 1 MY ,002'JH" 1 .1k *00o6bi I MANE 0SL7

Fl 9 *45.222"91 F x 59dII.352i5H F AT 7161~.6SS ALPHA JB,670569
SAN 1 1 .003117 BAR I Y *OozoRI BAR I NY D00imul MAX 0F.IC% 10E941S
: MIN LEI C MAN Lf *blOqle C -1'4 re ..0tob?" C MAX E It."471ali

I N LI -. 0l32 I MAE LE .006107 Z "1% TI -.001539 1 MAX TI .. O107I'a

C MIN 6 '0bsA90 C MAX h9 -.03935R Z PIN B .001023 Z1 MAX B *[l28647
BAR B .000222 BAR C .000091 BAR D .000,0b CHRD l.O,09e
BAW X -. 007603 BAR Y **005005 K *000213 kZOTH 0BETTYR

TIME% 16.2o.S DATE* 05~/95/7
pma I I I

0:IK.IC::;a.10O CAMB;ER P 23.5000 CHR 0 1,090:P! TWVIST S 6,91ou

C U~iOINAYE *AXES AT L.t. ROTATED COORD..AXE AT C,G.

.00s .09 .0071 -. D09 .,3797 -. 1065 -'5616 .37

. Ib)O u 9 O3 .10-0309*S 12~ .7'9 -21
*lbF? *0B92 I7bgg .0115 -. 2874 *lQIe -.2317 .1303s
,Z132 .0b10 *eU d .01 .. 249 5 *123 .. *10) -. 1955
*1239 0095 332?5 -. 0047 *9I*S9 -. 0193 *M?3 .1299

I.aOs .1007 1,03B0 -. 000B -. 02 ozb.b -. 06-30I ,BO
I s0uRo .1067 iioQ ~ -.0030 .00070 .0810A .5100 .0007

1,0:0 : o011 1,D380 .o1 .?.0034s zess) 414 *2809 )M

1E0V0 .00117 1 IMIR *OE00H1 AMioL OF3109 A 200 'B0IE

CICEPRMTR
IL K L R RY L L W W

'0I 08 01 01 .97 O0 .?9 -19 58 19
MEHNIA PRPETIS so r AE
&WI 009 x 009II DSS

1X 00-17 ()N.007 NL FMNAI 0



I A~t 05/06/7

sIC! I , ~ 1' I I S, wI7ATIJ- 9 0.0000c DE.. %J0 diA015 a 0. 36.FC 
4 1 

a 0.0000 IYPt
5c01I' A I.,E A I .v:

j%TCOJ,140!NAlf CJ 14:'.AUUJT U. IdLTA1LD CUJID.%N U. 1'A6. (:uMU*% U. I"A

..311S ..313o **1069 ..3130 *.3O9 .*37sk ..3 09 0*0vu..
..319? **30b5 *.3718 -.3019 .3718 -,0019 -. 7181 *,3019 0.0000
*.57b9 .. 2477 -. 3419u -. 24130 -. 309 290 .. 3 .500 .,2950 oQuoo
.. 707 -. 28UJ2 -. 3b18 -. 2796 -. 36?8 *.2796 -.36,1 .. 1796 0.0000

*.?355 .. lQ .363 .. u ?30 *13u9 -. 311 -,?309 o, 0 J

*.?' -. 2117 -.3153 -,2001 *,$151 *.2081 -.3151 .**206I 0.000C

.2Q5 -. 1213 -*07.6 -,1227 .2416Q *.1207 -,?V169 .a? ,-

.07e .0bb0 *01eb *090b *016 .090b .0166 *'06

*.07' *21SQ .3159 .24i05 *3159 im.os *I3'S9 ;.C.1L

.mbse, .2918 *4035 .2985 .&735 egges .073S jobsI.

'S9 3109 *5270 ,3155 'S270 *31%% S?70o .!.%
-. 37',! .3198 *,3b72 *.31S2 *.3672' *.3152 *,.7? -. I C.0
..3,7,~ ..3179 -.,399 *.311? ..3S99 *.3l32 *.3S*Q -. 3132
*.3591 *.1l41. -.3512 -. 3l00 -. 3512 -.3100 -.3shl -. II0
.3416' -.308-1 -. 3181 -. 3033 *.3381 -. 3D33 *.3301 -. 30$5
*.3e17 ..?93 -.3137 .4R865, .3137 -.?Dos *.311? ..4665 C0
*09es -. 2773 .. 1906 .. 2727 -. t90. -. ZTZ -. 291. ..4 7
. 7sq -.2612 -. 2160 -. 2566 *.2680 **25414 .i410 .2.s

*..131F -. 204 *23 -. 2,130 -. 223 -. 2238 -. 2250 .al -. ?130 3

~.d5 -. 2Q 094'3 -. 1251 .,0993 -.1253 -.09.0) -. 25
*.6 6 9b',C -,0087 0 Ob0'J *.0007 * , 0 0 L -. 0007 -'4~
003-1, -.0001 .0767 ,00as *0167 .00v5 .076?*7,.
15".. .0b5y .1b19 *0701 .14119 *070) .1619 *Cc 3
.2Q 11 .130S '24190 , I3m9 *?u90 . I Jag ..QQO .11.4 .00
*33co .19?b .3380' *1972 .3386 '197? *3380 ,.02 0 ;
.4213h .?521 ta317 dolly .3 2 *567 .4)317 pW 00co
*.vi. *260Q 47?93 les5s .41193 *as's *.6793 ib655. v

.Sao" .3057 '5279 *)133 .5279 .313 'S279 ,3133 0,00C

:YQLE A'&E
T
ERS I4 . XL 6 V. k4 a kv

ItT L "3.bC31 .OO119 -. 3b35 -.3051 *0013 Seel2 O)I19
IT 4 113.176a. X GAGING 0.0000 V GAGING 0,0000

;*G0f. 0.000000 PITC.4 0.000000 3p 0,000000 314.1 O/P 0.0000
"EC"AICAL PU8PE9?IES ABOUT CRIGI'iAL AXES TAN.AN'G 35,6112052 STAGGER 3'i,909959

jos 060563 M X -. 000638 4 y' .000172 1 9 .0013
V .001781 1 9' .002377 £ MIN .00006? 1 MAX .0QS070

IV 9855.41.7865 F X 522I.27419 8 Xv 494582051 AL
8
'MA 3S5,10055&1

JAR~ I x .003358 BARl I Y 0001770 BAR I X7 Q00ijym MAX T"ICK 1I044tj
: "IN LE -.050550 C MAX LE *46104112 C "IN TE -. 04361 C MAX IT -,473,e63

I "IN .LE -.0QIZ3R Z MAX LI .00830b Z 1 7( TI .001559 1 MAX IL *,016714
: 1% 9 045679 C MAX 5 *,0197st z 41 .001023 2 MAX a -.127SS?

3a. f1 .0002ab BAR1 c .000080 64 R 0 .0007041 CNORC I I094112v
jA 1 *.00791? BAR v *,004611 -t 000213 OID'M 68998bb,

Figure L-20.
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